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ABSTRACT 

Urban design is concerned with the social and physicai aspects of the urban environment, 

and is argued to be a powerful agency for developing social well-being. The contemporary 

city, however, offers a chdenging context for urban design. This thesis aims to develop 

new insights into urban design practice by investigating how the urban design practitioner, 

as a holder of vaiuable skills and knowledge, might be enabled to contniute within the 

contemporary practice context. 

The thesis offen perspectives on the present-day forces of urban change and the social 

effects fkom which participatory planning has ernerged. The responding paradigm SM in 

planning theory is investigated, and identifies p ~ c i p l e s  with which guide urban design 

practice based on creating dialogic space, develo ping inclusive democratic processes, and 

vaiidating multiple ways of knowing. The traditionai role of the built environment 

professional within the social processes of producing the built environment is discussed, 

and the limitations of that roIe identified. The epistemological and ideo logical foundations 

of the built environment professions in the contemporary context are questioned. 

Empirical research into the topic, including a case study of urban design in the Winnipeg 

context, identifies a need to review contemporary professionalism cultures and to focus 

urban design activity on hplementation. 

This thesis argues that urban design practice based on professionalism is not appropriate in 

the contemporary practice context of public participatory planning and design processes. 

The urban designer must corne fkst as a citizen, and add value to that involvement by 

bringing knowledge and skiUs to the table. Findy, a range of  principles intended to enable 

the urban design practitioner in the contemporary practice context are offered. 
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The research problem (Booth et al. 1995) is concemed with the contemporary role of the 

wban design practitioner. The thesis amis to develop new insights into wban design 

practice by investigating how the urban design practitioner, as a holder of valuable skills 

and bowledge, mi& practice in the context of  widespread adoption of planning and 

design participatory processes. 

A sub-set of this research problem comprises the following three inter-comected 

quest 10 ns: 

How might practitioners contribute kno wledge(s) as resources within democratic, 

inclusive urban design processes? 

What are the contemporary constraints on urban design practitioners, and how rnight 

they be mitigated? 

What opportunities to enable urban design practitioners exist within the ernergent 

paradigm shift in planning fiom a top-down to a bottom-up participatory approach? 

As holders of expertise, planners and other built environment professionals have 

traditionally perfomed a function in the implementation of urban development proposais. 

Rance et al. (1 995b: p. 157) note that traditional professional roles are changing, and that 

new practices, new roles, and new relationships are king developed. As weil as 



technological and organizational advances, these changes are king dnven by the adoption 

of participatory planningldesign processes by the public sector (Lowry et ai. 1997; Rance 

1995a; h e s  and Boother 1999). 

The thesis is titled Planning Places since the ideal of the urban design planning process 

might be argued to aim at creating public spuces as fiameworks for subsequent public 

places - which corne about as citizens take ownership of city spaces, and lay new or 

renewed meanings to d e  them into city places. 

Sandercock (1 998) offers a definition of planning as king concerned with a set of socio- 

spatial processes subject to continuous change. Madanipour (1 996) States that urban 

design should also be approached as a socio-spatial process, rooted in political. economic, 

and cultural processes. According to Madanipour (1996), urban design is a comprehensive 

activity addressing the social and physical aspects of the built environment: 

. . . ail the buildings, objects, and spaces in an urban environment, as weiI 
as the people, events, and relationships within them @.mi. 

W'ithin this interpretation, Madanipour suggests that the social and physical aspects of the 

urban environment are cIoseIy related: 

The social and physical dimensions of urban form have a dynamic 
relationship. Physical fabric is produced and conditioned by different social 
procedures At the same t he ,  the forrn of urban space, once buitt, c m  
exert influence upon the way these procedures occur (p.33). 



Given these physical and social aspects of  urban design activity? the premise of this thesis 

concerns the contn'bution of physical form to the creation of equitable cities. Urban 

physical develo pment, with social development and economic develo pment, is argued t O 

be one of three complementary approaches to creating urban envkonments in which 

people might flourish, and in which d people have equal opportunity to flourish, including 

other species and members of fùture generations who cannot speak for themselves. 

The case for perceiving the built form of the city as an essentid shaper of 'quality of He' 

and equity is offered by Sandercock (1 W 8 ) ,  who notes the importance of the physical 

form of the urban environment for marginalized people: 

In the end, we cannot ignore the inescapable connections between the built 
environment, and individual and CO llect ive human weU- king- We cant 
deny the power of design in ckdy He7 for good and bad. This can be as 
simple and O bvious as the transfomative effect of trees in a residential 
Street, the qualities of natural light in a dwelling or workspace, the sounds 
of water created by a fountain in a busy downtown development. Or it can 
be as complex as the workings of patriarchy in and upon space, through 
design. Feminist architects, urban designers and planners have been 
interesteci in these connections specifically as they affect the lives of  wornen 
in cities and suburbs. Books iike Redesigning the American Rrearn 
(Hayden 1984), Discrirninution by Design (Weisman 1992), and Gendered 
Spoces (Spain 1992) are a.U insightful about the powers of design to 
express and enforce relations of subordination. Other writers on urban 
design have noted the architectural tropes which send messages about who 
belongs in this space, referring to shopping mails and other public/ private 
places where or@ certain kinds of people are wanted and how particular 
design solutions can achieve these purposes of exclusion (Davis 1990; 
Sorkin 1992). Why do women feel unsafe in cities, or at least in certain city 
spaces? Why do homeless people ofien prefer to sleep on the streets than in 
c*-run shelters? Why are some public parks never used, while others are 
full of Me? How would dwellings, neighbourhoods, and public buildings 
look if they were designed to foster relationships of equality, environmental 
health, and cuitUral ciifference? How c m  design contriiute to a radisally 



dBerent Iandscape of power, to cosmopolis? We cannot avoid the 
implication of design in debates about the good city, the meanbgful 
community (p.229)- 

The cultural importance of urban design is set out by Miller (1991), who notes that "the 

vitality of a cornmunity is lost when there is indif5erence to scale and vemacular history, to 

commerce and cultural context, to the subtleties of continuity and the contrasts of the 

socio-economics of its inhabitants" (p-v). 

Urban design is argued to be a powerfül agency, and the urban design practitioner holds 

vaiuable skik and kno wledge that can contribute to wards the creation of Galbraith's 

(1 996) "good society" of personal liberty, basic weH-being, racial and ethnic equality. and 

the opportunity for a rewarding We. The contemporary city, however, offers a challenging 

context for urban design. As Heaiey (1997: p.32) asks, how can the consequences of 

planning and design w i t h  the contemporary city be reconciled within the context of 

cultural diversity, and when the initiating forces of change are difncult to idente? 

This thesis results eom a personal mission to discover more about contemporary practice. 

The author is a registered UK Architect, and has practiced in both the public and private 

sectors in the United Kingdom This experience inc!udes working at a senior management 

Ievel as an associate in a London architectural practice, involving the coordination of 

multi-disciplinary activities. During the six years previous to the wnting of the thesis, the 

author worked in Canada as a principal of a landscape design and environmental planning 

firm. During this period the finn worked increasingly with stakeholder groups on public 



sector projects, which challenged the author's conceptions of professional practice that 

had k e n  derived fiom professionai education and the culture of professionai institutions. 

While this thesis has ken approached as a conventional research undertaking, this practice 

experience has served to direct and shape the contents of the thesis. 

OUnlNE OF THE THESIS CONTENTS 

The thesis is organized into the following five chapters. 

Chapter 1 reviews urban design practice, and presents perspectives on the context within 

which urban design practitioners work - the nature of the contemporary city and the 

forces acting upon it. The chapter focuses on the relationship between urban design and 

contemporary culture, and concludes that participatory planning and design processes at a 

local scale are central to contemporary urban design activity. 

In Chapter 2, models for urban design practice are identified fiom contemporary pIanning 

theory as possibIe ihrmants  of urban design practice. This chapter is stmctured around 

an anaiysis of analyses, looking fkst at Friedmaan7s (1 987), Healey's (1 997), and 

Sandercock's (1 998) analyses on why technical-instrumental planning is no w discredited 

- each theorist 's critique of the modem project. Second, Healey's ( 1 997) and 

Sandercock7s ( 1998) subsequent positions are identified as offerhg two models for the 

contemporary urban design practitioner w i e  the new planning paradigrn that they are 



championhg in episternologicai and practice terms (in other words how planners might 

Imow, and what planners might do). 

Foilowing the discussions of the urban design field and the contemporary urban context 

outlined in Chapter 1, and the prescriptions for guiding urban design practice descriid in 

Chapter 2, the shaping of urban design practice is investigated in Chapter 3. The 

traditional role played by the urban designer in the production of the built environment is 

considered. Expertise as the basis for professionalism is explored, as is the professional 

culture of orientation toward formalist design solutions. Alternative forrns of design 

practice are noted as having rernained peripheral, but the emerging placemaking model is 

discussed as offering a coherent model of an inclusive, democratic process to which urban 

design practice might &pire. 

Chapter 4 presents empincd research into conceptualizations of the contemporary role of 

urban design practitioners withui various practice perspectives. The data is concerned 

pMcipally with the Winnipeg context, and the changing capacity for urban design within 

the City of Winnipeg is integrated into this research as case study material. The research 

looks at how practitioners view their role, and how other actors in urban design decision- 

making view the position and contribution of practitioners. 

Finally, Chapter 5 provides recornmendations and conclusions for enabling the urban 

designer practitioner based on the theoretical material offered in Chapters 2 and 3, and the 



empirical research presented in Chapter 4. A model for conteqmrary design practice is 

offered, and p~c ip les  for guiding urban design practice set out. 

The rationale for the empincai research methodology and a description of the empirical 

research process is set out in Appendix A. 



CHAPTER 1: URBAN DESIGN PRACTICE AND T'EU3 

CONTEMPORAW CONTEXT 

This chapter outlines a theoretical view of contemporary urban design practice and a 

perspective of the contemporary city as the context within which urban design 

practitioners con tn i t e  their specialist knowledge and skills. n i e  content of this chapter is 

arranged around the foilowing issues: defïning the field of urban design, global economic 

integration and its effects, the emergence of counter-movements m response to its effects, 

and the widespread adoption of public participatory planning. 

1.1 77iE URBAN DESIGN FIELD 

The term 'urban design' is deked  broadly widiin this thesis; it extends beyond the 

appearance of the built environment to concems with the form, use, and management of 

cities. Urban design is therefore seen as "the process through which we consciously shape 

and manage O ur built environments" (Madanipour 1 996: p. 1 55). As such, urban design is 

uivolved with the production and regulation of the urban environment, and images of ided 

utban environments (Madanipour 1 996 p.9 1 ). 

Barnett (1982) suggests that 'iirban design is the generally accepted name for giving 

physical design direction to urban growth, conservation, and change" @. 1 2). Wïthin this 

role for managing change lies Miller's (1 991 : p.v) suggestion that urban design constitutes 

"a search for a fiamework to give form and ownership to a larger collective 



consciousness", and that urban design aims to address Whe need to h d  solutions 

compatible with our lSe styles, techno logical imperatives, and ideals." 

The urban design discipline therefore draws on a broad base of kmwledge, encompassing 

'the study of politics, economics, and sociology at one end, to an alliance with 

architecture emphasizbg physical design, space, and f o m  at the other" (Schwarting and 

Karahan 2991: p.3). 

To understand urban space as the context of urban design, Madanipour ( 1 996) argues for 

using perspectives l?om above (which inchdes a W e d  scientifïc understanding of wban 

space), and perspectives from below : 

From above we have the perspective of political economy, where systems 
of money and power are at work to create budt environments and where 
scientifïc inquiry offers an objective understanding of urban space. From 
below, we have the perspectives of everyday We, where disorder and 
spontaneity can take over and where human behavior in, and use oc  urban 
space endows it with meanhg @p. 87-88). 

A professional perspective of urban design might describe how the discipline has emerged 

during the last two decades as a speciaity from the planning and-architectural disciplines' 

common concerns for shaping and transfomiing urban form. Indeed, those practitioners 

styling themsetves as urban designers largely emerge fiom the planning, architecturai and 

landscape architectural professions. The activity of urban design can be placed where these 

design and planning professions overlap, as diagrammed in Figure 1. 



DESIGN PROFESSIONS 
Architechire & PROFESSION 

Landsmpe Architedure 

AREA OF 
URBAN 
DESIGN 

Figure 1 : The professional urban design field 

Blau et al. (1 983: p.*) suggest similarities between the planning and architectural 

disciplines: bo th professions are concemed with the shaping and transforming of the urban 

environment; and social responsibility and usefulness are criteria ernployed by both 

professions. Urban design, they suggest, has emerged as an amalgam of architecture and 

planning fiom an awareness of these concerns. In this professional perspective, the built 

environment professional's role is about bringing city dweIlers7 needs into balance with 

those of the private or public clients that they serve. But in the sense that the term 

practitioner irnplies an occupation, the informa1 pract itioner also exists, such as 

comrnunity activists operating within the third sector. As Madanipour (1996: p.2 18) 

suggests, urban design rnight be perceived as king carried out by the state, by the market, 

and by ci* society. 

As indicated above, this conception of urban design encompasses a broad range of 

professional disciplines. Madanipour ( 1 996) argues that urban design is a mtiitidiscipluiary 

activity with which to shape and manage urban environments: 

Urban designers are interested and engaged in this process and its product 
. . . the multidiscipünary activity of shaping and managing urban 
envkonments, interested both in the process of this shaping and the spaces 



it helps shape. Combining technid, social, and expressive mncerns, u r b  
designers use both visual and verbal means of communication, and engage 
in all scales of the urban socio-spatial continuum (p. 1 17). 

[(ldan designers] . . . need to be fàmihr with ail scdes of processes and 
products (pp.220-22 1). 

To underscore the breadth of professional urban design activity, Madanipour ( 1 996) 

catalogues the diversity of services offered by UK-based l ïms  mentioned in the m a n  

Design Source Book (Billingham 1994): 

mast erpianning; develo pment kmeworks and concepts; concept design; 
development brie&; design guidelines; urban design in development 
control; urban design training; environmentai and visual impact assessment; 
site appraisal and context studies; environmental statements; environmental 
improvernent; building and area enhancement; t o m  centre renewal; public 
realm design; transport and traffic management; pedestrianization; 
hf?astructure strategies; cornputer modeling; project management; 
engineering; intenor, graphic, and product design; landscape design; 
architecturai design; urban design; to wn plannmg; land-use planning; policy 
formation and promotion; strategic plaMing studies; local planning; public 
inquiries; conservation; new design in historie contexts; planning in historic 
and sensitive areas; decontamination strategies; adaptive re-use; enabling 
development ; miplementatioo; urban regeneration; smalI town and village 
regeneration; integrated regeneration of streets and buildings; community 
participation; chic and comrnunity architecture; new settlements; large- 
scale site planning; landscape planning; physical planning; urban housing; 
shopping, emplo yment, tourism, recreation and leisure planamg; urban 
parks and spaces; urban squares; waterfkont buildings and strategies; 
marinas; planning for pedestrian crime prevention and security; and energy 
efncient design. 

A M e r  aspect of urban design is the shaping of development forces through 

development control. Madanipour (1 996: p. 120) suggests that urban design plays an 

integral role in shaping the built environment through proposing new f o m  or regdating 

proposais, and by enabling or controlling development. 



These conceptions, drawn fiom the planning and design literature, imply that urban design 

is a conscious and coordinated activity widiin which professionals have traditiondy played 

a key role. The plausibiIity of this perception is examùied in Chapter 3, which looks at the 

role of urban design in the production of the built environment, and in Chapter 4, which 

provides empirical research into this topic. First, however, the discussion will turn to look 

at the context within which contemporary urban design activity takes place. 

1.2 THE CONTEMPORARY CiTYAS THE CONTEXT FOR URBAN DESIGN PRACnCE 

Sandercoc k ( 1998) suggests that three contemporary socio-cultural forces are shaping the 

contemporary city : fïrst, complex migrations with multi-cultural implications; second, a 

rise of 'civil society" - including the formerly-termed "minority groups"; and third, the 

post-colonial reclaimuig of urban space by indigenou peo ples. Ot her social forces include 

a regional moWlg to the city and a local moving out of the city to ex-urban areas. 

The contemporar y conceptual city might therefore be characterized by an economic, 

cultural, and racial multiplicity. This situation is argued by Sandercock (1998) to 

consthte economic, cultural, and psychological threats to longer-standing residents - 

the traditionally dominant groups. Associated with these demographic shifls are citizenship 

issues - as  Sandercock (1 998) rhetoncaiiy asks: Who belongs where? And with what 

right s? 



1-3 THE GLOBAL ECONOMY 

Economic forces are argued to be a prirnary motor driving this social change. As 

Sandercock (1998) points out, the "single undeniable hegemony is that economic 

rationality is pararnount, and every city and region and nation has to realize its ideals as 

best it can within the constraints of a profit-maximizing world market" (p.7). Indeed, the 

contemporary conceptual city is in a global network that is perceived by rnany to be 

cornpetitive. Global economic mtegration, usualIy assumeci to be beyond the control of 

any one city or region, has forced urban political regimes to embrace global investors or 

put their city at risk (Sandercock 19%). Tncluded within this issue is the environmental 

problematic that continues to accompany modem capital. 

Friedmann (1987) argues that industriai capitalism generates both costs and benefits, but, 

when caiculated in socidy relevant ternis, the costs of continued growth wouid exceed 

benefits by an increasing margin He ako notes that households and the state have 

historicaiiy absorbed the social costs of economic growth, and there now is a deche  in the 

state's ability to deviate hardship. Further costs are identined by Jacobs (1 99 1 ), who 

argues that it is the ways in which production and consurnption are currently organized 

that create environmental degradat ion. 

Knox (1995) descnbes the ongins and development of the new global economy as a shift 

tiom an international to a global economy during the 1970s and 1980s. Previously, the 

trading of goods and services in an international economy was closely regulated by nation- 

states. Wthui the developïng global economy, goods and services are produced and 



marketed by an O ligopo listic web of global corporations whose operations span national 

boundaries. These corporations operate through strategic Links and alliances, which are 

ody loosely regulated by nation-states. Each corporation, Knox suggests, aims at gaining 

commercial suprernacy in its sector by focusing on the approximately eight hundred 

million consumers in the triad of core economies within the world-system that are able to 

sustain materialistic Nestyles -North Amerka, Europe, and Japan. These regions 

comprise the rnost miportant theatres of accumuIation, accommodatmg the key business 

functions of the players and providing the neo-lira1 operating arena of kee enterprise 

with minimal govenuwnt intervention (Hanke 1997). Friedmann and Douglass (1 995) 

suggest that politics, in this context, be confined to arrangements between States and 

corporations. 

In concert with the development of the global economy, an enabling globalization of 

h c e  bas develo ped providing capital for rnergers, acquisitions, and operational 

restructuring. Knox identifies the foliowing characteristics of global hancing: currency 

trading; the emergence of transnational banks and investment companies; 24-hour global 

trading; and a global venture capital industry. National governments of the core countries 

have responded wÏth a deregdation of finances and labour, and have provided subsidies 

for scientifïc and technologicai innovators. Banks have turned from their traditional role of 

supporting trade between nmis and nations to supporting maflufacturing capacity of large 

concem in a transnational context. From this global context, Knox points out that a 

comected gro up of techno 10 gicdy highly develo ped ce-regions is evo king. 



Knox (1 995) suggests that world cities, as the centres of transnational corporations, 

hance, telecommunications, and information processïng, constitute the bases and control 

points of financiai and cultural flows that support and sustain the global economy. World 

cities have therefore become centres of authority. 

1.4 THE EFFECTS OF GLOBALlïAflON 

Fellman et al. (1 999) argue that the world is undergoing a cultural convergence through a 

sharing of technologies and integration of economies. This situation is creating new 

pressures on the environment to accommodate new patterns of production and 

exploitation. A general result is indicated by E h  (1 996: p. 1 O4), who notes that 

globaiization has been accompanied by a decline in the public realrn and an obscuring of 

power. The foUowing commentators offer suggestions for the cause of this situation and 

its cultural effects. 

Friedmann and Douglass (1 995) note that global capital is not accountable to any nation 

or govenunent, and that the elites of wealth and power of the new global economy 

probably amount to 10% of the population in industrial countries, and approxirnately 1 % 

in developing countries. They suggest that this elite holds no special degiance to local 

culture and histo ry, focusing uistead on accumulation of wealth and influence. Urban 

locations therefore suf3er the doubtfùl care of absentee Iandlords, as  Madanipour (1996) 

points out: 

Rather than local elites who used to be the largely influential force in 
shaping local urban environments, it is now the international elite of 



corporate institutions which plays a major role in shaping localities without 
any physical or ernotional contact with them (p.142). 

While people value traditions and inhabit specific places, in this context they are "rendered 

silent as consumers of global O fferings" (Friedmann and DougIass 1 995). 

Galbreith ( 1 996) offers ano ther polarized view; he suggests that contemporary society 

comprises a polity where the fortunate are sociaily and politicdy dominant (9.2). In his 

analysis, the contemporary economic and political alignment places the rich on one side, 

and the economically Iess fortunate and the poor, together with those who speak out for 

them, on the other side (p.7). 

With the emergence of the global economy, the development of the archetypai landscape 

of today's international cities, descnid by Keil(1995) as the generic metropolis of the 

late twentieth century, has arguably k e n  accelerated and M e r  homogenized. Keil 

suggests this conceptual city expresses the dialectics of utopia and dystopia: a fùsion of 

Fordism - airport-fkeeways-downtown-ir~astructure; and post-Fordism - 

îragmentation-human and environmental degradation-po larwd power. Wùiko ff ( 1 995b) 

points out that the physical structure, social structure, and cuItural profile of an area are 

integrally linked with its economy. Communities are king shaped by new demographics 

brought about by econornicaiIy driven movements of labour and management. The post- 

modem context of the conceptual city is a pluralized, political realm of multiple 

con~adictions - including class, race, ethnicity, and gender (Keil 1 995). Madanipour 

points out (1996: p.24) that 'Yhe centre of a world city is fa-moving with a mdtiplicity 



of identities and a potenta for plurality and therefore fragmentation of social reiations." 

And, culturaUy, the relationship of cornrnunities to 'place' is k i n g  constantly repositioned 

(Guppy 1995). 

Knox (1995) identifies six cuiturai flows fiom kt-order world chies that underpin the 

contemporary world-system: 

Ethnoscapes: flows of people - business personnel, labour, etc; 

Technoscapes: flows of technology, rnachinery, software; 

Finanscapes: fiows of currency and securities; 

Mediascapes: flows of images and information through prht media, film, Intemet; 

Ideoscapes: flows of ideological constructs rnainly derived fiom Western world- 

view - demo cracy, individual sovereignty, right s; 

Commodityscapes: flows of material culture fiom architecture to clothes and 

jewefry design 

These cultural flows are clearly powerfùl. Ellin (1 996: p. 105) notes that "new technologies 

have facilitated the rapid movement of people and information; they have also pro foundly 

transformed the perception of space and tirne, Westyles, and our senses of community and 

self." E h  notes that as knowledge, information, and entertainment derive fiom mass- 

mediated sources rather than fiom personal experience, our "sense of reality has k e n  

reconfigured" @. 105). E h  suggests that a secondary reaiity bas emerged that is derived 

fiom the media, and has been accelerated by widespread access to television which, as a 

homogenizing agent, has served to cernent the consumer society, and has become a 

substitute for communal activities. 



Pie1 (1 998:p.2) identifies the threat to the public realm, with its implications for urban 

design practice, resulting fiom the compression of space and time by global networks of 

finance, people, media, ideology, and technology. Pie1 suggests that spatial temtories no 

longer play the same role in constnicting personal and group identities as before, and that 

attachment to physical space is king eroded. The resulting increase in individuation, also 

fostered by the postmodemist 'culture of merences', is identifïed by Healey ( 1 997:p.42) 

as a further threat to the public r e h  Healey suggests that individiiiiIism assumes that 

' k e  can iso late ourselves fiom each other, creating a Little 'culture' around ourselves." 

This, Heaiey argues, leads to problerns of managing urban space through orientation away 

fkom public Ne, through lack of engagement, a reinforcing of dEerences as obstacles to 

understanding each other, and an absence of common pruiciples and values. 

Madanipour (1 996: p. 144) notes that the growth of development companies and access to 

global financing creating a trend in the privatization of public space. He suggests that this 

has occurred as large-scale developers have sought safety for their investments and 

developed totally managed environments with on-site secunty, such as gated 

neighbourhoods and shopping malls, in the face of increasing fear of crime. Concurrently, 

the provision and maintenance of public space as a public s e ~ c e  has been met by "an 

inability or reluctance by public authonties to meet these costst (p. 146). This, he argues, 

results in a deepening of social and spatial segregation by social and econornic processes 

that are sanctioned by public po licy (p. 146). 



However, the commentators also indict professional designers. Ellin (1 996: p.3) argues 

that a corporate landscape characterized by placeIessness, anonymous impersonal spaces, 

massive structures, and automobile thoroughfares, is not only the product of an 

increasingly corporate society, but is also the legacy of the modem movement. As W ' ï  

(1 99 1 ) rhetoricaily asks, "if architectural education is internationai, and if the work force is 

international, why shouldn't Singapore, Abu Dhabi, and New York all start to look the 

same?" (p.35). A fegacy of the modernist approach to urban piamhg îs pointed out by 

Madanipour ( l996), who suggests that "rapid movement . .. and hgrnented geography, 

where land use zones and social classes are set apart . . . provide the possibllity of 

escaping IÎom difference," and that "10si.g the ability to live with the dif5erence is a major 

problem of the modem city" (p.78). 

The importance of place is noted by E h  (1996: p.1) to have diminished over the Iast 

several decades as global flows of people, ideas, capital, rnass media, and other products 

have accelerated. She descnis this shift as geographical and perceptual - a de- 

temtorialization and placelessness - and suggests that a sense of loss bas resulted in a 

nostaigic search for a lost world. This search is manifested in initiatives to preserve and 

rebabilitate old central cities, build in a traditional manner, and to reassert traditional social 

values and institutions, such as marriage, the fàmily, and religion (p. 1). But she notes that 

this has not been accompanied by any desire to reluiquish technological advances that raise 

the standard of living, or of progress and modernity. 



Madanipour (1 996) d e s c n i  a M e r  trend in a globalization of reai estate (p. 142), in 

which large-scale developers attain access to international capital markets and operate 

with local partners who are familiar wÏth local markets and regulations. However, with 

regard to the widespread homogenization of landscapes that might be expected to ensue, 

Madanipour points out that a standardkation process was already in place through 

mode&. 

The culture resulting fiom these global flows rnight be described as a wholly material, 

homogenizïng consumerism. Friedmann and Douglass (1 995) suggest that people are 

subordinated to this global culture of capital and to structures of elite power that control 

and commode its penetration into local spaces. Hahn (1992) argues that this economic 

mode1 reduces city dweuers to mere consuners; it has proved to be ineffective for 

developing a Ue-sustaining socio-eco logical relationship. A sensitivity to culture and the 

need to establish separate urban identities within the homogenization of the landscape is 

clearly needed (Willis 199 1). Willis also asserts that each city has its own identity, and that 

a re-examination of the city's cultural and ethnic values, roots, and traditions would 

provide a basis fiom which to reinfiorce its identity and strengthen its character. 

However, in the face of this relentless popular and homogeninng culture directing people 

to consume, counter-movernents have developed. 



1.5 COUNTER-MOVEMENTS TO 7HE EFFECTS OF GLOBAUZA77ON 

At the global scale, Healey (1997: p.3) notes that the perception that we Live in worlds of 

multiple forces over which we have Little control, heips to m o b k  the activities of 

pressure groups concerned with the environmental effects of global economy. Similarly, 

initiatives have occurred at the local level. Healey (1 997) characterizes contemporary 

conflicts over public change as &O ofien king initiated by complex economic forces. 

Such confticts, she suggests, have arisen fiom a gro wing awareness of questions emerging 

f?om progress and reflect the dilemma of resolving economic-onented neo-liberal 

philosophy, and a long-terni-oriented re-emphasis on qualities of places. E l h  (1 996: p. 1 ) 

notes that "local efforts have arisen to asset, rediscover, or even invent traditions to 

combat homogenization or ideological colonialism" It is large& fiorn civil society that 

such reaction has ernerged. 

Civil society is defïned by Friedmann and Douglass (1995) as the society of households, 

farnily networks, civic and religious organizations, and communiiies that are bound 

together by shared histories, colIective mernories, and cultural norms of reciprocity. C i d  

society comprises 'citizens'; a term they define as acknowledging a territorial unit 

politically organized for We in cornmon Rights and obligations within this political 

community are legitimized by democratic theory and include the right to c l a h  new rights, 

which has occurred fiom the 1 980s as its rnembers have chdenged existing regùnes, 

particularly over environmentai and development issues. According to Friedmann and 

Douglass, this collective empowerment has been based on the following three issues. 



Rights in temis of an inclusiveness in democratic procedures, including transparency in 

government transactions, the accountability of the state, and the nghts of all citizens to 

be heard in matters affectkg their interests and concerns at a Iocal levek 

A demand for public policies that assert the value of different collective identities 

LiWig together in the increasingly multi-cultural cities in the world economy (in the 

context of homogenizing cornmercially-produced popular culture). A response is 

required to the needs and interests of dEerent groups, particularly those that have 

k e n  traditionally marginalized, such as women, indigenous peoples, and minorities. 

The right to human flourishing gained through access to the material bases of social 

power as the basic conditions of livelihood, including housing, work, a Me-sustaining 

environment, and financial resources. Friedmann and Douglass (1995) ask for an 

inclusive democracy practiced at the local level, based on asserting a hdamental right 

to human flourishing . 

1.6 THE IMPORTANCE OF THE NEIGHBOURHOOD 

In Hahn's (1992) mode1 of levels of action for sustainable development, the 

neighbourhood level is at the interface of the micro- and macro-level. Paralleihg 

Madanipour's perspectives of urban space (see Page 9), Hahn's characterizations of these 

levels are, at the rnacro-Ievel, an anonymous, bureaucratie social fiamework for living and 

working ; and, at the micro-level, invo lvement, direct perception, and transparency. Hahn 

also notes the folIo wing features of the micro-level: local famïiiarity for those Living and 

working nom daily experience; transparency of social, tec hnical, and ecological fûnctions 

and causes; distances that c m  be covered on foot or bicycle; direct experiences for 



children and young people; an urban fkmework for most everyday activities; identification 

with the neighbourhood as 'extended self; sensibility of the threats to a way of me; and 

the formation of civil action groups. Sustainable restructuring, argues Hahn, will occur 

prirnarily at the micro-level where people work and live. This is the situation, according to 

Hahn, in which people are most directly affected by environmental problems and the 

consequences of poor planning, and where they have begun to put up opposition. 

As Hahn (1992) points out, the neighbourhood offers many oppominities for integrated 

strategies for technical, social, political, and econornic action. Perhaps most importantly, 

the neighborhood forms the landscapes of everyday We7 and, according to Hahn, is 

structured by past values and attitudes to place. These have a powemil effect on collective 

consciousness and symbolize the culture of an urban location (Ryan 1999, and yet the 

neighbourhoo d is a public realrn current ly threatened by homogenizat ion. 

The contemporary neighbourhood faces M e r  opportunities and constraints. Ahrentzen 

(1 99 1) points out that the concept of the "separate spheres7' of work and home that 

'hiasked women's contribution of unpaid labour" (p. 23) is challenged by increasing use of 

the home as a base for work. In this context, daily Lives, she points out, "spatially fuse 

public and private activities." Ahrentzen suggests that tighter-woven cornmunities may 

emerge within neighbourhoods as the visibility of homeworken will deter potential 

criminals, lead to more local shops, and more people in the streets and the shops 

subsequently recognizing each other. This scenario implies an emergent greater 

engagement of people with their community. 



1.7 PARTICIPATORY PROCESSES 

The rise of civil society, through the strength of  the demand for greater public 

accountability, has achieved an increasmg level of po liticai response. Public participatory 

processes offer a manifestation of that political response. 

Lowry et al ( 1 997: p. 1 77) trace US legislation requiring citizen participation in planning 

back to the 1960s. Public participation is now a centrai feature of professional activity in 

the public sector (Rance 1995a: p.34), and is required in a wide range of public programs 

at all levels of government (Lowry et al. 1997: p. 177). Indeed, Innes and Boother (1 999 

p. 11) point to a universality of inclusive public decision-making: 

People al1 over the world are experirnenting with consensus-building to 
deal with CO mplex public CO ntroversial issues, c hanging contexts, and 
uncertain fiitures in an instmitionally and politicdy fragmented society. 

As the above discussion indicates, globalization and its effects are argued to have 

contrïbuted to the widespread adoption of public participatory processes, as Madanipour 

(1 996) points out: 

. . . the two trends of public participation in planning and design and the 
emphasis on urban public spaces are both reactions by civil society to the 
pressures that the systems of power and money have created in wban 
develo pment" (p.220). 



1-8 URBAN DESIGN PRAC7ïCE AND THE CONTEMPORARY CONTDCT 

This chapter has explored the broad definition of urban design as concemed with the 

processes of urban change. The multiplicities of the contemporary city have ken  outlined 

as the context for urban design, and the emergence of public participatory processes as a 

response to the cultural and economic forces of globalkation has been traced. 

Given this context for urban design practice, the foliowing chapter will look at the 

paradigm shift in planning fkom the modem project to inclusive participatory planning 

models. The contemporary planning prescriptions proposed by Healey (1 997) and 

Sandercock (1998) are explored as models for urban design processes. 



CHAPTER 2: CROSSTHEORIST ANALYSES FOR URBAN DESIGN 

This chapter loo ks at how planning theory has re-structured in response to the 

contemporary conditions descnid in Chapter 1, and how such theory rnight inform urban 

design practice. Through a two-stage analysis of contemporary analyses, this chapter 

traces the theoretical emergence of the interactive planning paradigm and its application 

within urban design decision-making processes. First, Friedmann's ( 1 987), Heaiey' s 

(1 997), and Sandercock's (1998) critiques of the modem project analyses will be 

examuied. Second, the planning paradigms proposed by Sandercock and Healey are 

looked at in epistemological and practice ternis; in other words, how planners rnight know, 

and what planners might do. The chapter concludes with a statement of how the debates in 

planning can be seen to be reflected in urban design process theory, and the following 

chapter wiu extend this discussion by looking back on this theoreticai position from 

practice perspectives. 

2.1. AN ANALYSIS OF ANALYSES: FRIEDMANN, HEALEYAND SANDERCOCK 

Figure 2 provides a cross-theorist tabulation of Friedmann's (1987), Healey's (1997), and 

Sandercock's (1 998) analyses. A clear comrnonality exists among these cornmentators on 

the obsolescence of the rational planning model: Ï t  is considered anti-democratic; they c d  

for multiple ways of knowing to replace positivism as the epistemological bais  for 

planning; and the concept of a UfUtary public interest is considered redundant as it is 

disinterested in dinerences in race, ethnicity, and gender. 



Amscience of society". that witl 
guide the wodd to social progress 
through social -onality 

lntegration of market rationality - 
the pursuit of self-interest and 
social rationalii - as the 
exercise of reason for the group 

Crisis of knowing: the 
certainties of poçïtivism 
regarding knowledge about 
society has becorne 
dîscredited. undermining 
planning as a 'scientific 
endeavor'. 
Acderated pace of histarid 
events: stability is needed for 
planning to fundion -the 
creation of policies. plans. and 
p r o g m  entail time- 
consuming processes; many 
are obsokte by the time they 
are ready for implementation 
Unprecedented nature of the 
evenk society faces: 
contemporary scale - such as 
the magnitude of environmenta1 
degradation and the ske of 
cities, render 'laws' gained from 
precedents to be wofthless. 
Similady, there is a lack of any 
genuine knowledge conceming 
such events. 

SOClAL MOBIULATION: 
Recentering of politicai power in 
civil society to transfomi the state 
and corporate economy from 
ivithin 

411 knowledge ïs perspectiviçt and 
~rovisional gained frorn dialogic 
~rocesç. Expression of subjective 
wlities, search for meaningful 
&ion. Indudes cognitive fields 
wch as mythdogy, folklore, 
iistory and linguistics 

Ttiree planning traditions - 
econornic, physicai development 
pdicy anaipis- trapped inside 
modernist instrumentai rationalii 

Basis of scientific knowledge (for 
probiem identifying and solution 
creaüon) and instrumental 
rationality (relating means and 
end) 
Evolutionary perspective based 
on the fdlowing: 

economic planning tradition 
mwing to increasing 
appreciation of institutional 
precondiitions for econornic 
heakh; 
physicai developrnent tradition 
moving to recognize social 
processes underpinning spatial 
organëation and urban form 
and the range and complexity 
of the demônds of 
environmental management 
pdicy analpis tradition 
seeking to escape from 
emphasis on instrumental 
reason and saenMc 
knowledge to incorporate 
greater understanding of 
people's ways of knowing and 
valuing in order to make policy 
development and 
irnplementation more 
interadive 
shifting of conceptual ground 
into a phenomenotogicai 
interpretation of the 
rdationship knowledge to 
action 
displacement of moral, 
emotive, and aesthetic issues 
from public life 

COMMUNICATNE: 
urban regionalist perspective of 
organiung political cornmunities 
FM coIIective, collaborative 
management of shared spaces 
Tor improving the quality of urban 
onvironrnents. Relation-building 
DrOceSSes 
Postmodem conception of 
howledges and d u e s  as social 
mstmdions; based on Giddens 
iheory of structuration and 
dabermas' communicative adion 
and communicative ethics 

Ratjonality. comprehensiveness. 
scientific objedivity, prqed of 
state-diredeci futures. notion of 
'publicinterest' 

A 7otaliong modemist namative. 
that omits the contribution of 
women and ethnic groups to city- 
building 

Cmcem with making public 
decisim more rational creates 
rnearts-focused, rather than 
goals-foaiçed, planning 
adivity. The b a i s  of technicab 
raüonality can be replaceci by 
cufnmunicaüw+rationality 
based on practicai knowing. 
argued to be more appropriate 
gïven the future uncertainties 
with which planning is 
concerneci 
The desired muftifunctional and 
multisedoral 
cornprehensiveness d rational 
planning is orïented to the 
production of documents; 
planning needs to be interactive 
and centered on people 
Positivist grounding of the 
rational model precludes 
experiential, intuitive, and 
contextual knowiedge held by 
local cornmunities 
Rational planning argued to be 
a project of state-diredeci 
futures; cmmunity-bsed 
planning practice bas& on 
mmmunity empowerment is a 
better means to atîain social 
and environmental justice, and 
local econornic community 
development 
The rational planning model 
operates 'in the public interest', 
argued to be invalid given the 
contemporary conceptual city is 
charaderized by muMplMy 

INSURGEM. 
Progressive planning p-ce 
based on social justice, 
mens hip. community, multiple 
publics. 

Experïential. intuitive, local 
cnowiedges based on talking., 
istening. seeing, cantemplating. 
jha"ng, including visual and 
jwbolic expression 

Figure 2: Cross-theorist critiques of the rational comprehensive planning model and 
prescriptions for fùture planning 

Sources: Friedmann (19871, Healey (1 997), Sandercock (1 998). 



Beauregard (1 996: p2 1 3) offers a usefül summary of the intent of the modern project. He 

suggests that the penod during which the modem project maintained its integrïty was fiom 

the early years of the century to the Z96Os, but by the 1980s the mode- planniag 

project was under attack. He suggests that p l d g  within the modem project was 

directed at fou.  aims: 

. . . to ( 1) bring reason and democracy to bear on capitalist urbanization, 
(2) guide state decision-making with technical rather than political 
rationality, (3) produce a coordniated and hct ional  urban f o m  organized 
around collective goals, md (4) use economic growth to create a middle- 
class society (p.213). 

For placing planning theory in context, Innes (1995: p.183) identifies the importance of 

Friedmann's (1987) history of planning. As Friedmann (1987) points out, the planner's 

role is reactive: thought follows practice, and plamers respond to actors' needs. 

Friedmann list s these needs as including information, interpretation, problem-de finition, 

projection, evaluation, and strategic programming. Friedmann's analysis of planning 

traditions is broad, and an examination of his chronology of planning within the twentieth 

century illustrates how ernergent planning theory hm responded to momentous events 

producing social change (notably m l ,  the Great Depression, WW2, and the popular 

protests of the 1960s). Friedmann argues that indusirial capitalism is in crisis, and suggests 

that because social guidance is part of the system-in-crisis, it is part of the problem and 

therefore incapable of coping with the crisis of industrial capitalism. 'Alternative' 

development, less integrated with the dynamics of industrial capitalism, he argues to be 

emerghg around two strategies: collective self-reliance in development, and the recovery 

of political community. 



Sandercock (1 998: p.4) pouits out that the modernist paradigm, founded in scientific and 

technical reason, came to dominate planning during the 20" century, and still endures 

despite the damage it has done to "tbe environment, community, cultural divers*, and to 

the human spirit." However, Sandercock points out that planning is now in the rnidst of a 

"paradigm s W -  fiom the order, coherence, regdation and hornogeneity of the 

modemist technical-rationality, to a progressive, postmodernist planning that embraces the 

rnultiplicity of the contemporary city. The post-war move in planning to an applied social 

science lost, in Sandercock's view, the importance of place and place-making, and Iocai 

knowledges that were manifest in the structures and mernories of  co~lzmunifies. 

2.2 PRESCRlPTlO NS FOR FUTURE PLANNING 

As Figure 2 illustrates, eom the theorists' criticisrns of rationalism it can be seen that a 

paradigm shift in planning theory has clearly taken place. The new paradigm involves 

co~ll~llunicative action and interactive practice Onnes 1995), and is based on a bottom-up 

inclusive approach that recognizes multiple h o  wledges. As Healey ( 1 997) points out: 

It is now wideiy understood in the planning field that plannuig is an 
interactive process, undertaken in a social context, rather than a purely 
technical process of design, analysis and management (p.65). 

Figure 2 also outiines each theorists' prescription for f h r e  planning. The analysts' 

prescriptions for future planning are daerentiated, but are underpinned by the common 

principles that inforrn the new p 1 a . g  paradigm. 



The core of Friedmann's (1987) agenda for planning as a broad based social rnovement, 

might be summarized as generating social, environmental, culturai, and political 

developments. These are aimed at achieving a just world order nom self-reliant action 

within each t e m t o d y  based community. 

Healey's and Sandercock's proposais might be placed within Inws9 (1 995) conception of 

a paradigm shift in planning theory in which new theorists "take practice as the raw 

material of their inqujr and, particularly in Hedey's case, "do grounded theorizing based 

on richly interpretive study of practice9'@. 183). Innes suggests that such theoretical work 

great ly reduces the gap between planning theory and planning practice (p. 1 83). 

Friedmann's ( 1 987) contribution is recognized for its development of a theoretical 

platfom. However, the later prescriptions of Healey's (1 997) collaborative model and 

Sandercock's (1998) insurgent model are carried forward here and examined in more 

detail, since they provide more contemporary models focused on planning practice, and 

are therefore considered more usefûl for this inquj.. 

2.3 HEALEYS COLLABORATIVE PLANNING MODEL 

Healey's (1 997) proposds are based on an urban regionalist perspective of organizïng 

politicai communities for collective, cohborative management of s h e d  spaces to 

improve the quality of people's environments. The development of Healey's position is 

diagrammed in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3 : Healey's development of a collaborat ive planning model 
Source: derived from Healey ( 1 997). 



Healey's proposals consthte an approach to governance in a postmodem world that is 

rooted in everyday Me: 

. . . an institutionalist approach to understanding urban and regional 
change, drawing on recent development s in regional economics and 
sociology. This focuses on sochi relations through which daily Iife and 
business organization are conducted, and the way social and biosphenc 
relations interweave. It develo ps a communicative approach to the design 
of governance systerns and practices, focusing on ways of fostering 
collaborative, consensus-buildkg practices (p.5; emphasis original). 

As explained in the principal text ( 1 997), the develo pment of CO rnmunicat ive planning 

theory, proposed by Healey as the basis for collaborative planning, is traced fiom three 

planning traditions: economic planning; physical develo pment planning; and public 

* * 
admirilstration and po licy analysis. 

Healey notes that her proposals for collaborative planning as an inclusive means of 

rnanaging environments draws on the work of two contemporary thinkers: 

The fist. Anthony Giddens . . . offers a social theory which helps to 
interpret individual ways of being in the context of social constraints, 
through a theory of structwation The second, Jurgen Habermas, drawùig 
on the G e m  tradition of critical theory, provides a normative philosophy 
for the reconstitution of the public realm, b d t  on a conception of inter- 
subjective consciousness and the theory of communicative action (p.44). 

Hedey uses these conceptions to point out that people h e  within structures abstracted 

fiom daily me. People are culturdy embedded within geographical and historical 

structures that cary ways of thinking, sets of values, and fonns of behaviour between 

generations within webs of relations. By chdenging the dominance of  instrumentai- 



techoical reasoning with mord reasoning and emotive-aesthetic reasoning, and usmg 

honesty, sincerity, and openness in communication, new structures can be invented and 

new appropriate culture-building can take place. Healey's proposals might therefore be 

descnid  as king based on reconciluig the dinerences in understandings, values, and 

identities that different groups hold; and then building consensual solutions for the design, 

planning, and management of shared, urban spaces. 

Healey explores the contemporary nature of cornmunity in terms of inequalities, and the 

need for building capacity within cornmunities for CO-existence. She argues for building 

capacity at local levels to ameliorate economic environments, and for improving 

environmental quality through giving individuais access to public strat egy-making, 

creating a pluralist participation through which social and cultural resources can be 

accessed. 

Heaiey is proposing a fundamentai need for creating places for dialogues, and her w-ork 

constitutes proposals for a re-design of the public realm based on notions of social and 

intellectual capacit y-building . According to Hedey, conflict mediation and consensus- 

building offer twin benefits: f k t ,  that in collaborative discussion of shared concerns 

people can leam about the issues, each other, and themselves; and second, that a store of 

intellectual and social capital is built up with which to deal with new conflicts (1997: 

p.33). 



Healey's position might be seen to be reinforced by Madanipour's (1 996) perspective on 

the relationship of postmodemist and modemist forms of rationaüty in urban design: 

Accorduig to instrumental rationality, the process would only be r a t i od  if 
it ends in the purpose that was expected fiom it. As distinct fkom that, the 
[proposed] form of rationality . . . is one which aims at consensus between 
the players involved, and is in general making reference to nomis and 
values s h e d  by them as a point o f  deparime @p. 1 13- 1 14). 

Healey's concept of soft govemance idbtmcture, which comprises mclusionary 

collaborative processes, generdy remains abstract in her program Chapter 5 offers some 

p~c ip l e s  for enabling urban designers in the postmodern context as the recommendations 

and conclusion of this thesis. As noted in Chapter 1, urban designers currently emerge 

fiom the built environment professions o f  planning, architecture, and landscape 

architecture; and these professions traditionaily share, with Healey7s work ( 1 997), a focus 

on improving urban environments. It is hoped that the principles included in Chapter 5 will 

help to concretize at least the b d t  environment professional's role in Healey's concept of 

so fi govemance infrastructure. 

2.4 SANDERCOCK'S INSURGENT PiANNlNG MODEL 

The development of Sandercock's (1998) insurgent planning mode1 is diagrarnrned in 

Figure 4. Sandercock's prescription is based around a progressive planning practice aimed 

at empowering communities, and using experiential and intuitive knowledge: 
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Figure 4: Sandercock's development of an insurgent planning model 
Source: derived fiom Sandercock 1998 



. . . an emergent planning paradigm which is grounded m the rise o f  civil 
society and embodies a new definition of social justice for cities and 
regions, which includes, but goes well beyond, economic concerns, 
engaging pro blem of marginaiization, disempowerment, cultural 
imperialism, and violence. This new paradigm requires a very dEerent kind 
of planning, a fimilianty with the Weways of cornmunifies, and new kinds 
of cultural and political Literacies (p.6). 

Sandercock argues for an insurgent planning that will address issues of social, cultural and 

environmentai justice in the postrnodem context: 

It is with a certain exhilaration that 1 d e  . . . of the death of the 'Rational 
City' - that is, of mode& notions of technicai rationaiity providing 
order, CO herence, regdation, homogeneity - and celebrate instead the 
spaces of insurgent citizenship, the rise of civil society in the form of  
organized social movements which conftont rnodernist planning with its 
anti-democratic, race and gender-blind, and culturally homogeniPng 
practices (p.4). 

Sandercock's analysis identifies six shifts within the planning paradigm Eom the 1940s 

(see Figure 4); and she notes that aU six are stiU contemporary. Sandercock summarizes 

her position with her 'foundations of modern postmodem praxis' @.30), which comprise 

five principles: 

1. Means-ends rationality may st ill be a usehl concept - especidy for 
building bridges and dams - but we also need greater and more explicit 
reliance on practicd wisdom 
2. Planning is no longer exclusively concerned with comprehensive, 
integrated, and coordinated action (multi-sectoral and multi-fùnctional 
plans), but more with negotiated, political, and focused planning. This in 
tirm d e s  it l e s  document-oriented and more people-centred. 
3. There are ciiffereut kinds of  appropriate knowledge in planning. 'Art or 
science' is the wrong way to phrase the question. Which knowledges, in 
what situations, is more to the point. Local communities have experiential, 
grounded, contexîud, intuitive imowledges, which are manifestecl tbrough 
speech, songs, stories, and various visual forms (from cartoons to g r a i ,  
fiom bark paintings to videos), rather than the more farniliar kinds of 



planning 'sources' (census data, simulation models, etc). P h n e r s  have to 
leam to access these other ways of knowing. 
4. From our modemist reliance on state-directed fùtures and top-down 
processes, we have to move to community-based planning, fiom the 
ground up, geared to co~~llllunïty empowerrnent. 
5. We have to deconstruct both 'the public interest' and 'cornrnunity', 
recognizing that each tends to exclude dinerence. We must acknowledge 
that there are muftiple publics and that planning in this new m d t i c u l t d  
arena, requires a new kind of multicdturaI Literacy- 

Sandercock's propos& are focused on generating political process aimed at 

empowerrnent within m a r w d  cornmunifies: 

The role of these planners is 'to teach people how to fish': that is, to help 
marginaiized communities to find their own voice, but not to speak for 
them (p.7; emphasis original). 

Sandercock's prescription might be viewed as assert ing the value of rnarginaiized 

communities within dominant culture. However, the focus of  Sandercock's planning 

model on marginalized communities, and their relationship to the rnainstream, might be 

perceived as Iimited. The model not only confines planners' activities to workhg with 

low-income communities; it also requires an allegiance to a particular community. On a 

city scaie, it presents a cornmunity-unit cornpetitive environment, rather than a co- 

operative, coordinated effort by low-incorne communities. Sandercock paints a picture of 

the planner as a non-combatant champion: involved; yet not involved. The proposal offers 

no guidance for relations between marginalized communities. Sandercock's focus on the 

low-incorne co~nmunities is a strategy that reinforces identities and divisiveness; it may not 

in fact transform society, but rather entrench the current position. However, the premise 

of cornrnunity empowerment f?om which her model might be argued to develop, provides 

an appropriate and positive basis for progress. 



The content of Sandercock's and Heaiey's proposais coincide, yet each focuses on 

dEerent planning menas: Healey's mode1 ranges fiorn the local to the regional scale; 

Sandercock's focus is the marginalized comrnunity. However, both propos& are argued 

to focus on a geographical communities. 

Sandercoc k herseif provides a comparative perspective on her insurgent planning 

approach and the collabo rative planning approach proposed by Heale y: 

There are at least two faces to this new planning. One face loo ks ben@ 
enough. It belongs to the foks who Wear suits and have higher degrees and 
are mostly white though not all male, and which are trying to address the 
crisis of planning institutions by introducing techniques of negotiation and 
mediation, CO ilabration and consensus-building. They are grounded in the 
social and political thought of Jurgen Habermas and, withïn planning, in the 
writings of John Forester and Larry Susskimi, Patsy HeaIey and Judith 
Imes. The other face is less benign It rnay scowl at you and cuss. It rnay 
set you as the enemy. This face doesnlt usually dress in suits and itls not 
interested it institutions because those institutions have traditionally 
excluded suc h people. 

The above quotation clearly indicates that fiction may exist between these two planning 

positions. It is argued here, howeve- that while the focus of each opposition differs, 

cornmon principles inform each in practice. 

The following common themes ernerge: 

the need to create dialogic space; 

the need to develop inclusive, democratic processes aimed at bringing 

together the interests of geographical communities; 



the need for planning to fimction at neighbourhood levels; 

the need to validate multiple ways of h o  wing. 

In sum, it is argued that both Healey's and Sandercock's foci for planning offer strong 

theoretical guidance for urban design practice. Healey' s and Sandercock's positions, it is 

argued, provide models for two roles for urbaa designers identifkd by E h  (1 996). 

E h  (1996: p.4) notes two altemate htwe prospects for society: fkst, the conservative 

approach manifested in "the c d  to re-everythmg - rehabilaate, revitalize, restore, renew, 

redevelop, recycle, renaissance, etc.," which she suggests affirms the existing po wer 

structure; and second, a radical prospect which sees the opportunity for introducing ideas 

and practices that will bring about greater social equality . Correspondingly, Ellin ( 1 996: 

pp. 133- 134) suggests that the urban designer's role has shifted during the postmodern 

decades to that of a facilitator, who aims at giving people what they want, or a political 

activist, who aims at empowering people. Healey's prescription for planners, while k ing  

cooperative and grounded in a regionai perspective, rnight be argued to tend toward the 

former of these alternatives, and Sandercock' s to the latter. However, this thesis considers 

neither position wholIy satisfactory for urban design practice, and develops an alternative 

position that is descriid in the W chapter. 

The above discussion provides a perspective the paradigm shift in planning theory, fiom 

the modem project mode1 to a participatory planning model- This paradigm shifi is aiso 

traced by urban design commentators, as discussed bebw. 



2-6 PARADIGM SHI- IN URBAN DESIGN 

Madanipour (1 996) notes that modernist urban design in cities was based on the use of 

reason to rationalize urban spatid structure @.76), and that, subsequently, %e 

relationship between physical and social space, i.e. between form and function in 

mode& architechual language, has k e n  one of the key themes of the postmodern 

challenge to modemism" (p. 1 1). Furthemore, the engagement of urban design with 

cutture in the postmodern context addresses Moore Milroy's (1990) c b  that culture has 

k e n  "largely ignored or taken for granted in social science theories and planning." 

(p.181). 

A major precept for abandonment of the modern project lies in its abstraction of people 

into a unity public interest. Drawing on postmodem epistemology, Madanipour (1 996 

p.63) points out that a multipkity of environments exist as 'mental constructions' through 

interpretations that Vary fkom people's background and experïence. These, he suggests, 

can be broadly divided into perspectives that "see the city as a site of opportunity and 

interaction, and those that see it as a place of deprivation and alienationy' (p.64). In tenns 

of environmental cognition, the "mental maps of individuals largely depend on their real or 

perceived place in social and econornic hierarchies" (Madanipour 1 996 p.69). While d a n  

design can be approached solely as a creative process, it needs to address "changes in 

socially-constnicted fomis of behaviour and environment, which Vary through t h e  and 

place" @.xi), illustrating the need for viewing urban design as a broad activity responding 

to social and physical urban aspects. 



In describing the position facing planning fiom the 1980s, Madanipour (1996) uses two 

perspectives fiom above and below on this paradigm shift. These perspectives align with 

Madanipour's views on urban space (quoted on Page 9): 

. . . two sets of pressures were pulling the planning system in different 
directions. The structural pressure nom above was aimed at loosening the 
grip of the phmhg system m order to help the growth of the economy 
through the gro wth of the private sector. It was therefore expectuig to 
emphasize the exchange value of the built environment as an incentive for 
economic growth. On the other hand, the pressure fFom below was 
demaclding an emphasis on use value, on improving the quality of 
environment for the users and inhabitants of the built environment (p. 1 57). 

This has resulted, Madanipour argues, in a new role for planning, as it has k e n  

encouraged to "adopt a so fier, Iess interventionist form of contro 1 through nego tiation and 

enabling," with the role of the planner cbanging accordingly: 

The planner as an enabler is now expected to respond equally to the 
structural pressure for space production and to the local pressure for public 
participation and better-quality built environrnents" (p. 1 58). 

2.7 IMPLlCA 77QNS FOR URBAN DESIGN 

In the urban design context, Madanipour (1 996 p.63) suggests that urban space is defined 

by patterns of meaning and behaviour. These are the complexities of everyday life that 

stand against the notions of order traditiondy advocated by urban planners and designers. 

Similarly, Madanipour (1 996 p.62) argues for a socio-spatial viewpoint as a prernise for 

urban design based on "an understanding of the small-scaie, unstructured dimensions of 

human behavior within cities and the way symbolic interaction with urban space endows it 

with meaning (p.62). This perspective includes a postmodem conceptuaikation of place as 



"a contested space with multiple identities" (p.24). Lowry et al. (1997) point out, "the 

ideal of citizen involvement . . . is central to contemporary pkmnhg ideology." Both 

Sandercock's and Healey's conceprions provide for addressing these concerns through 

focusing on vaiidating everyday forms of knowledge within inclusive participatory 

processes. 

2.8 CROSS-THEORIST ANALYSES AND URBAN DESIGN 

This chapter has Iooked at how emergent planning theory can inform urban design 

practice. The discrediting of the modem project and the paradigrn shift to communicative 

action and interactive pract ice has k e n  investigated through Friedmann's (1 Wï), Healey' s 

(1997) and Sandercock's (1998) analyses, and through Healey's (1997) and Sandercock's 

(1 998) prescriptions for contemporary planning. The need for creating dialogic space; 

developing inclusive democratic processes airned at bringing together comrnunity interests; 

and the validating of  multiple ways of knowing have k e n  identifïed as principles with 

which guide urban design practice. 

The foilowing chapter looks at the role of the urban designer in the contemporary social 

context outlined in Chapter 1, and the prescriptions for guiding urban design practice 

descn id  in this chapter. 



CHAPTER 3: SHAPING THE ROLE OF THE URBAN DESLGNER 

This chapter looks at the issues that shape the traditional role of the urban design 

practitioner, and continues the exploration o f  contemporary urban design practice set out 

in the preceding chapters. Chapter 1 provided the context for this inquiry, looking at the 

field of urban design, and the multipiicities o f  the contemporary city as its context. 

Chapter 2 looked to recent planning theory as the informant of contemporary practice, and 

ident ined two theoretical models for urban design practice based on inclusive, democratic 

processes that validate alternatives to rationdy based knowledge. 

This chapter explores the practice and professional context in which wban designers work. 

The traditional role of the planner/designer within the production of the built environment 

is investigated. Pro fessiomlism is explored as the provider of principles for professional 

planning and design activities; and, in part icular, the appro priateness of expertise as the 

basis for professionalism The forrnalist approach to design, which is argued to be a central 

feature of the culture of the design professions, is investigated as a constraining factor on 

establishg people-centred practice. The importance of processes, both participatory and 

interprofessional, is looked at firom a professional perspective. As an alternative form of 

practice, placemaking is out lined as offering a coherent inclusive planning and design 

mode1 to which rnainstream urban design practice might aspire. 



3.1 URBAN DESIGN WlTHlN THE PRODUC77ON OF 7HE BUlLT ENVIRONMENT 

Madanipour (1 996) suggests that the process of development has political, economic, and 

aesthetic dimensions, and that it is within the development process that the place and role 

of urban design might be found (p.91). But while suggesting that design is an integral part 

of the development process, he challenges the primacy of both built environment 

professionals and developers in the developrnent process (p. 1 1 9). Madanipour suggests 

tbat the widely held belief that urban planners and urban designers shape urban spaces 

(which has attracted widespread post-war criticism to the respective professions) is 

illusory. Similady, he argues that the belief that developea make the miin decisions and 

designers act merely as associates of these business interests is also illusory. These 

convictions, he suggests, are based on the conception that designers and developers hold 

dif5erent beIÏefs and airns: that the designer is held to be concerned with aesthetics and 

fuoction, while the developer is guided by markets and prof3 margins. Madanipour argues 

that the arenas of urban design and property development are not, in fact, separate, but 

that design and development are different aspects of the same process @. 120). 

Madanipour (1  996) proposes that both design and development lie within a conception 

that contains "the structural imperatives of the state and markets, and the individual 

responses and initiatives of individuals and firms" (p. 122). Madanipour's review of the 

models of the development process within this conception @p. 122- 126) is summarized in 

Figure 6, which outlines supply-demand, event-sequence, and structure-agency 

approaches to the development process, and the implications of each for urban design. 
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take place within freemarket framework 
Underlying assumption is that land and property is in 
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.-- . .- 
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and land within process 
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The mstruction iixlustry has widre-ranging impacts as 
clevelopment egencies on the built envkonmenf tf 
p r o d ~ ~ & ~ ~  tt ks characterked as hgmented, with small 
fms predominant 

Model fails to explain the driving forces in the relationships 
between the state, the finance industry, and the 
consbudion industry 

Healey's (1991) inst#utionalmodel attempk to be universal 
Uirough addressing the agencies. events and diversity d 
processes within d-conditions, and identifying their 
rdes and interests in relation to the rules, strategis, and - 
interests of the deveiopment process. 
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as a tool for the 
development industry to 
symbolically represent 
economic and political 
interests 

Process Models Source: Madanipour (1 996) 



However, other than Healey's conception of the structure-agency modei, the role of urban 

design in the production of the built environment in these deveIopment process models is 

generally no t significant. Madanipour points out that while design, as a cultural factor, is 

not entirely subordinate to the econornics of the development process, urban design might 

be viewed in these remaining rnodels as a process in which designers are only part of the 

cast of performers. 

Healey' s ( 1 997) perspective on the production of the buiit environment is consistent with 

the social theory used in the development of her coiiaborative planning mode1 discussed in 

Chapter 2. S he summarizes the institutionai view of development activity as follows : 

This ernphasizes the social relations of the production and consumption of 
space. Its dynamics need to be understood in the m e  way as that of other 
economic sectors. This involves understanding the relational webs which 
interlink landowners, developers, hvestors, purchasers, leasers and renters 
in the development process, and how these interconnect with the regdatory 
and investment processes pursued by govements. It &O concerns 
analysis of the driving forces of the processes, and how these Vary in pIace 
and t he .  F i n a  it focuses attention on the institutional relations o f  the 
development industry and how these are both embedded in local 
specincities, such as land-ownership patterns, and open to national and 
international development and investrnent activity. The result is a 'land and 
property market', with particular capabilities to deliver sites, buildings and 
local environrnents (p. 149). 

In this institutionalist conception, the urban designer c m  be viewed as Linked to the rnany 

players in the process of producing the built environment, and offers uban designers the 

opport*, however lirnited, to shape events within that process. 



Urban design c m  aiso be seen as an important contributor to the dynamics of the process. 

The Manrist conception of relating use value and e x c h g e  value (in which a single 

property has both a fùnctional use value, e.g. as a piace in which to live; and a market- 

based exchange value, e-g. as a generator of rents) developed by Logon and Molotch 

(1 987, cited by Madanipour 1996: p. 130) offers a fùrther perspective on the designer's 

roIe. In th& model, design can be seen as maximizing exchange value and therefore 

servhg investors in their profit-making capacity, while at the same t h e  serving users and 

thei requirements. In this perspective, design becomes a major factor of both production 

and consumption (Madanipour 1996: pp. 130-2). 

Madanipour argues for a greater awareness arnongst designers of the complexities, 

contents, and processes involved in the production of the b d t  environment; othenvise the 

designer's awareness is limited to the creation of form - an activity which he argues may 

ofien be more constrained than designers traditionally beiieve. Madanipour points out that 

developers rnay never see the development they promote or buy, and that design decisions 

may therefore be seen by them as secondary considerations (p. 12 1). Additionally, 

investors, surveyors, and develo pers rnake many design decisions before a designer is 

involved - these decisions affect the form of the property and the urban space it helps to 

produce. He suggests that investors or developers may be neither engaged nor interested 

in the final design of a development, which further marginaiizes design as a non-essential 

aspect of development. 



A m e r  economic perspective of design is offered by Madanipour's investigation (1 996: 

p. 137) into the commodification of space and the standardization of its design. He 

suggests that the nature of development agencies, and their expectations of a 

development, has a large impact on its form: 

As space has been increasingiy produced and exchanged as a commodity. 
its qualities are largeiy iduenced by this transformation. Therefore, 
commodification of space, the changing nature of development agencies 
and the evoIving socio-spatial structures will al1 be reflected in the urban 
design process and its product. 

Madanipour states that the impact of predorninant hancial capital and the subsequent 

high turnover in the property market has been significant for the buiit environment. He 

tells us that develo pers prefer safë, conventional locations and spatial f o m  @p. 140- 1). 

He argues that larger organizations, who have dnven out local developers with the 

growing involvement of the financial industry in property (p. 1 3 9), tend towards a 

standardization of design in speculative work as they seek to create as flexible a property 

as possible to h d  a larger potential market. Standardization of design also reduces the 

risk of low appraisak @. 139)- and occurs as investors seek to reduce the gap between 

exchange and use values. Additionally, retail chah stores, another type of larger 

organization, insist upon a 'house-style' for their properties. In this conception, the role of 

design to provide Iocally derived solutions to the form of the built environment is again 



In this discussion, it can be seen that the theoretical production of the urban fabric occurs 

where the social and physical environmental contexts overlap. However lllnited the actual 

role of the urban designer in the process of producing the built environment, it might be 

argued that the outcome of the work of the urban design practitioner is a powerful agent 

in its dynamics. The discussion wiu now turn to look at aspects of professionaiism as the 

infonnants of professiond urban designers' actions. 

3.2 PROFESSIONAUSM AND URBAN DESIGN 

This discussion of professionalism looks at two themes: a professional perspective and a 

counterpro fessional perspective. This dialectic concems the ro le of the professional as 

holder of technical-instrumental expertise and as societal servant; and the radical view of 

the professional as  the instrument of social contro 1 (Sch6n 1 983). 

Muir (1 995a) suggests that the gro wth in specialization is a central issue in exploring the 

role of conternporary built environment pro fessionals: 

Speciaiization of roles and skills resulted inevitably in interdependency and 
thus created the growth of cornmunities, with people becoming increasingly 
reliant on each other for the provision and maintenance of their total 
environment. From this development can be seen the expectation of our 
modem society which is that each person will acquire a specific skill that 
can only be ultimately productive when used in conjunction with other 
skills (p. II). 

As suggested in Chapter 1 (see Figure 1) the primary professions concemed with urban 

design are plannmg, architecture, and 'aadscape architecture. P l d g  and landscape 



architecture c m  be traced to have emerged, initially7 as specializations fiom within the 

architectural profession. In descniing the relat ionship between planning and design. 

Madanpour (1 996) notes that 'town p l h g  had evolved as the branch of architecture 

dealing with urban design." and that the complexity of large-scale state intervention in the 

city brought about the need for administrative management and planning as a separate 

discipline (p. 1 58). As well as the common concern for the urban environment, built 

environment pract itioners share professional foundations for their activities. 

Grant (1 991 : p.59) points out that architects and designers are botivated to create 

beautifid, useful and good envkonments and buildings," and underlying p h e r s '  

activities is the seeking of a cornrnon good (Imes 1996). However, despite this intent of 

professionals, SchBn (1 983) suggests that the professions are immersed in a crisis of 

confidence - pnmarily foilowing a societal loss in faith in the technical expert. 

As Muir (1 995b) points out, the essential requirement for professionaIism in the private 

sector is the basic need for hancial solvency (p.47). In tracing the histoncal development 

of the professions, Muir (1995a) notes that "one of the prime achievements of the 

(mediaevai) guiids was to protect the interests of their members and to defend their 

'emplo yment territory7 "@A). Fisher (1 993), speaking fiom withui the architectural 

profession points out how the initial intention of architecture as a profession - to 

safeguard the broad interest in the environment - has eroded through the twentieth 



century and rnight be argued to be no longer applicable within a new cornmerciaily- 

oriented perception of pro fessionals: 

Architecture, iike most of the leading professions, was established in the 
19th Century as a counterforce to commerce, as a public trust that would 
attend to matters the business world ignored for their lack of profitability. 
So. while the art of architecture traditionally glorified the public's guardians 
- the princes and popes - the profession of architecture was foimded to 
guard the public, not just the public's heaith and safety thmugh building and 
zonhg codes, but the public reaim and the public interest broadly defhed. 
In this c e n w  the architectural profession has strayed far fiom that 
original purpose. Although architects must daily confiont the problems of 
working in or running small businesses, we too often let that commercial 
h m e  of mind dominate the profession's guardian role. Evidence of that 
exists wherever architects let the seif-interest of clients run counter to the 
best mterests of the public: wherever a building destroys its site, ignores its 
context, offends its neighbors, wastes Limited resources, or neglects user 
needs. There are plenty of excuses for such negligence. But every tirne it 
happens, the public's trust in the profession erodes, to the point where 
architects are now dismissed by too many people as hired guns for anyone 
who will pay (p.7). 

Schon descnis  increashg signs of a crisis of confidence within the professions as 

stemming fiom weU-publicized misuse of autonomy for pnvate gain. the visible fdures of 

pro fessionaily-designed solutions to public pro blerns, and conflicting recommendations 

fkom professionals to such pro blerns (p.4). These, Sch6n suggests, have led to a loss of 

faith in pro fessio na1 judgement. 

Indeed, the rise of civil society descriid in Chapter 1 might be argued to be Iargely due to 

public disenc hantmeot with environmental change, with implications for the planner- 

arc hitect-landscape architect nexus of built environment practitioners. This disenchant ment 

is noted by Ellin (1996: p.3), who sees the erosion of the political, economic, social, and 



symbolic fimctions of the central city, and a general dissatisfaction with the products of 

modem architecture and city planning. Barnett (1 982: pp.7-8) too suggests that the 

emergent emphasis on commuIlity participation and review, and an increased popularity 

for historic preservation, is due to people3 changed perception about development: while 

change was previously seen as  both necessary and desirable; it is now sometirnes 

considered with deep pessimism 

Commentators' criticisms of the professional condition create victims of both the public 

and of professionals themseives. Schon (1987: p.7) cites Illich's (1970) critickm of 

professionalism: 'cmisappropriating and monopolizing knowledge, blithely disregarding 

social injustices, and rnystïfjing their expertise," while Blau et al. (1983: pic) point out 

that the legitimacy of professionalism has contradictory implications for the institutionai 

and ideological integrity of the design field. The question of status, however, remains. As 

Schon (1987: p.7) asks, "when professionals' c l a h  to extraordinary knowledge is so 

much in question, why should we (society) continue to gant  them extraordinary rights and 

privileges?" 

3.3 EXPERTISE AS A BASIS FOR PROFESSIONALISM 

Schon (1983) suggests that professional institutions are "cornmitted, for the most part, to 

a particular epistemology, a view of knowledge that fosters selective inattention to 

practical cornpetence and professional artistry' (p@.vii). Zn his (1 983) inquiry hto the 

episternology of practice, he concludes that it largely comprises an intuitive kno wing-in- 



practice, most of which is tacit. This concept of reflective practice has implications for the 

professional's relationship to her/his client, for the organizational settings of pract ice, for 

the fùture interaction of research and practice, and for the place of pro fessionals in the 

larger society @.ix). 

Schon (1 983) descnis the (male) professional's dilemma: 

Whenever a professionai clairns to ccknow", in the sense of the technical 
expert, he imposes his categones, theories, and techniques on the situation 
before him. He ignores, explaios away, or controls those feaîures of the 
situation, includig the human beings within it, which do not fit his 
knowledge-in-practice. When he works in an institution whose knowledge 
structure reinforces his image of expertise, then he tends to see himself as 
accountable for nothing more than the deiivery of his stock of techniques 
according to the measures of performance imposed on him. He does not 
see himself as fiee, or obliged, to participate in setting objectives and 
fiaming problems. The institutional system reinforces his image of expertise 
in inducing a pattern of unilateral control. (pp.345-6) 

Schon (1 983: p.5) points out that the questioning of professionalisrn concem 

professionals' autonomy, including their right to determine who shali be allowed to 

practice, and especidy the claim to extraordinary knowledge. Schon asks, "is this 

specialized knowledge misappropriated in their own interests, and in the interests of a 

power elite intent of preserving its dominance over the rest of society?" (p.5). Sandercock 

(1 998) also notes that quantitative, analytical modes, and technical jargons exclude those 

without professional training. The professions have effectively disabled those without 

professionai training fiom these formal processes through protection of hc t i on  and title, 

the use of technical language and methods, and using elitist aesthetic values (Schneekloth 



1995). Indeed, as Newmarch (1 995) observes, it is only recently that roles between artists 

and architects have k e n  separated, and artists have been excluded from playing an 

integrated ro le in shaping public spaces. 

Rance ( 1 995a: pp.3 2-3) no tes that the traditionai view of a profession stresses the 

technical nature of the activity. A body of technical knowledge must be acquired; technical 

objective judgement rnust be used; and decisions made are not atfected by the values of 

the decision-maker. Rance argues that in seeking to conform with this model even those 

professions involved in subjective judgements are prone to the use technical jargon that 

promo tes exclusiveness and to protect the professional's judgernent tiom cnticism or 

examinat io n, 

Sandercock (1998:pS) notes that one of the most basic issues confkonting professions is: 

what kinds of knowledge are regarded as valid; and who possesses these knowledges? 

With the common call for the use of other ways of knowing identified by Healey and 

Sandercock (amongst others) as descriid in Chapter 2, lies Schon's (1987: p.@ proposal 

for a 'iiew epis~emology of practice . . . taking as its departure the cornpetence and 

art* already embedded in practice." As he notes, the problems of real-world practice do 

not present thernselves to practitioners as well-formed structures, and the areas of practice 

are often uncertain, unique, and contain value conflicts which escape the canons of 

technical rationality. 



However, the very basis of  technical expertise is called h to  question by Muir (1995b), 

who points out that progress of technology creates a pressure on professionals: 

. . . to acquire ever more complex and specific technical knowledge about 
an industry which, through increasingly sophisticated materiais and 
transferred technologies, is becorning beyond any one person's capacity to 
'keep upg (p.49). 

This presents a perspective o n  pro f e s s i o ~ r n  as based on excluding those without expert 

knowledge, yet working within a context where technological progress renders an 

individual unable to qua@ as an expert. 'Kno wledge-in-practice', it is argued, can only be 

valid where the form of practice in which such knowledge is gained remains appropnate. 

Design professionals are also likely to consider their core skiil as an a b w  to design. 

However, questions emerge as to appropriateness of professionals' perception of design 

in the postmodem context. Madanipour (1 996) suggests that a gap between social and 

physical space exists within architecture. The modem movement, he argues, placed 

emphasis on the physical fabric of the city, and that the design of buildings, objects, and 

landscapes would shape space that would lead to the creation of a better society. By the 

198Og Madanipour suggests that the design professions had "largely lost their interest in 

the social dimensions of built form" (p.28) 



3.4 M E  FORMAUST DESIGN APPROACH 

Grant (1991), who Uisightfully identifies and contrasts the 'forrnalist' and 'citizen 

participatory design' attitudes, highlights an expropriation of design knowledge. He 

descnïs the folmalist design approach as king based on aesthetic theory: 

[The] f o r d  aesthetic places hi& pnority upon beauty or pleasure f?om 
mainiy visual interpretation of patterns and structure or the order of the 
environment. Proportions, scale, rhythms, texture, shapes are d subject 
rnatter of formal aesthetics. Classicaüy, the Formaiist design approach 
suggests a distinction between the very process or making of design and 
the finished product or building. It is exclusive in the sense that it tends to 
divorce the formal result or end product fiom the rest of the designhg 
expenence, the design process. This separation allows the Fomialist 
aesthetic eye or judge to develop canons or artincial d e r i a  of beauty or 
good based on abstract ideals, compositional formuiae, and visual order 
that can be, and quite often are, quite separate fiom the reality of the very 
making of the product, the cultural and human expenence, or the 
experiential context of the work. This separation gives a teleo logical 
approach to environmental design, a results-oriented approach to 
evaluating designs and buildings. The design process is reduced to just a 
means used to achieve beautifid or good ends [buildings or environments]. 
It doesn't really matter if the process of design is meanin& good, and 
beautiful especdy if the end product is evaluated as meaningfùl, good, 
and beautifid; the outcome or consequences is the basis for judgement. 
@ O 6  1) 

Grant defines the participatory process as seeking design input and involvement fiom the 

interested andor affected people - who may not have f o d  design training - dong 

with the designer or design team He points out that participatory design, converse to the 

formalist approach outhed above, "suggests that there is no separation between the 

actud process, or act, of design and the resulting design or building" (p.59). Grant argues 

that the participatory approach is 'Total and holistic", and, as it relates to the directly to 

people's physical and spiritual interaction, becomes the "not only the correct, socially 



responsible process, but also the best aesthetic process" (p.60). It recognizes that people 

"have aesthetic expertise and a moral right to be part of their environmental change, a 

mem(s) of 'environmental justice" (p.60). In this conception, art and architecture might be 

viewed rather as the social and aesthetic pulse of a community expressing its individual 

identity, rather than elitist d u e s  and beliefs ( W d o  ff 1 995a) 

In Grant's analysis, the fornialia approach is "rational, eiitist, and simpiistic" (p.6 1 ), and 

might be argued to be underpinned by the separation of means and end that characterizes 

the Modem project. 

The issue at large in Grant's analysis is that the separation of process fiom product in the 

fomialist approach ""encourages a separation of the design professionai fiom the very 

people that who are to use or enjoy the final design" (p.62). Grant's notion is that the 

"aesthetic yardstick" - the measuring device by which design is evaluated - is claimed 

solely by professionals as the experts with the skills, knowledge, and talent to judge on 

aesthetic grounds, but these remain separated fiom context and so are ümited since they 

place the designer as spectator rather than participant. 

Grant points out that "reconcihg the formalist and citizen participatory processes seems 

to have k e n  present in earlier traditional projects" @.62), and offers the act of barn- 

raishg as an example of tying process and result : 



The regeneratve forces, the social bonds, the culîurai ties, the process 
dong with the physicai elements, all are bound together as one experientid 
reality in regard to aesthetic judgements or forruai considerations. (p.63) 

The culture of the architectural profession might be argued to be committed to the 

formalist approach - as Blau et al. ( 1983 : p-vii) argue, the chief cornrnitment of an 

architect is to a particular building, and he or she "oflen fails to take into account . . . the 

impact of the building on people3 everyday lives." Urban design, however, should be 

concerned with how professional effort rnight concentrate on everyday We, rather than on 

abstract visualizations of the city (Madanipour 1 996 p.76). 

But the irony of the forrnalist design approach lies in the question of who, in fact, 

designs? In the traditionai client / professional arrangement, the perceptions of the client 

and the pro fessional planner / designer about who makes design decisions is unlikely to 

coincide. While designers carry out design work, this merely results in making proposais. 

It can be argued that it is the client organization that makes the overail planning and final 

design decisions. This limits the extent of professionals' power over the built product, and, 

at the same t h e ,  compromises the forrnalist designer's position and product. 

The importance of process has been argued to be central to the urban design practitioner 

w o r h g  in the contemporary context. A focus on process also extends to the 

implementation stages of urban design initiatives. 



3.5 THE [MER-PROFESSIONAL PROCESS 

Given the complexities facing urban design in the pluralist context of postmodern cities, 

doubts have k e n  cast about the validity of traditional professional approaches. Rance et 

al. (I995b: p. 160) note that teamwork is Likely to be necessary in this context, and that 

professionai boundaries are obstructive: 

It has k e n  suggested that traditional definitions of a specialist professional 
are full of inner contradictions and problerns and that traditional views of 
how the development process is organized are indliciently flexiile to deal 
with curent circurnstances. Basically the message is one that traditional 
professional demarcations are untenable and new collaborative team work 
approaches are required involving a partnership between ail interested 
parties. 

Rance et al. argue above that the complexity of professional situations require 

interprofessional approaches. They suggest (p. 16 1) that the traditional view of speciaiist 

professions, with their inflexible role demarcations, should give way to new flexible 

approaches, and that the education of young professionals should lay the foundation of 

new professional cultures. The instiUing of professional cultures commences, according to 

Muir (1 995a), early on during professional training. He offers the foilowing case for 

breaking down stereotyped attitudes: 

It does not take long for new recniits to the professions to acquire a 
complete 'kit' of stereotyped views about their feliow professionaIs - the 
sports-car dnving architect with bow tie who cares only for the aesthetics; 
the long-coated, hornburg-hatted developer who sees only profit in a 
development; the k d h a t '  engïneer lost in caiculations, etc, These 
caricatures may be amusing, but the attitudes they reflect run deep within 
the [development] industry and are divisive. They inhibit honest 
communication and often mask ignorance, thereby denying the logical 
resolution of complex problerns that require genuine collaboration to solve. 



Madanipour (1 996) also points out the mcompatibility between the traditional divisions o f  

the concerns of the built environment professions, and the social process orientation of 

urban design in a postmodern context: 

The key is to go beyond the narrow boundaries of professional and 
disciplines and to approach urban space fiom an inter-disciplinary, socio- 
spatial perspective (p. 1 09). 

The need for improved interprofessional CO labo ration is also king market-driven. Rance 

(1 995a: p.26) points out that complex relatiooships between professional groups is a 

central feature of current professional practice. Muir (1995a) notes that the move towards 

interdiscipihary coilaboration has been brought about by three issues: a preference of 

increasingly sophisticated client organizations to deai with 'iike' organizations, the 

emergence of 'package deal' contractors directly enploying professional consultants, and 

the increased use of prefabricated components. However, this new context has produced 

dïerent responses from within the professions. Rance suggests that architects feel their 

role as traditional leader of the design tearn is threatened; landscape architects are 

presented with a positive oppomuiity for greater, earlier involvement; and planners, who 

&en have a key role to play in public-private partnership ventures, become active 

participants, rather than agents of conshauit. Yet, as Muir (1 995a: p.20) points out, inter- 

disciplinary working processes c m  help to reinforce the primacy of the project over other 

goals or objectives. The critical factor is not a person's title, but their willingness to 

participate in open discussion to share, respect, and explore ideas for a project (Taylor 

(1 995). 



The need for p lmers  to interact with rnembers of other budt environment professions 

evokes the issue of the move, during the modem project, of planning to ward the social 

sciences. The argument for redressing this move is put by Sandercock (7998) in terms of 

improvhg planners' design literacy: 

. . . the case has been made that mban planning is really a social science. or 
a policy science, and that questions of design belong to the architecture 
schook. This separation of design fiom planning, of the built environment 
fÎom the social and political environment, has impoverished our 
understanding of the urban field and the arts of ce-building. The retreat 
fiom design was in part a reaction agakt  srniplistic cause-effect notions of 
how the physicd environment determines human behaviour; and in part a 
rejection of the aesthetic emphasis of design programs in favor of a social 
and political-economic emphasis. Much has been lost as a result of this 
separation . . . (the City of Memory, of Desire, and of the S p a ) .  First, 
there is the ability to 'read' the b d t  environment and understand what 
makes it work, or why it doesn't work; to look at a streetscape or park o r  
square or ensemble of  buildings and analyze the quahies of  good public 
space. Second, there's the abüity to read the 'maps' and blueprints of the 
design profession and comment on them intefigently, to be able to transIate 
visual renderings into a completed three-dimensional scherne and speculate 
about its likely impact. TbIrd, there's the ability to engage in site planning 
as part of a tearn whose other rnembers are trained in the design 
professions. And, M y ,  there's a more general wisdom, an understanding 
of and feel for the city of memory, the city of desire, the city of spirit 
(p.229). 

Sandercock (1998) above argument calls for planners to engage, once more, with the built 

environment in a proactive m e r .  

Democratization of decision-making within the design process is wished for by rnany 

urban design practitioners - a who!Iy formalist approach to urban design might be argued 

to be irreconcilable with Miller's (1991: p.v) claim that "a social consciousness calls for a 



sense of neighbourhood and comrnunity." The trained practitioner holds valuable skilis. 

knowledge, and resources. Indeed, these are the specialist knowledge and skiIIs associated 

with urban environrnents. The remainder of this chapter Iooks at how these might be 

dernocraticaiiy utilized, 

A historical perspective on the pre-professional act of city building and the shaping of 

urban fom might coriclude that it resuited from the efforts of an untoId number of 

ordinary people (Lynch 1954). Sandercock (1 998) States that the post-war tunùng of 

planning into an applied social science dominated by positivist epistemology loses the city 

of memory and spirit, and the importance of place and place-making. The extent to which 

these people have been disabled fiom involvement in the f o d  process concems the 

hegemo ny of the built enwonment professions - architects, Iandscape architects, and 

planners - during this century. 

Sandercock (1 998) indicates that the beginning of the end of this situation is in sight. since 

the world-view upon which the city-making professions were constructed, and the 

problerns they were devised to solve, have changed dramatically during the last two 

decades. Yet, while rnainstrearn practice shows the first signs of recovery, it remains 

stylistic: E h  (1 996) charts a nostalgia-driven romanticist response to fünctionalism by the 

design and planning professions that focuses on "the self and past, and which values 

imitation, tradition, and roots," 



However, Blau et al. (1983: p.vü) suggest that there is a growing belief in planning and 

architecture that the meanings of design should reflect democratic, rather than elite, 

values. Ellin (1 996: pp. 134-1 35) identifies the need for urban design to respond to the 

challenge of placelessness, the need to create urban comrnunity. to convey meaning and 

express a value system. Various aitemative forms of professional practice have emerged 

during the last few decades, such as the community architecture movement in the United 

Kingdom (Towers 1999, community design centre practice in North America 

(Association for Community Design 1999) and, more recently, the placemaking model 

(Schneekloth 1995, Wmkoff 1995a). However, these forms of practice are peripheral. The 

community architecture movement and community design centre practice rnight be 

descn id  as initiatives by pro fessionals, and O ffer broad-based strategies for pro fessionals 

to play advocacy roles within comrnunity-based fomis of practice. However, the 

placemakuig model, as descn ïd  below by Winkoff and others, offers an initiative by 

citizenry, and is who ily focussed on citizen participatory processes. Placemaking rnay 

provide a coherent methodology for future urban design practice. 

Placernaking aims to turn public spaces into places; places which engage 
those who inhabit them, places through which people do not merely pass, 
but have reason to 'stop and becorne uivolved7; places which oEer people a 
'sense of belongÏng '; places, in short, which have meaning, which evoke 
pleasure or contemplation, or reflection and, most importantly, an 
appreciation of cultural and environmental diversity. (Ryan 1 995). 



It is not the ambitions of placemaking that are important - Ryan's above writing could be 

the ambition of any contemporary urban design project. What is important. however, is the 

democratic inclusive process that it champions; this, it is argue4 may offer a viable 

process for creating a successful and sustainable urban reaim. 

Winkoff (l995a), writing in the Australian contes, notes that an emergbg desire to 

achieve a more harrnonious relationship between the built and natural environrnents is 

stimulating communities and govemments to explore new pattern of human settlement 

that innovatively use the skiUs of designers and artists in the process. This process, temed 

placemaking, &O has a political agenda; it proposes a redefinition of  the value and 

qualities of public space through its repossession by comrnunities (Ryan 1 995). 

Yencken (1 995) descnis  placernaking as an act of CO kboration invo lving bringing 

together the contributions of artists and designers (as those who have studied and profess 

an understanding of public places) and the local knowledge of those familiar with the area 

and its associations. The results are intended to express the cultural values of communities 

and social organizations through the design and use of public spaces (Cotter 1 995). The 

plucemuking process therefore provides a means to comrnunaiiy develop wider views of 

the urban environment that extend beyond economic activity, addressing local social, 

cultural, and environmentai issues, and subsequently hoping to Muence regional and 

national policy (Ryan 1995). 



Placemaking might therefore be seen as a community-driven response to the 

homo pnizing culture associated with late twentieth century consumerism and its 

attendant environmental ramifications, as outlined in Chapter 1. The process atternpts to 

define what cultural values are rooted in local residents' expenences of urban Me to lead 

to the construction of a comunity-based social and culturai attitudes to the local and 

global environment (Ryan 1995). The value of coilaborative projects is that they can 

change ideas (Cotter 1995); subsequently, the urban environment is unlikely to be solely 

regarded as a focus for economic activity, and will provide the means to recognize and 

address the detrimental environmental and social effects of the increasing dominance of 

the car (Winkoff 1995a). 

As Ryan (1 995) notes, most plannllig is traditionaily concemed with public space in terms 

of amenity - trdiic movement, facilities, and the necessary bfhstmcture. Placemaking 

processes, however, offer the opportunity to local residents, business people, and users to 

think about the interconnection between the elements that impact everyday We, such as 

environmental factors, work, retail and cornmunity services, transport, recreation and 

leisure, domestic He and cultural expenence (Winkoff 199Sa). Winkoff also no tes the 

decline in popularïty of bus stops and train stations as popular meeting places and 

landmarks - contriiuted to by security risks and underfùriding of services. Placemaking 

processes, she suggests, offer the means of renewing community awareness and bring 

about a change in attitude towards more enWonmentally-respo~1~&Ie transportation, such 

as bikes and light rail. 



The basis for placemaking as a democratic, inclusive process that will integrally promote 

environmental sustainabibty lies in its experiential basis- Civic or community identity is 

located in public spaces; they express the cultural vaiues of a community, and 

subsequently shape the nature and quality of people's daily lives (Ryan 1995). It is in these 

public spaces that socio-environmental relations might be best recorded through the nature 

and manner of its design- 

To assess the implications ofplacemaking processes on urban design practice. and to help 

inform the subsequent recommendations for practice offered in Chapter 5, some 

characteristics of placemaking are outlined belo W. 

W i i o  ff (1 995a) identifies four approaches to Australian placemaking practice: 

AUiances of CO mrnunity groups attempting to influence urban planners over issues 

such as conservation, social justice, ecologicdy sustainable development, and 

participatory approaches to design; 

AUiances between local government and local communïties that commission a 

range of skiiied people to work with them on built environment projects; 

Organizations established to initiate and resource placemaking projects and work 

with stakeho lders; 

Govemment assistance, advisory, and advocacy programs that encourage adoption 

of placernaking strategies. 



Wmko ff (1 99Sb) describes coilabo ration as the single most important element of a 

successful placernaking project. She identifies that need for professionals to be able and 

willing to work coiiaboratively, for government and community to work together; and for 

govenunent collaboration across departments. Other elernents include the followuig: 

A management plan for research and development of the project, including setting out 

methods for irnplementation and CO-ordination arnongst the number of decision- 

makers; 

A statement of project objectives and strategies in clear language, setting out 

participants' responsibilit ies and accountabilities; 

The establishment of a management cornmittee representing the invo lved groups; 

The establishment of terms of reference between the management comminee and 

participants; 

The design of a process of  active group involvement throughout the participatory 

process, ensuring that the process does not become overly bureaucratic, but 

appro priately consultative of individuals as the process progresses. 

W d o f f  also notes the following characteristics of community consultation within the 

placemaking context. Public meetings are, she suggests, an insufncient way of accessing 

community information and creative participation, since meetings are prone to be 

dominated by a few vociferous individuals with interests vested in one outcome. 

According to Wmkoff, some members of a community may be unwilling to participate due 



to lack of skills or lack of confidence. stemming f?om dinerences of culture, gender. and 

marginalization. S he advocates workshops with professionais aimed at information 

gathering, vision setting, brief writing, designing, project management and 

irnplementation, for whic h techniques might- include brainstorming, search conferencing, 

and role-playing. Materials rnight be based on physical, social, cultural or environmental 

mapping, and might ùiclude p hotographs. drawings, observations, oral histories, story- 

t e h g ,  and modei-making. Wrnkoff also suggests the use of community-devised 

exhibitions and displays, local issue forum, questionnaires and surveys, media articles, 

and community parties, performances, and festivals. 

Yencken (1995) and Waiker (1995) note benefits of IocaUy-derived soiutions. Yencken 

(1995) asserts that mernorable public places are satisfyhg to locd people, attractive to 

visitors, and help generate locd economies. Embarking on a townscape program rnay 

invo ive stimdating commercial activity, enhanchg the amenity and visual appearance of a 

central business district, and preserving the architectural hentage of a town (Walker 

1995). Ryan (1995) notes three issues that generate community interest and encourage 

cornmunity confidence: ( 1 ) significant economic improvement due to increased retail and 

business turnover; (2) comrnunity participation and collaboration with council and 

profession& that increase cornmunity interest and involvement; and (3) increased visual 

pride and stimulation. 



Participatory processes, as embodied in the phcemaking model may also offer to address 

the claim by Madanipour (1 996) that too much of urban design practice is directed by 

expediencies: 

The highly prescriptive and practical nature o f  design requires a set of 
information to be assembled, ofien too quickly due to tirne lirnits, and to be 
employed in a solution-fÏnding exercise. Far too many such exercises take 
place on the basis of assumptions that are in need of a crÏticd evaluation 
and a more informed approach to urban space (pp.3-4). 

Given the product-oriented nature of practice, it mi@ be argued that participatory 

processes, such as embodied within the placemaking rnodel, offer to mitigate this situation 

by widening the basis of assurnptions through bringing together a multiplicity of 

perspectives to bear on urban design initiatives. 

However, as noted above, threats to engagement in citizen participation ex&, and the 

design of participatory processes requires careful consideration. Madanipour (1 996) offers 

the perspective that "the role of civil society in space production is limited to the role of 

consumers who interact" @.220), and the degree of citizen engagement in planning and 

design processes is central to its philoçophy. Yencken (1 995) suggests f ie factors that 

challenge effective comrnunity participation: (1 ) the problem is too remo te; (2) the number 

of people involved is too great; (3) the cost is too high in terms of tirne, distance and 

money; (4) people FeeI inadequate, e.g. they feel unable to comunicate with educated 

experts; and (5) people feel they are unlikely to i . e n c e  the outcome. Guppy (1995) 

notes that community consultation techniques are often inadequate, and that those 



conducting them are ofien di-equipped to read community attitudes - locai colour and 

identity is ofien therefore absent 6om projects and the special needs of unrepresented or 

marginal groups ofken not addressed. While urban designers may or may not act as a 

facilitators. a working understanding of what Innes and Boother (1 999: p. 1 1) describe as 

the "'special management techniques that aUow all participants to be heard and inforrned, 

and encourage discussion that is respectful and open-ended" is likely to help urban 

designers contniute to creating effective processes. 

3.7 SHAPING THE ROLE OF THE URBAN DESIGNER 

Madanipour (1 996) provides the following prescription for urban design practice: 

The ro le of urban designers who are aware of the development industry's 
tendency towards maximiPng exchange value therefore becomes to 
emphasize the use value in a sensitive way. Yet they should be aware that 
they often operate at the intersection between the two values. Urban 
designers can be in a position to maximize the exchange value of space, or 
to help the Lifeworld develop its independent spheres of activity. At the 
mtersection between the systems and the Lifeworld between exchange 
value and use value, between space production and everyday Me . . . they 
ultirnately have to strike a balance (pp.2 18-9). 

The balance, of which Madanipour speaks, is between the needs of the market and of  civil 

society. He cails for urban design to 'promote a socio-spatial agenda in which both social 

and aesthetic concerns matter," and so bring "'a sensibility and a baiance between social 

and spatial concerns" to architecture and planning agendas (p.2 1 9). Grant suggests (1 99 1 : 

p.62), the goal in this context is to rnake the urban designer first "an informed citizen" 



This chapter bas outlined how professionals' involvement m the production of the built 

environment is limited. Ho wever, professional practice may have opportunit ies to shape 

events within this social process of urban development, especially since professional 

activity has been seen to affect the dynamics of the development industry. A greater 

comprehension of the development mdustry, and a more reaiistic view of the 

professionals' place in the process of producing the built environment, have k e n  identified 

as potential positive informants of practitioners' actions. It has been noted that the role of 

urban designers within participatory processes must be based on trust, but that societal 

trust in professionals has been eroded. The professions, therefore, subsequently face the 

challenge of regaining that trust. The very basis of expertise as the foundation for 

professionalism has k e n  brought into question, as has the professional culture of 

orientation toward formalist design solutions. A need for better mutuai understanding 

between professions has k e n  identified. Alternative fomis of design practice are noted as 

having remained penpheral, but the emerging placemaking mode1 offers an exarnple of an 

inclusive, democrat ic process to which urban design practice rnight aspire. 

The following chapter presents empirical research that reflects back on the theoretical 

contents of Chapters 2 and 3 fiom a practice perspective. 



C-R 4: REFLECTING ON URBAN DESIIGN THEORY FROM 

URBAN DESIGN PRACTICE 

A theoretical basis for this inquiry into the role of urban design practitioners in public 

participatory urban design projects has k e n  presented in the previous chapters. To reflect 

back on this content, this chapter presents empûical research into conceptualizations of 

the contemporary role of urban design practitioners. The data is concemed principdy with 

the W i p e g  context. The changing capacity for urban design within the City of W i i p e g  

is integrated into this research as case study material. 

From this reçearch, themes concerning urban design practice emerge which, it is argued, 

are largely applicable in a wider context. These themes subsequently contniute, dong 

with the contents of Chapters 2 and 3, to form the basis of the recomrnendation presented 

in Chapter 5. 

The research approach was qualitative. Field research interviewing was the chosen 

research strategy, comprising ten face-to-face, semi-structured in te~ews ,  The Wormants 

were selected to represent perspectives iikely to be present in a typical urban design 

participatory process, as fo Iiows: 



P l m e r ;  Architect; Landscape Architect; Urban Designer; Politician; Cmrnunity 

Leader; Public Sector Ecommic Development Professional; Private Sector Econûrnic 

Development Professional; Citizen (non-planning/design professfonaZ). 

The rationale for the empirical research methodology and a description of the empiricd 

research process is set out in Appendk A. 

In the course of analyzing the empirical material, a number of themes emerged. This 

presentation of the empirical research is structured around these themes within the 

follo wing two parts. Part 1 is concerned p~c ipa l ly  with the nature of urban design 

activity within the WUuupeg context. Themes that emerged during the ï n t e ~ e w s  included 

the understanding and valuing of urban design act ivity ; the implications of Winnipeg's 

low-growth context on urban design activity; the progress of urban design capacity within 

the City of Winnipeg; the nature of public participatory processes in Winnipeg; and the 

political shaping of urban design practice in Wùuupeg. Further themes concern emerging 

urban design agencies Wthin the Wuinipeg context, specficaliy the development of a 

Downtown Development Authonty as a downtown urban design instrument. Part 2 is 

concemed with prescriptive themes that emerged during the i n t e ~ e w s  around 

conceptualizations of the contemporary ro le of the urban designer in public participatory 

processes. This part includes perceptions of the professional cultures f k r n  which urban 

designers emerge; the need for urban design professionals to develop communicative and 

educative skills; the need for urban design professionais to legitimize 'other ways of 



knowing' in practice; and, finally, the need for urban design professionals to develop 

broader project management skius based on a wider understanding of the development 

process. 

A bias is present in that the inforinants were Caucasian, able-bodied, and mostly male, 

reflecting the professionai population involved in practice. To mitigate this bias, and to 

present, as far as is practical, the descriptive experiences offered by the informants in an 

intact, unmanipulated form, the foiiowing data has been presented as foregound within 

this analysis. This strategy provides the reader with expansive access to the data, which 

includes persona1 reflective histories, and is intended to provide the reader with the best 

opportunity to draw her or his own conclusions fiom the data. 

Part 1: Urban Design in Winnipeg 

4.1 UNDERSTANDING AND VALUING URBANDESIGNACTIVIW 

This theme presents infomüuits' views on the role of urban design As noted above, the 

informants were selected on the basis that they were experienced with some aspects of 

plannùig and design participatory processes. As might be expected, ali infonnants 

displayed an understanding of urban design as involving both design and planning 

expertise. 



In the view of a design professional, urban design actMty overlapped the traditional 

boundaries of planning and the design pro fessions: 

It's not an architect; it's not a landscape architect; 2's somebody who has a 
planning and a design background 

For the same informant, however, the issue of  scale was a qualiner for urban design: 

To me, urban design is a very large sa l e  thing. And, to me, a plaza design 
is either an architectural design or a landscape architecturai design. It is not 
urban design. Every place where you can study urban design in North 
Arnerica if it's tmly urban design; they Say it 's a combination of planning 
and architecture, of pIannÏng and landscape architecture. You have to bring 
both a planning perspective and a design perspective to the issue. And the 
planning perspective, if1 get really general about it, addresses the social 
side. And the design side is addressed by architecture/landscape. 

This issue of scaie was felt to bring a challenge to urban designers of cross-property 

working that professional designers, focused on single-site projects, rarely faced: 

Urban design goes beyond a single property, beyond a single point. I've 
got a very institutional view of what urban design is. 1 look at a thing like 
the Richardson building; 1 look at the pavement of the plaza and there is a 
saw-cut Line in the pavement where the plaza turns into the public sidewalk. 
And the paving material changes. And there isn't a tree within 30 A. 
There's abso lutely no reason other than this false/artincial boundary called 
a property line, and they changed material in response to that. And to me 
that is totdy ridiculous. And that's what I spent most of my t h e  doing at 
the - , it seemed; trying to do work over the property line. So that to 
me is one definition of what urban design is. 



AU the uiforxnants valued urban design. For a design professional, urban design was 

essential for creating the stage for We: 

If you're tatkmg to me about u r b  design, which is Wce downtown hard 
di invo lving transportation engineers and housing, this is reai business. 
This isn't life anyrnore; this is a part of Life that you do so you can have a 
Ne. 

A politician's perspective put urban design into the physical planning context of 

downto wn revit alizat ion underpinned by entrepreneurship, and outlined the City of 

Winnipeg's cornmitment to that aim. This view outlines these initiatives as a means to 

address use and exchange values with the W ' i p e g  downtown area: 

I don? think there's any question that in today's city there's a greater 
recognition about the quality of urban Life. The City has made it very clear 
in its pnority plan this year - the five pnorities of the City. Arnong them 
king the revitaikation and redevelopment of downtown. There have k e n  
a lot of ind~dual initiatives that show we're gomg in that direction. The 
basebd stadium at the Forks, $6 million investment in North Main Task 
Force, the Portage Avenue Property Association dollars that are king 
written by the Winnipeg Development Agreement. Heritage tax credits. 
And so foah. There are a lot of t h g s  that point to the fact that there's 
very much a cornmitment to revitaliang this downtowo. I think the finai 
step to bring it dl to hition wodd be to have the fâith to go ahead with 
the Downtown Planning Authority. They have to work in conjunction with 
groups Like the Forks, who were very successful in thek own right, because 
they've had very much an entrepreneurid zeal. And 1 happen to subscrii 
to that. 

A design professional saw urban design as central to maintainhg or developing the quality 

of life in Winnipeg, with underlyïng economic implications: 



W i ï p e g  is much more a city of neighburhoods and cornmunifies than my 
impression of  ever was. The Folkorama, the ethnicity of the 
community, the multi-culturai mosaic, and the quaiiv- there are certain 
aspects that make Winnipeg a very desirable place for farnily. That is often 
used as a rationale for people that can Iive anywhere m North America - 
that they chose to iive, stay, in W b p e g .  1 think, maybe, the way that 
we've been going as a city, and certainly urban design and planning and 
social planning and social issues related tc  planning, has a major role in 
whether or w t  we're going to move forward and the quality of He is going 
to improve. Or whether we're going to lose ground. 

A planner feIt that the physical urban environment was acknowledged throughout 

Winnipeg's communities as  contriibuting to social and econornic well-being. This 

conception parauels the function of urban physical development, with social development 

and econornic devetopment, as one of three complementary approaches to creating urban 

environments in which people might flourish that was identsed in the Introduction to the 

1 think it's been recognized, particularly in the last few years, that, yes, you 
need a great urban environment to promote everything eIse. And 1 think 
there's been a political and cornmunity belief that ifyou don't have a 
positive physical environment, you're not likeiy to get an econornic or 
social environment king that strong. They support the other. It doesn't 
depend on which one rnay corne first - you need both. And? in some 
cases, like North Main, the physical planning - dernolitions and re- 
construction - is to promote the social and the economic. There's been 
areas within the city, I think, where the economic has started first, and the 
physical design has supported that, to create a larger synergy, with some of 
the streetscapmg - Corydon Avenue is used a lot as an example - but 
the economic turnaround had already happened. SO, the support &om 
urban design - in creating plazas and parks, the amenities within that stnp 
in the community - was a reflection o f  an ongoing econornic tumaround. 
in North Main, we're attempting to use the physicai changes to promote 
the other. 1 think there has been an adoption by the community and the 



politicians that the urban context in which we work, iive, play, recreate, is 
criticaliy miportant. 

The same Sonnant also talked of the symbolic function of the downtown physical 

environment as providing the popular perception of city identity and character : 

Winnipeggers have their neighborhood, a couple of places they go that they 
consider part of their cornrnunity. Be it Assini'boine Park Zoo. Or a 
shoppiug d Or whatever. And 1 thUik it's that [the downtown] that helps 
create an image of the city. The struggie has been that without a wirant 
downtown a [negative] perception gets created of the city, rightly or 
wrongly. Perhaps it's a carryover fiom medieval days and the town square 
k i n g  where ail the activity happened. Despite haVmg suburbs that you 
drive to, and two car garages, and everythg else, we stdi view the 
downtown and being able to walk through it as a very important aspect of 
urban living. The picture is never of a suburban tract development on the 
outskirts. It's of the city's downtowa For Whpeg, the Forks has helped 
to create an identity. The people can say, this is where we live. 

The above material indicates that the respondents vaiued the physical weIl-king of 

the city in symbolic, social, and economic terms, and that urban designers had a 

important role to play in helping to shape that physical urban environment. 

The economic character of W i p e g  is shown below to be an important deteminant of 

urban design actMty with9i the cky. Due to its low economic growth context, Winnipeg 

was identifed by the informants as presenting a chdenging arena for urbau design 



To a plamer, the low-growth characteristic of offered urban design activity the 

task of achievhg a consistent approach: 

. . . Because we've ken in a low growth status in Winnipeg, most of  them 
[Ciîy of Winnipegprojects the informant worked on] have k e n  reshaping 
srnd pieces of the existing fabric, as opposed to large scale urban 
intervention. We're in no-growtb It7s tinkering . . . You adjust a piece 
here, you adjust a piece there. It's slow. It takes a much longer 
conmitment to the overail plan, and 1 think the challenge in Whpeg for 
urban designers, and people workhg in an urban context as a designer, is 
to stay away fkom tinkering. But that slow incremental growth makes 
keeping to a Iarger plan very difEicult. Hence, we have streetscaping that 
looks lüce it's 'Design of the Month CIub', or whatever, because everything 
takes on its own flavor; because there's no pressure to d e  sure it's all 
integrated; and there's no consistency of approach. And particdarly in the 
Exchange District, where it's ken block by block I guess that's the issue 
in no-growth: you don't make bold drarnatic statements like some o f  the 
US inner cities have. It ' s a block- by-block, or business-by-business, 
reclarnation that tends to happen. 

A design pro fessional viewed Wmnipeg 's Io w-growth c haracterist ic as creat h g  dficulties, 

relative to high-growth cities, for private development fimding of public realm 

improvement s: 

In other cities, where they have a lot of corporate head offices, it's almost a 
shame thing that happens -where the corporations want to show their 
image and they compete with each other. Here, in WmnÏpeg, there's nom 
of than. The low growth scenario is the toughest context in which to do 
good design, because land doesn't cost anything and everybody says, "Got 
the land for less than the improvements that you warit me to do to this." If 
it's going to cost a zillion dollars to do something in Vancouver, and you 
say, T m  sorry, you've got to put skylights on that old building. And 
you've got to do this incrediile plaza; and you've got to do this," they look 
at it and Say, "That'll add 1 %. Fine; we'll do it." It's easy in a really high 
land value, heavy development scenario. That's when you can do good 
design, because nobody recognizes it as costing more. The incremental 



vaiue of urban design m Wmnipeg is a lot more. And that 's where it gets 
tough to do. 

A planner's perspective saw the low-growth scenarïo as underrnining the support that 

urban design initiatives presented community-building pro-: 

North Main is . . . a $6 million initiative. It's really a commercial 
revitalization and social revitalization, versus wban design. And the urban 
design component is to support the community programs thar are already 
in place. And 1 think the mterestmg part in my career Lat the City of 
Winnipeg] is that everythhg c m  be comrnunity building. From a 
neighborhood playground, and groups comuig together over a 
neighborhood phyground, or common issues, to how do you address a 
zone within the city? Or an area within the city of several blocks? How you 
look at it, particularly in a no-growth situation? In a high-growth situation, 
you shape the growth. We spend a lot of energy getting it to the point 
where maybe sornethmg will happen As opposed to shapmg what's 
happening. 1 guess in Calgary it wodd be how you're managing the 
growth. Here we're attempting to promote some growth. 

These perspectives uidicate that, in urban design practice te-, a low-growth 

economic context contrasts starkly wit h more favourable economic contexts. The 

10 w-gro wth economic context presents the challenges of creating coherent urban 

environrnents through incrementai development, dEculties in O btaining private 

sector funded improvements to the public reaim, and restrains urban design 

initiatives aimed at c o m m ~ t y  building. 



4.3 URBAN DESIGN AS AN ECONOMIC DMLOPMENT INSTRUMENT 

Another theme withh W ~ p e g ' s  low-growth context concemed the role of urban design 

as  an economic development instrument. The views below indicate the value placed by the 

public sector on the physical environment for fostering economic weU-being, despite the 

place of urban design as a form of development control. 

In this design professional's view, urban design provided public sector support to private 

initiatives: 

[Name of City urban designer] was very much involved in the 
streetscaping program in the Exchange District. And the way [the City] 
approached that, instead of  just domg streetscape, [the City] used it a lot 
more as an incentive. If someone was fixing up a property, [the City] 
would go and do streetscaping there. That's what happened on Lombard 
Avenue. They were fixing up where the Liberty Grill is now - the Great 
West Lifie building, and [the City] went in and fked up m fiont of them. 
[The City] did the design for them of the wheelchair ramp as part of [the 
Ciry 's] project, and, 1 t u  they used [the City 's] contractors to build it. 
At McDermott - Iohnny G's restaurant - they did all their own 
construction But [the City] did the planning and design of  it. 

A politician informant saw a benefit of the process of a streetscaping urban design 

initiative as likeiy to encourage local commercial investment : 

And 1 think there's a heightened self-confidence arnong the people [BIZ 
rnernbers] that are working with the design professionai. 



However, despite these public sector urban design initiatives aimed at promoting 

economic gmwth, one design professional saw a component of urban design as an arm of 

develo pment CO ntro 1: 

And that 's a Iot of what urban design, in a negative way, is about - it's 
control. There's that aspect to it. Of controhg the product. 

A planner considered this development control aspect of urban design to be the popular 

perception of urban design in Winnipeg: 

Most of our [City of Winnipeg] projects have tended to be renovation 
projects rather than new projects. And, for us, that brings a big issue about, 
what role does government play? Are you a proponent? Or are you seen, as 
has k e n  traditional over the Iast eight or nine years, as a hurdle. Something 
to work around. 

The above views illustrate contrasting characteristics of the urban design field in an 

economic context. Examples of initiatives m which urban design is used by the public 

sector to encourage economic growth are set against the perception of urban design as 

development control in which market forces may be constrained withm broader interests. 

4.4 URBAN DESIGN CAPACITY WITHIN THE ClW OF WINNIPEG 

The foiIowing perspectives present contrasting perceptions of the role of urban design as a 

public sector activity, and traces the mked recent history of urban design capacity within 

the City of W ~ p e g .  



The formation of an urban design group within the City of WIIlDipeg during the late 1980s 

was considered by a City of Winnipeg design professional to be the resdt of inadequate 

development control. This fuoction had remained the centrai part of that urban designer's 

work: 

WeU. I was hired in 1988 to deai specificdy with design review in 
downtown. And there was, I guess, a core group of urban design types that 
was separate fiom the plannaig hctions. There was the district p h e r s  
deaiing with various conditionai uses - rewnings and so fortb Then there 
was another very small group - a couple of individuais - who started 
with design guidelines and primers for design review in the Exchange 
District. There were a couple of other projects, k e  Fort Garry Place at the 
back of the Fort Garry Hotel and some of the planners were saying: What 
in the heli is going on! We'd better do something about this! We need to 
broaden the scope of the design review. Downtown's in trouble. So they 
said we need a new zoning bylaw for the downtown. And that was evolved 
in the two or three years leading up to 1988, and then 1 was hired to deal 
with design review in the downtown because there wasn't an architect with 
the city in the planning department, and they wanted an architect to be 
dealuig with other architects and get them to toe the line when dealing with 
design review. So my role has k e n  m d y  wirh the downtown and it 
expanded to design review of  industriai parks. I've been învoived with 
sorne bylaw work on third party advertking and signage elsewhere in the 
downtown and design review where there's planning approval 
requirements on rezoouigs or on planning approvals as part of variances or 
conditionai uses. 

While the City of Winnipeg urban design group was seen to have been bom out of a need 

to Ïmprove development control the same informant offered a perspective, however, that 

the initial proactive urban design function of the group had been eroded through City staff 

Iosses: 



We saw, when 1 joined the city m '88, a building up fiom two or three 
people to a core group of seven in the u r h  design branch. At one point 
our efforts would include proactive urban design schemes for the 
rejuvenation of south Portage Avenue: the retd, the street connections, 
the urban design standards, bylaws, relationships of road networks, SM 
that through the public consultation process was beMg done through the 
Centreplan initiative. And then we gradually lost staff to the point where 
we now no longer have an urban design group as a separate entity. We've 
got [rzarne of p l m e r ]  who's de- with the hentage aspects, the historic 
warehouse district and listed buildings and so forth, and he's in long range 
planning. He's doing some project work; I'm doing some project work and 
some bylaw work beyond that, but most of my job is reactive to propos& 
that corne through the door, whether it7s the basebail stadium or Manitoba 
Theatre for Young People at the Forks, the festival site for Pan Am games, 
the work on Portage Avenue; anything that happens in downtown really 
that's a project. The process is more one of applying, £kom an applications 
standpoint, the standards of  the bylaw and then reviewing the design to see 
if we're cornfortable with approving the design. And getting the applicant 
those approvals so that he can carry on and meet the building code 
requirements and work off with a pIan review and deal with the interfaces 
on hfkstmcture and services. And get a building permit to proceed widi 
the development. 

Another perspective, however, fiom a design professional, was that the demise of the 

group was a direct result of marginalizing the Cityy s urban design proactive fûnction: 

When [name of landrcape architect] was here [the City], there was an 
urban design branch - this is 1 98 7, when I fïrst started - of about eight 
people: [nmne of architect], and [name of planner], and [name of 
planner] . I was brought in as a iandscape architect/history kuid of guy. I 
was the historic project coordinator. There was [name of planner], who 
was an historian, a technician, and a secretary. So what happened to this 
group was . . . fusî of a& d e r  [name of lmdscape architect] left, they 
replaced him with [name of Iandscqe architectpZlannr] . . And he didn't 
Iast very long either - he left. So they took [name ofplanner] and [name 
of planner] and put thern in a new branch with [name of plmner]. They 
took [ n m e  of architect] and myself and put us with [name of planner] - 
with the district plannen. And they lefi us on a separate floor for a couple 
of years, and then took the other guys away. And then, with the Cuff 



report, in the last two years they reorganized the planninp and came out 
with the Planning and Land Use division. And they asked me - the new 
division manager, [narne ofplamer-] asked me, "'How do you think this 
branch should be structured?" 1 said, "You've got two options. You can 
either do it wners, p h e r s ,  and designersm- understanding that you do a 
plan and then implement it by zoning and designing projects. These guys 
had go tten away by this tirne. The district planners - ail they were doing 
was zoning. They weren't doing proactive planning weii at all. The 
neighbourhood p h e r s  were in specitic locations that had certain de r i a ,  
doing these strategic planning exercises for two years, and then using 
money to implement little park improvements and things Wce that - but it 
wasn't city-wide. The district planners used to do things on a 
neighbourhood basis, like burlding conditions, surveys, land use 
identifkation, corne up with secondary plans for linle development 
scenarios. They stopped doing that; they were only using an 
implementation mechanism and adjusting that and c a h g  that planning. 
That got ridiculous. So 1 said, "That's one thing you codd do, 'but it's not 
the way to go, because we've downsized and every thne a project cornes in 
we7re going to ioo k for resources to solve the pro blem. If it gets to be a 
complicated problem, you're going to need all of these things happening at 
the same time. So, instead, what I suggest you do is do downtown, river 
banks and parks, and neighbourhoods, which codd hclude industrial 
neighbourhoods out side of the do wnto wn commercial neighbourhoods, and 
residential. Within each one of those you've got that kind of capability. 
Split au these people up, put them into a geographic ara" They ended up 
and did this prst option]. They said this was the model. In between, there 
was this other reorganization, and [name ofplanner] and [name of 
architect] and 1 came into the sarne branch and [name of plonner] left for 
another area So the three of us were back together again Under this 
model [nome off lmner]  went into the planning branch, [name of 
architect] went into the development control branch and 1 went into the 
design branch. We were cornpletely dispersed. SO, in [month] when they 
chose this rnodei, 1 said thaî mban design is dead m Winnipeg, because 
they didn't choose tbis modeL So they've marginaiized urban design in that 
way, starting over the last eight years, disassembling the urban design 
branch. 



However, a planner offered an altemative view of the demise of the City's urban design 

group. This perception focuses on inadequate coordination on the part of the urban design 

group : 

1 think the urban design group that evolved was seen as more of a swat 
tearn. But they never - personal opinion - I don't know if they ever go t 
a handle on the downtown, which was seen as their focus. And, fiom 
ha+ an urban design branch, there never was a downtown plan that came 
out. And 1 think that was the unravehg of it. At some point you can have 
lots of opinion, and be invoIved in lots of projects, but unless you7re fitting 
into an o v e d  comprehensive pian and it7s value-added . . . The role was 
questioned. 

The demise of urban design capacity within the City of Winnipeg appears above to 

ïndicate a lack of value placed on it by political leaders, although the degree of urban 

design capacity may, in fact. have been questioned through economic rationality in the 

context of Wùinipeg's low economic growth. 

4.5 PUBLIC PARTICIPA TORY PROCESSES IN WINNIPEG 

The period of the formation and demise of the urban design group ran concurrently with 

the adoption of public planning methods by the City. The foliowùig perceptions address 

the priociples and strategies of public participatory processes in Wmnipeg 

A design professional ùiformant described participatory rnethods as the best of three 

general alternatives: 



Basicdy, 1 think that a participatory process is better than a dictatorial 
process, or an exclusionary process. 

A politician's view valued the invo Ivement of a multiplicity of perspectives in building 

urban design solutions as including more 'types of laiowledge' than just the professional 

expertise: 

lt's a classic example of where the whole is greater than the sum of its 
parts. 

A planner descriid the formation of task-oriented groups as an indicator that comunity 

involvement is now recognized as necessary in urban design projects 

We seem to be in au era for task forces. And, 1 think, that's an 
acknowledgement that broader community involvement is needed in any 
h a l  design and or planning solution. 

The case for inclusionary solution-building was also offered m a citizen's perspective on 

the changing nature of urban Me. In this view, expertise -and the conceptuaikations 

upon which it is consmicted - was considered as an inappropriate rneans with which to 

address the emergent cornplexities of urban living: 

1 have to say tbat, as somebody that 's been a big advocate of downto wn, 1 
sometimes wonder at for whom we're planning it. There are offices still 
downtown; there are the wrecks of big stores still downtown - that are 
about to dissolve. Another one on the edge of downtown. AU the 
characteristics of downtown are c m ,  yet we're planning it for ideas. 
And we keep catching ourselves that rnaybe retail doem't work anyrnore. 
But we still built Porîage Place. Who are we planning it for? Are we 
planning it for people iike me, that go downtown only for business now, as 



often as 1 have to do, which c m  be almost every day. But it may ody be 
for two hours, or an hour. Who are the real people that h e  downtown? 
It's more and more aborigid, very poor people. So there's certain truths 
about Winnipeg that 1 think are very hard for people to confiont, even 
people in the planning business, because they have almost insoluble 
characteristics to them We've got to realize that we're bumpuig our head 
into hard surfaces more and more ifthe reality is that 3's not where we 
redy live - 3's not where we cany on much of our reai We. If you had 
your ofEce downtown and ifyou shop downtown, and your wXe joins you 
to go to a show, you aren't holding up downtown, gohg out of your way 
to make it iive. It iived because of the way people rea& lived [before]. 
Now. I will try and support things downtown. I wiII go to a festive event or 
whatever. Business things mean downtown happens. But 3's not taking me 
and many people d o m  there as much. Yet it's taking another kind of 
person downtown, who's more that downtown. That's a dinerent kind of 
person around for whom you can't plan all the things you used to plan. 
You can7t have the same expectations about them But, more and more, 
you start to accept certain truths about the city. And not that it's gohg 
downhill. I don? know if we know enough about it. And I'm not saying we 
give up on downtown, but 1 recognize ho w my Life patterns are dserent. 
I've always lived in downtown, until about twenty years ago. But I know 
people that were brought up m the suburbs and don't h o w  the Exchange 
District - other than they 've heard about it. Their Life doesn't involve the 
centre of the city. In a way, I've always thought these people not to be 
citizem. But you c m  understand how it happens. Your Me changes, and 
downtown doesn't become the focus of the city as much as it used to be. 
Maybe the occasional trip to the concert hall, or your drive through 
Portage and Main to go somewhere. It's not a major part of how you live. 
Tqhg to plan it on the way we used to live might be an irrelevance. 

Other examples were offered during the interviews to support the need for community 

involvement in urban design decision-rnaking. The hrst, at a neighborhood Ievel and 

described by a community leader, promises that a community would have addressed a 

perceived public danger had it been @en a chance: 

The [name of project] started with [landscupe architect] and a few people 
visiting the site, mainly talking about planting, and coming up with some 



ideas. And [ ludcape architect] taking them o n  Idem it would have 
been nice to have had more input fiom people and also spent some t h e  
with options. What happened in the winter, for example, was there was a 
wonderfid tobogganhg site for kids, but 2's dangerous as it goes by the 
0utfài.L But the kids knew to go to the side- Then, d of a sudden, without 
notice, snow fences were put up which just cut out that a c t w -  Maybe it 
came fiom a councilor saying, bbï'hat's dangerous. We won't allow it!" 
Instead of saying, "This is a space people use. Look at the positive." It was 
actualiy the most used space for tobogganing. 

And at the downtown scale, a design professional offered the following two examples of 

how community involvement b ~ g s  both more equitable urban design soIutions and offea 

educational opportunities for the urban designer: 

A learnnig experience for me was on North Main, when we talked about 
the park development across fiom the Roundhouse. We sa*& "Are we 
going to light it or not Light it? But we have to light it because of safety 
issues." And, d e r  a long discussion, we decided not to light the park, 
because that's where the snitfers went and the girys dohg their needles and 
everythmg else. And the comunity stated that those people need 
somewhere. So why are we gohg to push them out of t h  corner, simply 
because we're adding fiesh paint. It's safer for them to be in a park on a 
maÎn street. Nothing bad will happen to them there. Apart fiom what they 
do to thernselves. And 1 was going to Iight the hell out ofit ! Chase them! 
Our intent had not k e n  to chase people around the city solving problems. 
Our community workers and our solvent abuse workers know where to go 
and find these people. Why don't we just lave  them there? And try to deal 
with the problern As opposed to chashg a symptom of something else. So, 
that's a minute example of how a communîty c m  shape and start to address 
its own problems. And it may appear as an unsafe park in the future. But 
we're making some decisions now to attenipt to deal wïth that street 
problern Deal with it, as opposed to chasing it one block over. 

What do you do to make it d e r  for the girls who work the streets? If 
there's teenage prostitution going on, what does an urban designer do? 
Design it so there's nowhere for them to loiter? Do you Iight the heck out 
of it? Or, as we heard fiorn the North Main cornmuni@, could we make it 
safer? So we have low level Lighting. These girls are part of the economy of 
the area They five in the are& they use the stores in the area; hotel rooms, 



etc. As someone who's a citizen withm the city, how can we make it d e r  
for them? Would it be low level Lighting, so they could see Iicense plates? 
They would like to see the john's face before they get in the car- But they 
don't want to be lit as if it's a football stadium, because there's an 
ambience or a mood [!] As an urtran designer' okay, 1 thought we'd light 
the heck out of it to c h a s  them away. A white middle-class perspective! 
So that's the seamy side. 

For another design professional, public participation also offered a means to 

democratically challenge pro fessionai engineering so lutions w i t h  public planning : 

Money is the issue here, Who's got the money to spend? And how much 
involvement is there in an MWCRP program or a BI2 streetscaping program that 
has $400,000.00 per annum for the seventeen BIZs? Then there's, "Lets go in and 
talk about a main public bridges project." That's $ 7  30 million - yikes! And what 
did they do? They said, "Well, dam, this new planning stuffjust came dong; we 
would have k e n  in there; we would have been asking you right nom the beginning 
whether you wanted a bridge at ail- But those planners were just too slow to 
inform us that we shouid have been consdting with the public and k i n g  
accountable. We just happen to have a fimctional planning study. But we'll get you 
uivolved with the aesthetics; and you c m  decide whether you want an ash or an 
oak tree; and whether you want to use Tyndall stone or metal. But the bridge is 
there, I'm sorry, and its got twenty-nine Ianes of trafEc, to make sure that when 
this wall of M c  comes and hits the downtown it . . . [informant laughterl]. So 
we decided to go through this thing with the Provencier Bridge. The bndge 
engineers corne along and consult with us at planning and say, "Well, what do you 
think? How shall we set up this public consultation?" And 1 said, "Just a minute 
here; we're starting at the beginning this time aren't we? Wbat if1 wanted to ask, 
are you open to say maybe we don? want the bndge gomg across Provencier at 
all? Maybe we want to move it up to the hi& line and take it in between Whittier 
Park and the residential area and not upset thhgs -and it rnakes a great 
cormection. If you do it that way, you on get right to Naime, a great he." So 
there is a public consultation process going on, but it's to consider whether we've 
got twin bridges, and how rmoy lanes of trafic. One step better than we had with 
the main Nonvood Bridge, with which we've got twenty-nine lanes! 



However, despite the support mdicated by the mformants for the concept of public 

participation in urban design, fkequent criticisms arose of the design and management of 

processes involved in preparing two @or recent W i g  plaTming documents - Plan 

Winnipeg and Centreplan. The criticisms mody centred on implementation as the 

strategic objective of the participatory processes. 

In the view of an design profession& both processes, whiIe meritorious in terms of 

participation, Iacked strategic focus: 

Plan W ' ï p e g  . . . what did they do with their $1 70,000? They ate 
$170,000 worth of sandwiches. So they came out with this plan. It was 
good; it was structured; and there was au incredible amount of citizen 
involvement in 2. Then they went through a similar kind of thing with 
Centreplan. Now that they're gone [the two r e s p o d l e  planners], to me, 
it's totally disintegrated. And we don't have any people any more who are 
thinking strategidy about gett ing things hpiemented. 

nie same informant expanded on this theme by outiining what. in his view. was required 

to direct suc h processes to ünplementat ion: 

See, they [Cityplanners] don't know what a project is, and what it takes to 
do a project. They know a iot of process, and what it takes to run a 
p- process. When the comes down to the project - the deadline . . . 
Implementation to me means priorituang, cost estimating, and brokering on 
fünding. And they don't even know that, so you get, where did this 
$500,000 corne fiom? Weil that's for you to do Portage Avenue. But I c m  
O& do one block, and that's thirteen blocks, and they're surprised. 1 don? 
think there's room to be sufprised. It hasn't k e n  a smooth flow hto  the 
project, and that's why they haven't got a whole lot done. And they keep 
d g  around with these little $30,000 grants and stuff. We've done that, 
we've spent $196 &on through the k t  ten years of the Wuinipeg core 



area niitiative. I'm still at a los, other tban some of the strate& initiatives 
that have happened, to see the results. They weren't self-sustaining; they 
just &bled and died- 

A planner also questioned the overall strategy of the meetings: 

Sometirnes there wasn't much good process occurrhg at the meetings 
where the sandwiches were king eaten to keep a project going, to get 
some desked r d s  or  outcornes. And so a part of the problem is the ways 
in which those meetiogs were held They reaily weren't very focused, go ing 
Eom Centreplan meeting to Centreplan meeting. And it's like going to a 
meeting where there was nothhg done that related fiom one meeting to the 
next. There's no building; there's no progression; every meeting is iike this 
Little i shd  unto itself. To me that speaks of a lack of focus in moWig the 
plan dong. 

A citizen's perspective compared the public sector participatory planning initiatives with a 

private sector focus group process invotved with product design: 

They would have a goal; they would have a plan; and presumably a flexible 
way of achieving that plan. But they have an objective. And they probably 
have a deadline. And for sure they bave resources. And they're motivated 
to make money. You don? see that in the public sector. 1 was on a 
cornmitee of the Winnipeg Core Area Initiative that handed out the 
heritage grants for eight or nine years, and that had time limits, it had 
procedures. It had a good guy responsïble for it and a date when it would 
die. And they did things. They spent the money and thmgs got done. Where 
you don't give people resources, as in Centreplan, people seem to be happy 
to engage in a spiraling networking kind of thing. I was surprised at how 
satided people were to just go to meetings. If you corne fiom the private 
sector, and everyday you7ve got to earn a new dollar Eom somebody by 
giving somethllig of value, aod you recognize your time has a value, you 
try to vend it on those things that seem to go somewhere. People that 
don't really have a job thai lets them do something, m terrns of achieving a 
goal, start many of these [public] processes. They want to have an 
acceptable methodology by which to plan. And, that there may not be 
something done after it, may not be such a tragedy. Whereas, for someone 
like myself, 1 don7t like to waste 9 t h e  on thmgs that don't get done . . . 



And when you do have a serious plaq that is to be achieved, often there 
you do not really get the honest chance to influence 3. For example: a 
bridge project, or the design of a bridge project, or other elements in the 
co~ll~llunity. So 1 would think that's the goal - it's to honestly plan. 
Because I think these plamhg processes try to accornmodate democratic 
principles and the notion of  citizens' rights. And balancÏng expertise with 
the users. 1 think they're all very sound. But ifthe context isn't one where 
there's a productive goal in mind, it may be a form of masturbation. No, 
honestly, that's how I see it, Nothing bugs me more than to go into a room 
of twelve people and I'm the o d y  guy that isn't bemg paid to be there. And 
I'm the only one that cares that we do something with the two hours for 
the year, or the four years. And I'd feel that way if1 were k ing  paid. I'd 
feel the sarne way. 

The citizen's remedy involved a visible cornmitment on the part of the planner: 

. . .that it is really king offered as a project to be done. And the process is 
a tool to make it as good as it can be. That will have aîtached with it time 
and resources. If you're ever involved in a planning project that doesn't 
have those. you should realize that, as a planner, maybe its not redy what 
you've been hired to do. You've been k e d  to give the ilhision, or the hope 
that it could h a p p a  I think that part of the problem is to ensure that 
you're in that [right] kind of planning process. To honour the process. 
That you're redy  going to do it. of course, don't even start it unless 
thcre's the xnoney and a time h e .  

Kowever, while supporting these public participatory processes as a means of engaging 

communities, a designer professional's questioning of the dynamism of the processes 

concemed the quality of consensual solutions for irnproving the physical urban 

envuonment: 

And 1 have found that Centreplan, and the way the planners have 
approached things more recently . . . it strikes me that they're a bunch of 
poUsters. I don't even cal1 them facilitators mymore. They take public 
opinion, and it's consensual M. 1 think that sort of stuff is good for 
engaging and getting the comunity up. But the fact is, it's about as 



interesthg as white bread. 1 r e m  think that you need to do something fa 
more dynamic ifyou're gohg to say that you're really approaching urban 
design. 1 almost don? consider Centreplan an urban design process. 

The above comment raises the question of how to avoid putiing participants into a 

consumer roIe, rather than into an e m p o w e ~ g  role in which participants can gain some 

control over the deckions that affect their lives. However, another informant, a planner, 

offered the following view that suggests the legiùmacy of such a position withïn a 

participatory planning process: 

Ifyou're pobg  public opinion of the people that are sitting around the 
table, that to me can be a part of  the process. If there is, in fact, a process 
to foilow - it's going somewhere. But ifit's not, then that's exact& what 
it is. 

A citizen's perspective on the evolution of planning m Winnipeg during the past thirty 

years drew a pessmiistic view of the intent of public participation: 

There were people like [a cityplanner durhg the 1960s] who at least had 
vision He knew what he wanted to do. And he knew he was smarter than 
most people. He developed a p h  he got supporthg data for an 
undeveloped area in the south central business district of Winnipeg. It also 
came at a time when the city wanted to see new development, when it had 
been a sleepy city for three or four decades, and in the '60s started to see 
development, and was hungry for it. That eroded through the '70s and, by 
1980-82, there was not very much planning going on  When [the city 
planner] lefi the city, to go to - , they never replaced him. So, you 
don't have a planning department any more. You used to. So what are they 
going to do? Every few years, there's money Eom the Feds and the 
Province, and they try and do a few things together. But you yourself don't 
know where to go, have no efforts. You try not to h d  out where you 
should be going. So you go to these innocuous plannmg meetings. You're 
going to be heavy that we're going to do this on Portage and Main, or this 



is going to be our strategy on Main Street. You consult, you c o d t ,  and 
you consdt. You don? really know what to do. 

The same informant's views on City culture imply that the effect of the culture of 

govemment employment upon public servants has, in part, contniuted to the increasïng 

use of private sector consultants: 

1 think there's k e n  a kind of acquiescence to an attrition of the mission to 
plan. 1 think it 's the fairest way of putting it. And I've been astounded that 
people have dowed it to happen all these years. But 1 recognize how, on 
the political side, planning takes guts. Because you're Likely to offend 
someone if you want to spend money that doesn't exist. You're offending a 
whole group of peopIe ifyou try and solve too many problems. It's seen as 
beyond the role of govemment. And I might be one of those that agree 
with that. Certainly, there's no question that it has resuited in a very strong 
reliance, all the way fiom streets and @a&, and other parts of the urban 
design process, aitnost entirely on third party consultants who are now 
involved. I don't think it's a bad thing. I don't necessady think it's costing 
more, either. When the city changed to Unicity and a new structure, [name 
of outspoken planner] did not get the job of the Planning Commissioner. 
Do you know who got the job of planning commissioner? A feiiow 1 
worked with who had k e n  an engineer. Never osended anyone in his Mie. 
Had dways been used to making sure t h g s  happened, rather than guiding 
the city to a new destiny. Not that there's aiways one, but the gliïnmer of a 
dream that you're making sornething that could rejuvenate it, is worth a 
guy making lots of mistalces. The p h e r s  who spend all day planning 
know all the things you cadt do, and 1 think that's one of the inherent 
problems. M e n  a person has done the same job for six, ten, or twenty 
years, they know what the management will support, what there'll be a 
budget for. They h o w  what the politicians wiU agree to. And once you 
know aU the questions of what you can't do, you just go to meetings and 
say what can't happen. Whereas private sector people - they don 't know 
what you can't do . . . If we're speaking of the City of Wi ipeg ,  for 
example, 1 think t 's alrnost been a decision not to actively plan And not to 
use the internal staffto plan 1 think the end resdt is that there isn't an 
expectation that the city plans. They no Ionger feei they have a capability. 
They also feel that the poiiticians and others may second-guess their work, 
so let's bring in an outside consultant. An outside consultant is the solution 



to it alL Because, hopefully, they're more up to date. Hopefully, they c m  
tell you what they really think. They probably have the expertise. Because 
we haven't done a plan now in ten years. AU we've done is gone to 
meetings and cntiqued other people's p h  And 1 thùik that's what's 
happened. How attn'butable is it to downsipng? Or how attributable is it to 
a different idea about a city that no longer realized the importance of 
planning, having more direct control over the sbape of the city? 1 can't say 
which of the two it is. 

Within a personal view of plannmg in Winnipeg, the same idonnant expanded this 

perspective on the increasing use of extemal consultants: 

My first job was working at the University of Winnpeg as a community 
facilitator Ln urban research at urban studies. We were experimenting with 
those American introductions of citizen participation: housing issues, 
vehicles of how you develop downtown. My nrst paid job, when I was in 
second year university, was to study a downtown development corporation 
as a model. And it's fàschting to see it king touted again thirty-two years 
later. You know, like: Isn't it obvious that you should do it, and you 
should do it quickly. 1 guess we were kind of enamoured with the idea of 
consulting citizens, because this was the tirne of the technocrat having 
corne forward in social planning rather than just physicd planning. It was 
refieshing to just touch base with those consumers of housing in the 
neighborhoods. But, I think what it redy  did was enlarge a role of the 
facilitator. 1 think when you tak  about it in ternis of accountabilS, 1 redy 
wonder ifit's not just a political correctness. And unwillingness - when 
you recognize that the city of Winnipeg has no planning department that 
plans . . . with very few staffinternally that plan. So they're hiring 
consultants. It's less of a matter of public accountability, and more of an 
application of a role. And a wish to have a vision. So 1 don't see it at all as 
a result of accountability to consult the public. I see Ï t  as lacking any vision 
1 was involved in the Centreplan study project, and no one ever came with 
major ideas. They never came with a sense of a budget. So 1 don't buy that 
it's done for purposes of accountability. 1 think it's done out of a lame 
duck mentality. The people that practice it . . . I don't feel they have the 
political support to plan strongly and with vision and that they don? want 
to be on the hook. So they're just as happy to hire a consultant. And the 
consultant said this, we thmk nothing, we dare nothing. That's the context 



for this whole business of citizen participation now. 1 don't know ifyou'd 
think of all that as cynicai. 

The above perceptions are evidently supportive of the principle of public participation 

Ho wever, the design and focus of the participatory processes were clearly cded into 

question, raishg issues of professional capacity to manage processes withui a 

comprehensive understanding of the development process. 

4.6 POUTICAL IMPUCA TlONS FOR WINNIPEG URBAN DESIGN PRACTICE 

The political shaping of urban design also emerged as a theme that impacted the quality of 

participatory planning processes, and subsequently the resources that urban designers 

might offer within them 

In the view of a City design professional, political support was essential to the urban 

design function: 

Well, -out it [political support] our hands are tied. Where, ten years . . ago, it rnay have k e n  that the administration was sizable enough, and there 
were more councillors and they worked fùll-time, and the administration 
was stronger and able to set direction. 1 think much more of the direction is 
king given effectively by council; is king driven by deficit reduction, tax 
reduction, or holding the line on taxes. And by the borders that put them 
there. This is a city in particular that's a status quo c e :  it's conservative in 
terms of what we're doing, in terms of planning and architecture. Zero 
growth. I don? think that the piamers, architects and so forth are getting 
the opportunities in Winnipeg to be proactive as there are in Calgary, 
Edmonton, or Vancouver, for example- There's pro bably an even greater 
need. But there's not the same opportunity. 



From the perspective of a planner, the process of planning and design in WlIlLLipeg 

d e r e d  a Iack of dynamism because of the level of awareness of political decision-makers 

of planning and design quality: 

1 aiways say that the reason planning/design becornes dysfunctional Ïs 
because of politics. That's the great irony. You can't take politics out of it 
because they're ultimately involved in the decision making. If 1 was to 
point to one thing as to why thmgs don't get done, it's politics. That's why 
thùigs drag on forever. And that's why, in my view, some of the very poor 
decisions are made as to the kinds of developments that you see happea 
It's because you've got people at City Hall who redy have no business 
suggesting what design is better than another, because they have no 
background to contribute to it. Yet they're the ones who are the fkst to 
say, %O, you're wrong, and I'm right." Which may, on the surtàce, sound 
like 1 don't believe in public participation. But they're separate. 

The same informant considered that political processes had, in fact, overtaken design and 

planning processes in the city: 

1 think that the process to get to the product - that's where it breaks 
down. Here, in this city, the process is not very well defhed. Or foiiowed. 
Or prexnid.  And it seems that the process has becorne entirely overtaken 
by politics. And so, this process that you speak of becomes a political 
process. As opposed to a design process engaging architecture, planning, 
and landscape architecture. It 's related to decision-making . 

A design professiooal informant viewed the culture of government, and an ability to 

contain the self-interest within a collective interest, as central to the success of public 

participatory processes: 

You see, there are folks who are going out attempting to do this [public 
participatory planning]. There's the public, the govemment bodies, etc. 



And there are so many vested mterests in this. Everybody's trying to cut it 
or hedge it or direct it to achieve their own ends. You really have to lx 
willing to let go when you do this kind of thhg, because otherwise people 
just sense that they're king driven in a certain direction. And then the 
whole process stops. So, something bas to be done about the govenunent; 
we have to have some way of equipping them with a different 
understanding. It's a cultural undertaking. It tends to be sporadic. Or it will 
have limited success. It has a lot to do with who happens to be coming to 
the table and the nature of what it is they're working on. 

However, the professional informants' views were consistently pessimistic about the value 

with which politicians and decision-maken held planning and design. 

A planner's views were that the planning and design expertise were considered of no 

value: 

n i e  importance of that function [architecture, l a n h p e  architecture, und 
planning Mthin the public sector] has been cast aside . . . If you look at the 
history of this city and its administration, why is it that the city has no 
functional planning department? It was viewed as one of those thuigs that 
needed to be downsized and not that important. So it got blown away. 

A corresponding perspective was held by a design professional: 

Meanwhiie, with the City, they seern to marginalize [urban design]. 
There's no understanding amongst the politicians, and, 1 think, there's a . . 
very weak understanding arnongst the adminxstration of what urban design 
Îs about. Because it keeps getting marginalized. 

Staff losses in the city planning and design resources was considered by a design 

professional mforrnant as evidence of a lack of understanding in city govenunent of 

the value of planning and design expertise: 



Some of my coIleagues have said that the reason that we don? have 
support for staffto replace vacancies and so forth, when we're probably 
down to a third of the staff we had ten years ago, is that the politicians 
don't hold the planning functions in very high esteem. They redy don't 
understand the benefïts. It's [seen as] more of a clencal thing. They don? 
see us as adding value to the process. So obviously we're losing something. 
We're not perceived as professionals that codd develop exceptional urban 
fabrics that wilf move the downtown forward, or wiIl move a particular 
neighbourhood forward 1 thuik we've got a little bit of a cred'birity 
problem . . . There's not a lot of people on councils that really understand 
urban design and architecture. And care about à. It [design] is often 
perceived as 

The sarne Sonnant, one of the remaining urban design sta£Fwithin the City, viewed the 

result of staff cutbacks as h h g  undermined the role of the City's urban design staff to be 

progressive, since t h e  resources ody aliowed staff to carry out development control 

activities enabled by existing legislation: 

. - . the amount of time and resources that there are for research. for 
example. 1 don't have any tirne during the work day t o  do what most of us 
wodd consider research - to apply new information to current bylaws or 
current projects. So it's becoming much more reactive than proactive. 

The following design professional's view indicates that ifcredibility of city planning and 

design staff was previously suspect, then it is unlikeIy to change without more staffhg 

resources: 

. . . because they've been zoners; they haven't been plannee. They've k e n  
dealing with, s h d  we have a one foot side yard, or shall we have a three 
foot side yard, Iike the bylaw? They sit there and they spend their whole 
day scratchhg their heads about those kinds of things. It's just micro. 



A planner viewed politicians7 conception of the need for City planning and design 

resources a s  negiïgible. 

Cursory - that's been the nature of my experiences. The amount of 
attention that's been given to urban design [in the City] has been very 
cursory. 1 think 3's something that's overlooked. 

The same informant suggested that this extended to an uicomplete understandmg by 

politicians of planning and design processes, and offered the exarnple of separating 

planning and design issues as retardhg the revitalization of the WIXlllXpeg's historic 

Exchange District : 

. . . Iooking at how broad planning machines are influenced, or can be 
Uifluenced, by Iandscape architecture. And, Likewise, with the architecture 
and built spaces, and how do those relate to broader planning issues? Look 
at some of the buildings that are old and underutilized, and the city's 
process for trying to enter calls for proposais for redevelopment of those 
buildings. If it wasn't for a great deal of pressure being placed on them to 
consider some of this, all they would be doing is looking at what kind of 
the use c m  the architecture - the built form of the buildings - support. 
As opposed to what use makes most sense, in a planning context. And how 
does that relate to broader policies of  the City or of the District? Very 
seldom are they a c M y  commented on upon the same page. So there's 
k e n  a reaI deficiency, in my view, of trying to h d  this middle ground. 

In the same informant's view, a BIZ board, an example of cornmunity leaders, displayed a 

similar disregard for planning process. The foliowing example indicates a BIZ 

o r g ~ t i o n ' s  wish to be reactive, rather than proactive, regarding a significant extension 

of the BIZ area's roadways: 



Even in [ n m e  of BIZ organization], proper planning process isn't real 
important to certain members of the board, as community leaders. Part of 
the ditficulty that 1 face in dealing with people in my organization is getting 
thern to try to see the fùture instead of reacting to what someone else does. 
For example, the whole project of extending the Pioneer Boulevard to 
hook into Lombard- So this is a road that cornes out of the Forks, around 
the stadium, dong the river. Engheers were designing what that extension 
of road was to look like. The question thrown to me was, what did our 
organization think that road should look Iike? What kind of tra£?ic shouid it 
accommodate? The thought behind ail of that discussion was that the 
design of this road extension could impact on the fiiture design of a 
riverside drive. So I took it to the Board, sayfng, Were's a planning issue, 
this road, What should it look like? What should it accommodate? What 
should its fhction be?" And the response was, "We don't need to tallc 
about that. Why do we need to? It's not going to affect us. We'il deal with 
that when there's a design to look at." They don't want to look fonvard; 
they just want to react to somethïng that someone's done. And, to me, 
t h ' s  a whole breakdown in the process as well. 

The sarne infionnant offered the view that this reactive policy was due to a lack of 

understanding of the importance of planning and design process: 

. . . the urban design process in the city fails because people are too 
concerned about, we've got to get a product now! So it's to hell with the 
appropriate process to come up with design for something that fits in the 
urban form, and that serves more than one purpose . . . 1 think, in this 
circumstance, there's a variety of reasons Cfor the lack of design 
processes]. There's the apprehension of trying to get the politicians to 
approve expenditure on design work, because it's not tangible. It's not 
bricks and mortar. There was the factor of some downtown organizations 
feeling that they needed to show a result or a product - now! Sometirnes I 
think it's ignorance of the importance of process. 

A planner offered the view that the reduction and nature of the planning function within 

the City provided evidence of this political disregard of process: 



If there was a block of land out here that's empty, and someone wanted to 
develop it, they go to the city to skie their ideas about what they want to 
put there. The city will require an architectural rendering and report. But 
they're not necessarily going to ask the private proponent for a planning 
report. Typicdy, because they'll get somebody fiom the city to provide it. 
But they don't look at it anyway. To me, the planning component is 
entirely regulatory in nature. It7s not so much advisory; in terrns of how 
does this M in the fabric of the community. It's in there as a particdar 
zoning issue that we need to be aware of Or how many parking stalls are 
there going to be. That 's the ro le of planners that the city nnds value in. 
And 1 think that 's misplaced- 

And the same informant offered the opinion that closing this gap in the process did not 

meet poiiticians' agendas: 

Because - not to defend po liticians - but their defense would be that 
they have to be accountable to the electorate; it's difficult to be 
accountable with intangible things. "I can't show them a process; 1 can't 
show them that we were sensitive to the social implications of a particdar 
built form." 

In the view of a design professional, even with the preparation of strategic plans, such as 

Plan Wùuiipeg, politicians would not necessariiy follow the policies contained in t h e a  

How do you rationalize, fiom the planning standpoint, the health of 
downtown? Many people feel, as downtown goes, the city of U r i p e g  WU 
go. Wth the major iand sales of city lands to developers 60m outside the 
province for big box retail, or the loss of industrial lands, or the conversion 
of industrial lands to commercial or retail, ail the issues should be deait 
with under Plan Winnipeg. But in rnany cases there are inconsistencies with 
planning policy and councilIors moving forward with projects tbat are not 
appropriate for the City of W&peg. 



The above views might be argued to indicate a liinited understanding on the part of the 

professionals of the economic rationality that is clearly employed by politicians and 

commercial interests to guide decision-making within WlIlIllpeg. The collective view of 

professionals that political support for planning and design is deficient is contrasted by the 

endorsement offered by the same group for a citizen-led downtown development 

committee, as descriid below- 

4.7 AN EMERGING DO WNTO WN URBAN DESIGN INSTRUMENT 

Urban design agencies at the downtown and neighbourhood scales emerged as interview 

themes. The professional infomiants expressed no table interest in the emerging Downtown 

Development Authority as an urban design agency. 

A planner offered the view that the formation of a Downtown Development Authority 

indicated that the need for an wban design agency was recognized by City Council: 

Part and parcel of what the downtown authority is supposed to be doing is 
this [urban design function in the ci@]. Because there is some recognition 
that it's not been in the current system. Because the Authority that gets 
created - its mandate, its structure, ho w it 's stafEed, and what its 
responsibüities are - are d going to have a direct relationship to either 
fitting or not fitting this whole kind of [urban design] model. 

And a design professional viewed such an ageccy as possibly driving an implementation 

function that he had considered to be misshg fkom the previous City participatory 

planning processes: 



1 think this debate that's going on about the Downtown Development 
Authonty is all pretty healthy. It's trying to get into that domain of 
implementation, and it's not going to be through a Centreplan process with 
the planner taking the notes f?om the public at a chakboard. 1 rnean this is 
high level stuE You have to launch mto this brokering, h c Ï n g ,  big 
projects involving the private sector. In joint venture deais, it's a lot of 
deal-making to bring together a.U of the forces. 

The Downtown Development Authority was viewed by another design professional to be 

the latest in a heage of City of Winnipeg urban design initiatives that included the 

formation of the Urban Design Group and Centreplan, but now with the power of 

implementation: 

Centreplan attempted to focus on downtown because that urban design 
group hadn7t k e n  able to coalesce a downtown plan. Centreph and its 
planning process and consultation process evohed out of that. But it was 
Limited in having the power to enact. You had a large board to obtain 
grassroots support, and at the same time they're aU volunteers. Which 
makes that very difflcult with one or two staff support. So the 
implementation arm at Centreplan was handcufEed a little bit. So, hopefidly, 
you leam lessons as you move. The Downtown Developrnent Board will 
have some grassroots support, but, at the same time, have its own authority 
and power - if it's simpiy endorsing projects and shaping projects to 
move things forward. And that's the challenge of Winnipeg. They're not 
looking at, "Gee, ail these developments are going on; what7s the best way 
to integrate and link them?" It's, "Wouldn't it be nice to have a 
development going on!" So it's an economic development that will then 
lead to the wban design coming out of that. 

In the sarne informant's view, the a h  of the Downtown Development Authority will be to 

promote improvement to the physical urban environment within a social and economic 

context: 



The physical environment is the demoostration of the economic 
c o r n m w .  And so we jump into the physicaI, 1 think, because it has some 
political and cornmunity support. Because you can see it, touch it, taste it, 
waik around it. Knowing there's an extra two thousand people living in the 
downtown may or may not affect me as 1 work, or go to the theatre, or 
anything e k .  ft may in more subtle ways. Because an extra two thousand 
people Living downtown will probably rnake it d e r  for me to walk the 
streets. But that's a slow perception that changes over the.  Versus, 
"We've streetscaped!" And you c m  drive by it and see it. 

A politician7s perspective on the Downtown DeveIopment Authority comprised an 

entrepreneurial agency, rooted in the business community, representative of the 

multiplicity of interests in the downtown physical environment, and functioning as a 

pnvate-public partnership development corporation: 

And 1 think the keynote . . . is that there are disparate interests downtown. 
You have the Portage Avenue Properties Association, the Exchange BI2 
District, the Downtown BIZ, the Exchange, the North Main Task force, 
and the Forks. Aiways a chdenge to bring together groups with very 
different goals under an umbreîla organization. I'm a h n  believer that we 
have the academic expertise in-house, through a planning process here. 
But, in order to bring about a lot of the change, you have to give some real 
authonty to a downtown planning authority that can act with rapidity. One 
of the big constant criticisms about the city of Winnipeg is that is over- 
studied. And that there's inertia, as far thligs accomplished and action 
realized. The report that came h m  John Lathan and Associates on a 
Downtown Planning Authority specificdy said that you needed someone 
with a real entrepreneurial zeal. You have to have somebody who has the 
confidence of the business community as well as  the academic community 
to go out and, basicdy, make some de&. Two of the things that I've seen 
recently in the paper were interesting. One was an article citing the fact for 
a city to be successfbl was that it had to have 750,000 people. 1 noticed a 
recent article that taked about the fact that Calgary is very, very 
aggressive. More so than even Vancouver, for tbat matter. So, 1 think that 
recogn-g thai, we have to go out and sell ourselves aggressively in order 
to be successful. And I think you do need somebody who has a strong 



work ethic; one who's got a host of strong connections within that business 
community; and is respected. 

A design professional's view of the proposed Do wntown Planning Authority paralleled the 

po litician' s perspective of an autonomous, representat ive body airned at creating a vibrant 

downtown environment through stakeho [der involvement: 

They're talking about the Downtown Development Authority having a 
budget to be h d e d  for the first couple of years. And then to be self- 
supporting. Or operate at a pro&. In what way, shape, or form, I'm not 
sure. So it becomes more of an independent corporation, as opposed to an 
arm of the city organization that's funded. And the question right now is 
whether or not they wodd own land or any of those kinds of things. And 1 
don't think that's k e n  resolved. The report that was prepared was that the 
Downtown Development Board would be a good idea Now what? And 
that will resolve itselfover the next three or four weeks. They7ve 
conducted i n t e ~ e w s  with people £iom that as to feelings, impressions, etc. 
The report was very broad, and so probably lacked the legs to be 
implernented. More, it taked about the direction the Board would take. 
And it's very hard, because the Board was made up of all the stakeholders 
who hold property in the downtown, and were involved in the BIZs, the 
Forks, and North Portage. So they brought together, under one umbrella, a 
series of very different viewpoints. Of which, of course, there7s always self- 
interest . . . And the question that has been that's kicked around for a while 
is, how rnany independent authorities do you need operating in a 
downtown of our size? Between the two BIZs, three rnaybe, that operate in 
the area, resident groups, the Forks North Portage, Wùuiipeg 2000, the 
Chamber havhg opinions, Portage Avenue Property Owners Association, 
ail of the larger landowners - be it Richardson's, be it Aspers. Be it 
whoever else in the downtown. There are a nurnber of organizations that 
have similar goals, slightly diffierent agendas perhaps. And I don? know 
how you broaden that to have this development board, say, while not king  
aitniistic, to look at what are the best oppomuiities to be pursued and how 
to develop and create it. It's [the Downtown Development Board seen as 
king above. And what they stniggle with is, how many others will roll up 
into it? I'm not familiar with the role of the Wmipeg Economic 
Develo pment Corporation, whatever they've rolled into . Because there was 
concem, previously, as to what business liaison and intergovernmental 
activity did within the city. Versus Tourism and Trade. Vernis Wùinipeg 



Tourism They'll ail have a role in promoting and creating a wirant city 
do wntown, 

However, a design professional's view included the requirement for broad stakeholder 

representation as a downto wn shaping force: 

And, 1 think, what they (the Civ] wodd m e  to happen is a srnaller 
functioning board as opposed to Centreplan, which is larger, more 
community-driven But to have the Board represent all aspects of the 
downtown. Because, when the word developrnent cornes in, you don't 
want the eighteen peopIe who own the majore  of the land in the 
downtown sitting advocating their interests. Wbat you want are the artists, 
the residents, a broader constituency that shapes the downtown- 

The same informant, however, viewed po Iitical relations as critical to the success of the 

Downtown Development Authonty as an urban design agency: 

I guess it [the D o ~ w n  Development Aufhority] was a taskforce that was 
authorized by the mayor. And so, probably, municipal-driven. The 
challenge is, what role does the Province have in this? And shodd they 
have a d e ?  And do they want one? The problem's been always that our 
problem-unit might be municipal. And in dealing with the province, they 
may always want to have opinions about what happens. But what are they 
going to fimd? And as  is always said, whoever invests the money have a 
proportional say over the outcorne. So, if the Province was to completely 
fund the Downtown Development Board . . . Yes, they would appoÏnt 
members. If the City was to fiind it for the first couple of years, you'd th* 
they'd appoint the rnajority o f  the members. And, depending on who 
appoints, it means that they have trust, or they don't have trust, in the 
Board. And that's gohg to be a critical step. Because there aiways is a 
suspicion, ifyou have a vested interest. So you can be a substantial 
landholder in the downtown; you will speak for the downtown. You maybe 
will be viewed with suspicion as development plans and zoning variances 
and all the other items corne forward to Council to be approved for 
fhding. And 1 thmk that's the intent of how do you broaden the board's 
makeup? And mandate and get around that? 



A politician's perspective of how the Downtown Development Authority would function 

involved a partnership between business expertise and urban design expertise: 

1 think that the business people are not urban designers, and urban 
designers, in many instances, are not business people. 1 thmk what you 
have to do is bring those two visions to the table simdtaneously. 1 think 
that if we want a healthy mirant downtown, we also want one that is 
sustainable. One that is exciting and is going to attract friture development 
downtowa It isn't as straightfonvard as just bandhg it over to a group of 
property developers, saybg, take the b d  and nxn with it. We need to plan, 
we need design expertise relative to tmf5c flows, relative to architecture, 
to uses of open space, issues of safety and so forth. There has to be, very 
much, a theme. And it can only be realized by bringing together the 
expertise of the business community coupled with the design expertise in 
the urban design field. 1 don't think anybody is naïve enough to believe that 
any singular friction has all of the answers. And, 1 go back to this thing that, 
ifwe're working in conjunction, there has to be a certain respect and a 
recognition that you're going to treat the other side with dignity. Every 
idea doesn't fly. But 1 think you have to create an atmosphere and a culture 
where people cm bring forth diverse opinions and know thai they're going 
to at least be given an initial review. And to me, when I've seen things 
work down here, the best success has been for people that make decisions 
on the merit of the issue, not on personalities. 

And a city design professional saw an important function of the Downtown Development 

Authority' as a pnvate-public partnership, to provide much-needed continuity to the 

usually lengthy duration of revitalization initiatives: 

What we struggled with on public versus private sector and roles of 
involvement . . . is that you need someone who guards a vision And then 
the role of urban designers and planners and economists is to corne in and 
see what works and what doesn't work within in it. The City should 
purchase expertise to promote that overall vision And that's the 
empowerment of the cornrnunity, 1 guess. To say that what the mayor has, 
or what 1 have, or what another administrator has, rnay not be the correct 
vision. It may be part of a vision. It rnay be a perspective on it. But the 



Board wiH have to develop their own And see those oppominities as they 
come up . . . The Chai. of the Board Chas a very important respomibility 
fur this groupl, because, 1 think, the chair will dictate a flavor and 
approach and style, which will reffect how successfid they will be. Guard 
the vision and endorse those brojects] that redy support the vision. 
Because many projects will come. What are the best ones to support, and 
nurture, if you have to fimd and give land to them? 

The concept of the Downtown Development Authonty, although not clearly formulated at 

the time of research, enjoyed considerable support from the informants. It provides some 

optimism as a citizen-led initiative in the context of the previous research concerning 

decision-makuig in the economic conditions of Winnipeg. 

4.8 COMMUNIW-BASED URBAN DESIGN RESOURCES 

The neighbourhood scale emerged as a theme during the interviews as another arena of 

urban design activity. Presented below are perspectives on the role of urban design within 

this context. 

In a cornmmïty leader's view, a cornmunity-based urban design resource offered the 

advantages of continuity, local knowledge, and a greater ability to initiate projects within 

an urban designer's role as cornrnunity resource: 

Weii, somebody who's actually grounded in the community. If there's that 
possibility, that's great. Somebody who's seeing what's happening, who 
knows the environment and someone who isn't just in on a shoa contract 
and gone. There's the other approach, which is an ongoing support so 
sornething starts to happen and you can build things on, and understand the 
dynamics. 



However, a design professional's view was thai a community advocate position for the 

urban designer presented the challenge to the urban designer of retaining a city-wide 

perspective: 

1 support working with community to build, but 1 think the danger codd be 
that you end up solving a series of srnail problems that don't solve a bigger 
issue. How you step fiom solving the issues tbat are local to dealing with 
the larger [picture]. And [the] larger Cpicture] c m  simply be the 
neighborhood. Or Ït could be the city. 1 think, it's very important for urban 
design professionals to re& there7s a point at which you're tryhg to 
respond to ali these contexts. And balance the best ones. 

The establishhg of community-based tuban design resources clearly offers benefÏts to the 

immediate geographical community. Ho wever, as identined in Chapter 2, the need to 

coordinate neighbourhood-based initiatives would emerge. A suitable coordinating 

organization k therefore considered necessary for the successful functioning of such 

community-based urban design resources within the city-wide context. 

Urban design agencies at the downtown and neighbourhood leveis may offer a viable 

strategy for irnproving social-weil-king through urban design. Such initiatives provide for 

raising awareness about planning and design issues, and may begin to address the view 

held by planner informant regarding the defhition of urban design tabled for the interview 

as, "a process through which we consciously shape and manage our built environments" 

(Madanipour 1997) (see Appendix A). 



If it were, in fact, conscious; we wouldn't, m Fact, be haviog the problems 
that we have. 

4.9 URBAN DESIGN IN WINNIPEG 

Part 1 has presented empincal research concerned with urban design in the Wuuiipeg 

context, and offers a consensual view tbat developing the quality of urban environments 

would contniute to social and economic developrnent in WUuiipeg, particularly in the Light 

of Wnippeg's low economic growth. The mixed history of the City of Winnipeg's urban 

design capacity is not thought to indicate that the City undervalues urban design; but 

rather that the degee of urban design capacity has k e n  determined through economic 

rationality on the part of poiiticians and other decision-makers in the context of 

W ~ p e g ' s  low economic growth In this perspective, the strategy for improving the 

urban environment is expeditious, concemed with encouraging pnvate sector development 

forces, and a planning fùnction is secondary- Indeed, the form outhed for the Downtown 

Development Authority dows it to be seen as a descendant of the City's wban design 

group, created out of market rationality in a low-growth economic context, as a planning 

ftnction that cm impIement projects in order to encourage pnvate sector investrnent. 

However, the number of initiatives reported as k ing  undertaken by the public sector, 

whatever their intent, as well as the fbture establishment of a Downtown Development 

Authority, indicate the adoption of planning processes that are king citizen-led, rather 

than professional-led. W e  the p ~ c i p l e  of public participation was clearly supported by 

the informants, the integnty of some of the participatory processes carried out in WiIIL1ipeg 



was questioned. Clearly the development of a more appropriate attitude and more 

appropriate skdk by professional practitioners would be instrumental in improving both 

the processes and the perception of the processes. Market rationality appears to support 

the use of private sector codtan ts ;  however, whether urban designers operate fkom a 

public sector or private sector base does not appear to be at large in considerhg the 

content of the role that urban designers might play. 

The above context indicates that there is an important role for urban design and its 

practitioners, as ho lders of speciaI expertise concerned with the built environment S. Urban 

designers can work within public forums to help to shape development initiated by the 

public sector and public / private partnerships, as welI as helping to shape any private 

sector development forces, toward comrnunity-wide beneMs identified within public 

participatory processes. Clearly, the role of urban designers is a support role, since the 

adoption of stakeho lder invo lvement in public decision-making, embodied within the 

planning paradigm set out in Chapter 2, is nmily established in the perceptions of these 

sample representatives of those involved in practice. In Part 2 the empirical research 

concerned with the nature of that role is reported. 

Part 2: The urban designer 

This part presents research concerning infonnants' perceptions of the role that urban 

designers currently play, and views of the professions fiom which urban designers emerge. 



This prescriptive theme includes what role urban designers might play, particularly in 

emergïng arenas, and how the urban designer might be equipped to meet such challenges. 

4. IO CONTEMPORARY URBAN DESIGN PmcncE 

Wïthin this theme, contrasting views of the role of the urban designer within public 

participatory processes are presented. 

A City design professional viewed the role of the urban designer in participatory processes 

as supportive: 

We tend to be either facilitator or a resource to the community, or the 
councii, and to the community cornmittees. 

However, within this perspective, public participation processes are seen to provide the 

contemporary urban design practitioner with a design briefing resource: 

In the city there's been a tendency in the last probably five years to involve 
the public more in the planning process, to work in the marner of 
facilitation rather than in the rnanner of wise counsel of experts developing 
the plan and saying to the comrnunïty, '?snYt this wonderful won? you buy 
into it?" You're going to the table, using the community as a resource; 
yod re assumùig you can h d  your groups or individuals within the 
community that are both knowledgeable and interested in developing your 
plan and that have a vested interest in that, and then working with them to 
develop the terms of reference that you c m  then respond to through a 
design or exercise to corne up with a strategy for redevelopment. 1 thmk 
the role is more one of experience and background and wise counsel in the 
sense that there's planning expertise there, there's experïence there, but 
sol?-pedaled. Because the role is more one of fàcilitation than, 'Tve got 



this one figured out." So, it's a more cautious role than the planners of ten 
years ago wodd have preferred. 

In response to a question to the sarne informant of how urban designers cornrnunicated 

with groups, the perception was that the content of urban design practice had not have 

changed only the rnanner. The notion of the 'expert' operating outside of the group still 

underpins this conception: 

I don't know ifthat's changed a whole lot. The technology has changed. 
Everybody de& with it merently. Some people are more cornfortable with 
words; some people are more cornfortable with images. Generally, I think 
people with a design background tend to use both, and place more weight on 
images. So ifthey want to achieve a certain kùid of character, they might draw 
on images from other cities, or other projects that convey to the people that 
you're working with a particular character that you intend to achieve. Because 
what yod re redy tryhg to do is define the terms of reference, get some kind 
of buy-in or comrnitment to those temis of reference, and try and rernain true 
to those points of reference in the execution of the design. And then try and 
sell that back to the broader community or the politicians because you're 
competing for limited resources. 

Other respondents appeared not so confident that profession& were indeed fulfilling, or 

were able to fulfill, a role within participatory process. A design professional offered a 

contrasting view of his peers' abilities: 

You can get an architect to show up, but it doem't mean that he c m  
possibly nin a participatory process. It probably means he can't. 1 know 
there are guys here in town who can, there're more in the minority by far 
than the majority. So, what's the value of their professionalism? 



In a planner's view, planner7s sMls were inappropriate for the urban design process: 

1 fïnd so much of the planning side of things very weak in the [urbun 
design] processes, because there have been so many policy plamers for so 
long. 

A community leader's example indicates that, despite attending a community focus group 

meeting, a solution had k e n  previously conceived elsewhere. This suggests, at worst, that 

lip s e ~ c e  was king paid to the consultation content of this project: 

The [river uccess] project came fiom an initiative by [name of councilor] . 
bringing together representatives &O m the dBerent neighbourhoods. The y 
had a pretty clear idea about what they wanted to do. Our neighbourhood 
was the oniy one where there was redy community input. [Nurne of 
communiîy leader] ran a iittle focus group. In that project, the designer - 
a landscape architect - was already hired, and did at some point corne out 
to each of the groups to get input on the ideas they had. But there was 
some preconception about where the docks should go. 

A community leader offered a fürther example of how time consti.aints prevented an urban 

designer, in this instance a landscape architect, working to ailowing a comunity to take 

more control over decisions affecting it: 

Some [communiîy consultation], yes; not enough, just in terms of tirne. 1 
don't think there's ever enough tirne. For example at the [name of projeth 
1 don't think there was ever a tirne that [name of landscupe architect] went 
around with the whole group. 



A number of themes emerged f?om the interviews to explore what is preventing 

designers and planners fkom respooduig in an appropriate manner to the ethos of 

public participatory planning. 

First, a design professional Sorrnant offered an example of the claim of forxnai 

aesthetics on designers within their professional training: 

There was a practicuum that was presented out there [at the Department of 
Architecture, Universiiy of Manitoba] two years ago. The designer was 
asked about a particular space - a curious space. What did they 
understand was going to be taking place in that space? And they had 
absolutely no idea. It's stuffand nonsense. Nobody can ever control 
anything, and you can use it then as a tool to hammer people. It's [obtuse 
formal design] at virtuaIly any jury I've gone to out there. 

And another design professional's view itlustrated architects' focus on the constructed 

entity as divorced fiom its wider, social context: 

Architects produce something within a budget and a tirne. But the product 
that they produce - f don't think the public thinks about it as iarge scaIe. 
But 1 think they have crediiility with the public in that sense; rnaybe not in 
the urban design sense. In the urban design sense it might end up king iike 
our weather protecting wallcway system here in Winnipeg, where 
everybody says, 'That's terrible, look what those architects did. It's 
building; they don't consider that planning." 

A possible M e r  outcome ofthe architect's focus on object-design was highlighted by 

another design professional, resulting in a characteristic shortcoming to carry through the 

development process required of successful urban design activity: 



And one of the hocks, 1 think, agamst a lot of the professionais is that 
they are not real practical when it cornes to the economics of the plan, and 
how do you make it happen? How do you implement it? We [architects] 
don't have a reputation for king good business people. 

A planner perceived the relations between the built environment professions as 

pro blematic: 

Each one of these respective domains, or discipiines [architecture, 
landcape architecture. and plnnnirzg] , th& they 're more important that 
the other. And that has an impact [on urban design]. 

To a design professional informant, the nature of the inter-disciplinary relationship resulted 

in strategic problems within the urban design process: 

lnterndy [in the City], there's a real problem with the people who are 
controlling or assigned the job. Which is u s d y  the plamers, because it's 
the first stage in the process. They don't want to give up the reins; they 
don? want to pass it on; they don't want to include people who have a 
design background, as  an integral part of the process. They keep you on 
the outside unta they have sorted it out and then they Say, go bake us a loaf 
of white bread- Instead, you would have k e n  rabble-rousing as an urban 
designer and it might have corne off as whole-wheat, sornething a little 
more interesting. You might have brought in that perspective that gets it 
out of the consensual acceptable thing. Which in t e m  of architecture and 
design . . . consensual art? What would it look lïke? 

A planner viewed increased sensitization of the challenges faced by each profession wodd 

lead to better urban design: 

17ve heard comments that people coming out of community plannuig 
backgrounds are more able to see the bigger picture than those corning out 
of hdscape or architecture backgrounds. The bigger picture king the 



whole issue of how different projects can impact on one another; and how 
does that relate to achieving more than one outcome, as opposed to a 
single project-specinc perspective. 1 don't think that ability is vdued or 
recognized. In some instances, 1 think there could be great value in people 
that corne into planning in having some more than token exposure to 
architecture and Iaadscape architecture. 1 can see real value in that. So that 
they understand more about specifk projects and how they are designed. 
So that cm be more effective in relating those project-specific concerns to 
the bigger picture. I think that might also change the perception of planners 
with the other professions. I always thought there was very good value in 
king a generalist rather than king a specialist. I tend to view these 
particular disciplines [architecture, Zandscape architecture] as king a bit 
more specialist, than this one [planning]. And the fact that people coming 
out of this CpZanning] tend to be more generalist, is what enables thern to 
see the bigger picture. But then you start to lose some of the detailed 
knowledge and specincs about the way a building is designed Wce it is for a 
particular purpose. 

Emerging fkom this theme is a perception of a lack of understanding between the 

professions, and hence an obstruction to a concerted multi-discipluiary effort viewed as 

necessary by an urban designer for large scale interventions in the urban environment: 

To me there aren't very many urban designers around. There might be 
consortiums. Like this [diagram showîng urban design activity within an 
overlapping space between design and planning activities] might indicate a 
consortium that can, because of the overlap, do the middle. As far as 
individuals, there aren't too many individuals who have a grasp of what 
urban design is. Sometimes you get consortiums that kind of click, and 
manage to address it. 1 thuik there's the need for the team, ultimately, to 
get reaiiy large scale. 

However, despite views expressing concem for the capacity of professionals to undertake 

public participatory work, either through kick of ski11 or inappropriate attitudes, to one 

design professional the problem was extemal to the professions. It could be solved 

through better marketing: 



1 think that plamers, architects and landscape architects and the other 
professionals that have an interest in urban design need to be much more proactive 
in promothg the value of their services to the comunity, and to the leaders within 
the comrnunity. Whether they're leaders at the g r a s  roots Ievel, or whether Ît's the 
politicians - provincial, civic, or federal IeveL It should be perceived to be good 
business to have professionals involved in your project. And a cross-section too. 

Conversely, a design professional felt that while some professionals had become more 

responsive to working with communities, professionals did not generally enjoy the 

complete f f i  of communities: 

The paradigm shift - it's happened to a degree, 1 think. With a lot of the 
professional groups, they corne in and say, we're going to work with the 
community first. As opposed to, here's the m e r .  1 think 'dishust' [of 
professionals] is rnaybe not the right word, but 'suspicion' or 'cred.ibiliiy7 
give a better color to it. Because people have seen pIans and then ten years 
later they're revisiting the same issue or problem And the professional who 
gave them the original one is gone. Sometimes he's brought back again, 
which 1 always fkd interesting. 

The above perspectives pardel some of the concerm identsed in Chapter 3. The notion 

of the professional expert, for whom the participatory process is not, in fact, a planning 

and design process, but an opportunity for wider briefing, is evident. Doubts are &O 

raised about the profession&' capacity to work with such processes, and approach such 

work opedy. 

4.11 URBAN DESIGNER'S R O E  IN PUBLIC PARnCIPATORY PROCESSES 

The inforrnants' offered various prescriptions for the role of the urban designer in 

public participatory processes, which are presented below. 



First, a community leader offered the example in which an urban designer might 

'Yeach out to the users," and be proactive in developing participation in a 

neighbourhood context: 

The [nome ofproject] started actiially with a student in landscape 
architecture who had summer position in [name of neighbourhood]. We 
started right at the beginnuig wah: Well, we've got this space, what shall 
we do with it? We could go door-to-door m the neighborhood, and [nome 
of studenr] said he was willing to do that. The way he did Ït was to get a 
letter and a sketch and drop it off. No responses! But ifthat role can be 
there as well, of the person who has some understandhg how to take a 
space and create things - the possïbilities. And also the tirne and 
willingness to do that. Rather than, say, me going door-to-door, askhg 
people, and then having to translate what they are saying. That wouid be a 
useful thing. Reaching out to the users. Whether it would have changed 
things, 1 don? know. 

In a more general context, a citizen viewed the role to be within, and led by, the 

part icipating group : 

Work with the momentum and the dynamic of the group . . . 

For a design professional, the role was necessarily supportive, involving the b ~ g i n g  of 

resources particular to a project: 

And . . . there's a distrust of the professiond. So that's why you want 
people fiom the comm~~~.@ as your task force chairs. Then you buy the 
professional expertise to nt the goal that you want to achieve. 



The same mformant offered the following historical context in which the urban designer 

emerges in a supporting role: 

The city used to be run by engineers: '2et7s spread this out. Development 
is good." Which was fine, because at that time we had fïfty councillors m 
the city who were aII part t h e .  So it was a part tirne job. They looked after 
the ward concems. So someone had to run the blgger system. So, we had 
engineers as Board of Commissioners and Chief Commissioners, running 
large sections of departments in the city. Becaw that's what was needed. 
As our Council has shrunk, councilors have become fiill tirne, mostiy. The 
wards have become bigger. So they're having to balance needs within their 
own areas, whilst still king an advocate for thei  community. But the role 
has shifted a M e .  So that it's not the professionai, as the god out ofthe 
machine, giving you the m e r  and Ieaving. It's a level of sophistication 
within the city saying, "No, that doesn't work in my neighborhood or my 
comrnunity." West Broadway wouid probably be an example of that. You 
couldn7t hire someone to go in and sdve that problem. But, what can be 
done is that the comrnunity can work it out within itself. Bringing in 
expertise and support where they need to. 

To another design professional, the role involved coming as a participant, and adding 

value through the bringing of appropriate knowledge: 

. . . the value-added part. And 17m saying they're bringing, for me, a 
pIanning and a design perspective. I'm not interested so much in whether 
the urban designer is kept on the outside; or whether the urban designer is 
part of the group. The part that 1 don? like about it is when the expectation 
is that the urban designer is simply the faciïtator, and stands at the easel, 
and takes the notes. 1 th& there's more; you have to be an active 
participant. And the u r h  designer does bring certain information to bear, 
whether it be about development processes, what has happened in merent  
processes, whether it be design review, working with engineers, sewer and 
water, utility issues or decorative Lighting, or urban form- any of that 
stufX That's what they could bring to the table. And it's quite a dinerent 
thing to be a resident in a neighbourhood, and then to understand that 
every time you do a design that gets built that you are creating this life 
stage. And 1 really view it that way. It's wondefil. It7s amazhgly 



cornplex, because let's look at it out there boioints out of ~indow].  That's 
what you're doing. And everybody's acting out their lives in this. I totally 
believe that the designer is an expert; that they bring an expertise; that 
there's a value-added component to what they bring to the process. And 
they hc t ion  much better if they aren't smiply ktening to a bunch of 
people discuss the project and then king asked to go and design it. They 
are rnuch more valuable as an integral part of the discussioq bringing that 
kind of expertise into the discussion. And it becomes part of the 
information that works dong with the rest of the public and people that 
participate. There has to be that, 

Another design professional infomiant, who offered an example of how each member of a 

group was iikely to have appropriate skills, offered a sùnilar perspective. 

It comes out of the person. You see who you are as where it starts. So 
what cm 1 bring? Well, they c m  bring themselves. So how do you 
maximize what you can bring as a person? Rather, it's coming not as a 
facilitator, it's not an agitator, it's not a director, and it's not an organizer. 
It may entail performing those tasks occasiondy. But there's something 
that precedes it. And what precedes it . . . is bringing them. And in the 
form of whatever capacities. 1 have a fiend who's an empath; this is a guy 
that cm sense what's going on emotionally in other people, very 
accurately, at huge distances. When you have a number of people together, 
and issues are sarting to get played out, this person is able to sense fiom 
below what's going o n  Now, well, that's very dif5erent fiom number 
crunching, but very valuable. So we come as persons, and then we come as 
persons with certain gifts. And some of the gifts, then, have been refined, 
or honed. Trained. So we have certain technical skiIls, which rnay be on the 
quantitative side or the qualitative side. 

The same informant identifïed the very the idea of 'role' as k ing  problernatic. In this view, 

it obstructs achieving the implementation goal of a participatory process: 

The tendency at these sandwich-munchuig thmgs is that everybody's there 
playing a roIe. And it's this kind of 'role-ness' that reaiiy gets in the way. 
The role is to &op the role! To some degree, that's, don't lose your 
interest in the environment; but don? try to bounce t h g s  in. There has to 



be a will to get it to the implementing stage. How do you get it there? 
There's a wonderful analogy: You have a fiog and there are a nurnber of 
ways of reIating to that f?og. You might have a long twig and touch the 
fiog and it might jump away there. Touch it again, and it jumps here. 
Round and round and round. Quite an interesthg tour. But, then, you can 
also have the preconceived notion that we're going to get the fkog through 
here [the door]. So you pick up a piece of 2 x 4 IpZay acts whacking the 
fiog] and the fiog goes through. We redy need to get to the bottom he. 
It's ofien unstated, and it may not be M y  defined, but ifs there already. 
We're driving for it. But we're so womed about it, you know. That's what 
gets us into all these masks and stuff, and roles. So what can they do? Drop 
all those roles! 

These perspectives display the widespread support for the principies of participatory 

processes, and fur the wban designer to become a participant working within processes. 

4.12 EQUlPPlNG THE URBAN DESlGNER 

The interviews explored how the urban designer might become qualifïed to corne to a 

public participatory process and be an mtegrai part of a process. This resulted in themes, 

presented below, concerned with the professional cultures fiom which urban design 

practitioners emerge, and with how the urban designer can act as an agent to firther 

democratize public participation initiatives. 

In the view of a citizen mformant, the need to possibly overcome constraints of time and 

money in order to cary out that participation with cornmitment: 

Often you're not paid enough to spend that much time with your client. If 
you aren't there, who speaks for them? And are they accurately imparting 
to you the knowledge and the direction of the group? So you've got to be 



there and 3's up to the individual to decide when they can aEord, and 
whether they are king compemated adequately? to be there for al1 the time 
that it may take, with enough htegrity to make sure that they're not just 
happy to eam a fee, and resign themselves to, is all it's going to be, 
but 1 could use the fee anyway." Where you don't really think 3's gomg to 
happen. 1 donTt think that ' s enough - to be involved in that kind of 
planning- 

A number of perspectives emerged during the ùifonnants conceming professionalism To a 

community leader informant, expertise, upon which much of professionalism is 

constnicted, was an unsafe premise for cornmunity u r b n  design work: 

If you're coming in as the expert, then you teli people what they need to 
do. Then you're gone. People are left a bit . . . weli, you h o  w . . . 

In the view of a design professional, the idea of the expert was also inappropriate at a 

larger scaie. An attitude was required that was built fiom the needs of the cornmunity - 

rather than the desires of the professional: 

[The professional traditionally said. . .] 'Were's the best m e r !  We've 
gone offand thought about this, and here's the answer!" 1 think it works 
on moving vehicles. But it may have a number of impacts on the people 
who live around where vehicles are moved and M c  and those kinds of 
thiugs. 1 think the recognition f?om that by the professiooals, which has 
ahost killed some, has been that shift to, how do we involve the 
community in this? So that we have a better answer at the end. Some 
people corne king part of the community. And they will understand the 
community first. And then look to solve the problem, or address the issue, 
&er that . 



A politician informant c d e d  for a realism and open attitude fiom urban design 

practitioners: 

1 think the key consideration, ifyou take something like the [name of 
project] example, where you're integrating design profesional peoples 
with expertise - planning/architecture - and having them work in 
conjunction with shop owners, they don't always have the same set of 
ultimate objectives. I thuik somebody who's sensitive to the situation is 
needed to bring out the best in that kind of process. The fist consideration 
always has to be that, whoever the profesionals involved are, they gain the 
confidence of the parties that they're working with. And that they're seen 
as being realistic in what it is they're trying to b ~ g  to the process. And wt 
unduly academic or solely idealistic. 

To a design professional informant, the notion of professionalisrn was no longer 

appropriate in a postmodern context: 

lt doesn't Vit jnto apostmodern context], it's built on an outdated notion 
There's too much complexÏty out there for anyone to be an expert. And it's 
ais0 getting worse. What constitutes a professionai, I think, has to become 
much more generaiized. Because my little segment, what T know about, is 
the Little part over here. Like, what do 1 know about hospitals? I don't do 
hospitals! Or even with the complexity of construction now, there's so 
much stuffout there. There're fa more players at the table. So what does 
it mean to be a professional? WeU, perhaps we profess something. What is 
it we profess? We're a member of an association; but that in its own way is 
highly l ided .  It means that you've had an accredited education; you've 
had intemship of three years, that it's stamped or whatever; and that 
you've written whatever exaxninations foilowed ail of that. And then all of 
that's been reviewed and you've ken accepted by an approved provincidy 
designated body. And you pay your dues. So what! Now the guy who buiit 
this thing here . . . [the rehabilitated heritage building we were in, which 
rnighr be described us tastefuZZy renovated. The realm of knowledge is 
probably smdi enough, so that he could be thought of as professional in the 
sense of being relatively comptent in most building types. He'U corne 
dong with a design challenge, and this guy probably could have done a 
decent job on whatever it was. Now you can't. So now we've got a lot of 



puffery and buffoonexy when you walk m and Say, we've arrived There's 
nothing to back it up; you've got to bring in a gang. Does tuifrnake sense? 

To the same informant, the values upon which professionalism were included withm a 

broader malaise stemming fkom a positivist cultural basis: 

Absoiutely, the culture of the profession [needs r e ~ i ~ n g ]  . . . and the culture 
itself! Because, in terrns of the kinds of t h g s  that 1 encounter, I think one of the 
major difEcuities we've got is that we're divorced nom our whole affective 
emotional iïves. People don? know how to constructively speak about their 
emotions; often they don? know how to identm them 1 do values exercises and 
get people to sit d o m  and identity their values. I've done this is on dozens of 
projects now. What 1 ask them at the beginning of this particular exercise is, have 
you ever done this before? They're not even sure what a value is. How do you 
govern what you're going to do? One would hope thaî one's actions grew out of 
what was valuable to one. If one hasn't defined tbat . . . well, it's no wonder that 
3's chaos out there. We have no way of remunerathg people, largely, in our 
culture for what they might be able to do out of those modes of operation. We 
don't even know how to bring it to bear. Often we can't recognize it. It can be 
sitting there, and, cdturaily, we can't even see it. And then, in western culture, 1 
believe we've taken this whole cult of independence to such an extent that we've 
forgotten what it means to be interdependent. Which cuts us off h m  each other; 
which bifurcates us fiom our physical environment. We literally do not have a 
cosmology that matches our current existence. So we don't have any way of 
placing ourselves in the big context, as we move down. It seems to me that if 
somebody is going to go out and work effectively, they have to begin to address 
t hose types of realms. This guy named Bernard Donavan, who's a methodologist, 
has spent a lot of t h e  articulating the various stages that westem culture has gone 
through in terms of developing meaning: How was meaning generated? And his 
second stage is a stage that died out when the Royal Society came dong and said, 
the ody thùig that's going to have any standing is anything that's verifiable 
experimentally. And that prescriptive kind of stage of meaning is the second stage 
of meaning - it operates heavily in our culture. It's four hundred years ago, but 
still there to some degree. The third stage of meanhg grew out of experience. 
M a t  the Royal Society was taIking about was that they'd had enough of angels 
dancing on heads of pins. What in the world was tbat about? They wanted to ver@ 
experience. The problem was that they so narmwly defined what constituted 
experience. We need to develop a stage of meaning now where we rely on 
expenence. But tbat experience must have a much wider dennition. 



The same idonnant cded for 1egitimiPng everyday knowledge to give a broader 

conception of what professionais might value: 

My discussion, about quality and values and ail of that, is redy pointhg at 
that whole a-spuitual realm. We're taIking about the spint of the place, but 
nobody wants to ta& about anything spiritual. 1 don? mean religious, but 
that transcendent. [Su do we need to include ail those olher ways of 
krrowWZng? Notjwi positlvist, ZogicaZ, quantzFabZe?]. Yes, absolutely. We 
have to become aware that they are there. Then we have to begin to know 
how to experience them, and then how to work with them Because, what 
we've done really, is cut off what we conceptualize about fiom our 
experience. We just tend to conceptualize. We don't actually go back to 
our experience in ail those realms. So we have ail those wonderfiil 
thoughts, but they don? actudy work. So we need to go back to h d  
some way to get in touch with life experience. And then we need to 
develop methodologies that will d o w  us to grow, to c d  up those 
dimensions. How do we get a handle on that kind of stu£P? 

From a po litician's perspective, too, the abstract knowledge upon which professional 

expertise was based was no longer broadly applicable: 

1 think that there's a recognition that a city is made up of a series of 
neighborhoods that are not ail the sarne. There isn't a template, for 
instance, that you drop into River Heights, that is necessady going to 
work in Charleswood. There has to be recognitioh both from the people 
that Live wahin that area, as weii as the professionals you're deaihg with, 
that each set of circurnstances is unique unto itself. And 1 think that's the 
real challenge for the professional. 

A M e r  theme, associated with legitimizing everyday knowledge and democratizing 

public participatory processes, involved communicative quality. A community leader 



informant viewed the use of specialist ianguage as wholly inappropriate to work in 

neighbourhoods: 

WeU, 1 think ifyou're working with community people, it's imponant to 
translate the ideas into images or words so that people can respond. 
Avoiding jargon, like ' built environment' [points to tabled definiions~ 
You could go to a group and say, 'Tm an urban designer, etc." It wodd be 
better to Say, '2et's have a look at the grounds here and see what we can 
do." So I think the h g u a g e  needs to fit the understandimg of people, I'm 
not a super visual person, so for me to look at sketches sometimes is 
chalienging. One way is to actually be on site, just wak around with a 
group of people. "Let's walk around these grounds and just look at it, look 
at things that are workmg or not working." Drawing out fiom groups, for 
example. If a's a group of parents whose kids are using the grounds, they 
probably have all the wisdom, and don't know they have it. Designers need 
to take that in, and say, "Here's what you said, and here's what we did." 

To a poiitician informant, the abiiity of a professional to communicate democraticaüy 

within a public participation process was central to the professional's involvement: 

So design professionals - whether they're architects, engineers, city 
planners -have to corne in and work with people on a level that they 
understand and appreciate. They have to be working with them, and not 
talking down to them That's an art unto itself. Obviously the first thing 
you have to do is gain the confidence of the parties working there. 

The same informant also pointed out that communication includes k i n g  able to Men so 

that one can learn: 

1 thmk that if you're a merchant you understand that the bottom Line speaks 
Ioudly. These people pay tremendous property and business taxes; they 
have issues relating to staffhg and have to stay cornpetitive in the 
marketplace, and so forth. And, 1 there has to be recognition fiom 
the pro fessio nals CO rning in that they O bviously have different perspectives 



than what professionals bring in. And 1 think that a good professional has 
to iisten carefùlly. 

Wiahin the above perspectives, professional culture and the traditional professional 

approach emerge as key issues that require addressing within a prescription for 

contemporary urban design practice. 

4-13 C O ~ l B U l i / V G  TO SOCIAL LE4RNING VALUE OF PARTICIPATORY PROCESSES 

Perspectives within the theme of mutual education in the participatory forum are presented 

below. 

A City design professional viewed the possibilities of public participatory processes for 

mutual education as an important benefit of working with communities: 

I think we're aII educated in a process like that. As plannes, it's very easy 
to be out of touch with the bigger cornrnu&yy and Winnipeg is a very 
diverse community. So ifwe're working with the neighbourhood in St 
Boniface, we rnay have gone through a planning exercise where it 's two 
years to develop something that makes sense for St Boniface, and is 
appropriate to St Boniface. And the community in St James, or elsewhere, 
might have entireiy different objectives and different rationale and wind up 
with an entirely difCerent map. In both cases, ideally, they learn fkom the 
process of comunication with one another and fiom whatever wise 
counsel we brhg to the table. We have a better understanding of what the 
pulse of the cornmunity is, and what they see as behg relevant in 1999 for 
their community. 



The importance of participants having adequate information was underhed by a 

citizen informant. In this perspective, planners' and designers' knowledge can raise 

consciousness about issues, and is essential for constructing considered solutions: 

You know, 1 think people, even someone Like myselfwho thinks he 
understands things and bas a sense of the sou1 of the city, still want to be 
given an education Because I'rn not up to date. You lose touch. 1 don't 
know what the market is tnily Like. 1 don't know what the economic forces 
are in the city. 1 don't know who wants to be downtown anymore, either as 
an economic enterprise, or for residential reasons, or for institutional 
location reasons. 1 think that it's part of the job of the City @lanners] to be 
doing that. And, to take that a step M e r ,  wÏth where we shouid be going 
as a city. Then I'm happy to say, "Yes; no; or it should be number 3% 
rather than number 3c, which you've recommended." But we could have a 
context, We need to be educated, To have new information about a 
neighborhood. For example, that these are the types of people that have 
k e n  moving into the neighborhood, and £iom the school population we 
know . . . blah. And that maybe there's a neighbrbood group that's done a 
needs assessrnent study, bringing new data forward. But &O to have, 
"Here7s how it's k e n  done, here's how its k e n  done in a similar way, and 
here's how it's k e n  done in a totalIy different way." 

A politician informant's perspective saw greater awareness of planning and design issues 

withui a communi~ result nom a participatory process: 

And, 1 think, through the public consultation process, there's very much a 
spint of compromise. Usuaiiy the net result is that you'il find the party - 
for instance, individual shop owners, corne into a situation where they 
becorne far more enlightened by the opportunity to be in contact with 
seasoned profession&. The net r e d t  is, for instance, as you see at a place 
iike [name of project], a real continuity of theme there. 1 think there's value 
for the dollar. 1 think there's a heightened awareness of design and 
architecture in the are& 



And a community leader provided an example of how an urban designer's sharuig of 

specialist information was beneficial to a group: 

The other thing was that [name of Zandscupe architect] brought 
educational materials; she brought a video of Cforeign] experiences. And 
that was very good. 

From the above, the theme of mutual education within the participatory forum c m  be seen 

to be central to contemporary urban design practice. 

4.74 EDUCATING THE URBAN DESIGNER 

The following views concem the question of how urban designers might achieve an 

appropriate background and attitude to work with participatory planning and design 

groups. 

From a planner's perspective, king able to purposefuly direct meetings was an essential 

ski11 for ail the built environment professions: 

In professionai education for planning -actuaUy any one of these domains 
[landscape architecture and architecture] - the one area of education 
that is sorely lacking is the ability to teach somebody how to facilitate 
meetings and gmup discussions. To move sornething forward in a focused 
and directed way. Because that's sornething in the planning realm you do 
aii the time. Particularly ifyou're using a participatory approacb, which is 
more cornmon now than not. Certainly when 1 went to school that was 
never a part of course work, and yet we use it alI the t h .  That's a big part 
of the process, which is, project-by-project, better rnanaged in some than 
O ther S. 



In the view of a design professional, bridging the gap between planning and design 

involved extensive f o d  training to be effective: 

1 think there's a special education that you need, and I don't think its 
offered in Canada. Urban design is a cross-field discipline, and requires 
expertise in the study of urban design at university and must be fiom a joint 
masten perspective. Or else it is not useful. Except as a sensitization 
exercise. 

The same informant oEered the alternative of extensive experience: 

Urban designers - you tend to be older by the tirne you cm do it. Maybe, 
then [overfifv years of age], ifs safie to say that an architect could be an 
urban designer, or a landscape architect d e r  they've gone through it 
enough times and they have an understanding. But it involves so much 
information; you have to have such a good grasp of it. 

However, another design professional informant questioned the applicability of 

contempo rary formal education, and O ffered the fo Uo wing personal history : 

Practically, right now, maybe there are schook that are doing it. I'm not 
sure where they are. In ternis of my own experience: How did 1 do it? I had 
a native interest in it- Then, 1 just went out and did it. Now, when 1 said 1 
did it, 1 mean 1 becarne a workshop junkie. 1 traveled the continent. 1 found 
anything and everything that would allow me to expand. More to the point, 
be myself. Which meant expanding way past what 1 was king given out 
there [points to Universiîy]. Because this ideological SM. . . 1 mean, 
nobody's stood up and said, "The kings wearing no clothes." This is the 
whole modernist movement. Wondefi, but really a lot of hot air. They 
weren't able to just sit at the table and say, weU here's rny idea; it might 
have some value; the value may be Limited; and that's just fine. It went 
beyond that to an attempt to a c W y  enforce it. Then build that box in 
downtown Bangkok just the way you did in downtown New York. My 
background was history. 1 had a whole separate education before 1 came to 



this. So 1 had some other tools to measure aii of this. And tbat was very 
useful. But 1 found 1 didn't Iike some of the ideological stufK What I did 
fïud was usefbl was that the people who were there at the time 1 was there 
[university], r edy  were wonderful in terms of he$ing me leam to 
penetrate the nature of t h g s .  So then you're forced to go out and find 
things that wili change your perspective. The kinds of participatory 
techniques that I use now are an d g a m  of ail kinds of workshops that 1 
went to. And I simply studied people. How does this person do this? Does 
tbis work or doesn't it? How does it bring this kind of information? What 
does it not bring in? And so 1 built up a technique while 1 was building up 
an attitude. And the attitude is one where 1 see a.U of this as a process of 
mutual education. Everybody coming to the table possesses wisdom. When 
I run any of these participatory weekends, or daylong seminars? with the 
groups that 1 am working with, 1 urge them to invite everyone. To make 
sure that it's absolutely open. To make sure that the people who have 
contrary views - views that rnight be contrary to the building cornmittee, 
or the organizers, or whatever - understand that they too are as welcome 
as anyone else. And that there are opporîunities to voice whatever they 
need to voice because none of us have a total hold on the tnith. And often 
that lone voice, hollering out there, may in fact have a much better 
perspective. Now, how to encourage people to do this, or equip them, 1 
don't know. Maybe in practicai temis, here and now, it's hding people 
who run good processes and have them run training seminars. Beyond the 
notion of people having to travel the continent. Tem%ly pncey! Because 
it's not so much king offered in the formal envkoments. 

The sarne informant traced the premises of traditional education, and offered a holistic 

alternative: 

1 can speak 1 guess rnost effectively fiom other architects' stance. 1 think 
they have to get a non-traditional education. The trad'tional education has 
been one where you didn't bring dedication and service, you brought a gifi 
to the lowly masses, and proceeded fiom there. You knew how people 
could ïive better, and sUy them if they didn't pay attention to you. So the 
changes that are required are redy a fundamental change of attitude. 



The above perspectives indicate that a blend of  formal and informa1 education are required 

for urban design practice within the participatory context. In Chapter 3, Schôn's 

conception of an intuitive knowing-in-practice was discussed, and this appears to be 

particulariy relevant to this area of practice. 

4.15 BRIDGING mE PLANNING /DESIGN GAP 

A &al theme that emerged fiom the interviews was the need for urban designers t o  bridge 

the plannùig and design domains, and offer an implementation focus within pre- 

construction project stages. This is the ara of project management, but with the added 

dimension for the urban designer of championhg the project between planning and design 

project p h a s e s  or supporthg a project champion that emerges fiom the group. 

Three of the informants identified a recurrbg problem with urban design projects É n  the 

t a b g  of planning work uito an implementation phase. 

Lndeed, a design practitioner saw the bridging of the planning and design/implementation 

gap as the focus of the urban designer's role: 

There seems to be a real di-Eficulty with the urban design shûF in making the 
transition fiom the planning fkmework into turning it into a project and 
saying: We've got resources, we've got tirne, people, we've got deadline, 
we've got to accomplish a specXc set of objectives within a defhed time 
h m e ,  at a certain cost- And that's where it r e d y  breaks down for 
planners. There's a whole set of things in hem-een the planning thing that 
isn't king doue right now in Winnipeg. And that is, going back to the 



Centreplan thing, it 's that nobody is doing cost estimating - hi& level 
cost estimates. Somebody cornes up with a policy, nobody says, what the 
heu does that mean, can you implement it? They've got to be able to t m  it 
into a project and be able to say this should be budgeted for at this dollar 
amount, and you get that we've got a pot of money like this, and we 
should go and identify the people that we can lever money out oÇ chase 
after them, get them to commit, set the prionties on these things, and then 
go and turn it over to the people who build things. Which gets into the 
architectural end of tbat contmuum So there's nobody domg a good job of 
bndging between the design and the planning end, and that is the realm of 
urban design. You've got to do all of those things in the process. The 
continuum is dreadfully missing something, and that's because people 
aren't aware of the project that has to come out at the end- And the fzct of 
how long a project takes. A project is 10% planning, and 90% 
implementation; and these guys eat up 90% of the time chatting about it 
and eating their sandwiches. You know there's no time left to do the 
project, I'm afi-aid. And some of that doesn't matter; if you don? have a 
deadline; if you're deahg strictly with a planning process. 

At the neighbourhood scale, a community leader viewed the moving of a project between 

planning and irnplementation stages as a centrai problem to community revitalization, and 

one that an urban designer might be equipped to face: 

If we look at ail the projects that are happening here, we've got the 
designs, but what's Iefl is a huge uphill battle to make it happen. Because 
of the absence of resources, or, say, the talk about trying to get the vacant 
lot fiom the city. So there's a role for somebody, maybe that's part of what 
we're talking about. How do you go fiom design into implementation, and 
what are the obstacles? At [nome of prject] they redy want to do 
sornething, but there's no one there with the personal drive. So how do you 
keep sornething going there? If it's a communïty group's role, then it's a 
lot of pressure on the community group. And at times when resources are 
hard to come by. But it's not just resources, because you cm have a pile of 
money. Or someone to help with infomiation. Like, here's how you do 
some t e n d e ~ g .  



The same inforniant offered the foLIowing example of  a project and the institutional 

character of the problems that needed to be overcome, through project management, for 

implementatio n: 

In the [name of schoolproject] there was sorne initial discussion with the 
vice-principal. We7ve got this person who might be able to do some thuigs, 
look at a design. And almost fiom the beginning, [name of landscape 
architect] was involved in the process, meeting with the teachers and vice- 
principal, parents, and looking at some issues. And that hasn't gone 
anywhere, because 1 think we probably needed to cIear up things connected 
with the W w e g  School Division and a lot of other things. So d that 
work has gone in, and it's sort of sitting there. And maybe that needed to 
be done a little more slowlyy or sorne groundwork done to Say that we 
really want this to happen, c m  you make the institutional changes to d o w  
things to happen? 

A planner's perspective identifïed the post-pIanning process stage as when a project is 

most Likely to be fhstrated: 

There are lots of people who have lots of ideas, but have no due how to 
operationalize the idea, to implement it. That's more often than not where 
the wheels fâll off. 

The sarne infoimant offered the following example of  how adequate process may be 

avoided by expeditious decision-makers, even at the expense of the project7s initial 

purpose: 

To me it's not paying for the sandwiches, o r  the sandwiches that are the 
problem. It's what's done with the results of people eating the sandwiches 
together. That's the problern And that's the point of breakdown. Because 
there have k e n  lots of working groups. Here's an example: 1 was chairing 
a Centreplan working group for way-hding for downtown, coming up 
with recornmendations for how to get a systern in place for downtown 



Wmnipeg incorporating comprehensive signage and way-hding elements, 
so that the pedestrian user of the streets will be better able to find their way 
around downtown. And so we went through a process of assessing ail of 
the current way-finding elernents that curredy exist, and looking at not 
only what's there, but what works and what doesn't work, and where some 
real pro blem areas are that need to be addressed. We commissioned a 
study, and what came out of that was the recornrnendation of a kit of parts, 
or family of parts, each addressing digerent segments of a way-finding 
system The study was intended to be used for a ternis of reference to 
commission an o v e d  design, with design guidelines for each of the kits in 
this f h d y  of parts. 1 ran into great resistance fiom a variety of levels to 
spend money on designing a ystem that would be functional and effective. 
They would rather take the money and implement one kWone f d y  part 
and just put it in at Portage and Main. So my argument was always: Weil, 
how cm you do that when you're trying to get a system in place that 
integrates the various ways people get around? Integrates bus stop 
information and pedestrian maps and street signs. You're putting the cart 
before the horse; you're designing something before you have design 
guidelines. To me the whole process was thrown out the table just to get a 
product. 

Working knowledge of the development process and its broad context was identified by a 

planner informant as a means to aid moving a project to irnplementation: 

1 would even suggest that part of the reason why the wheels f d  off in 
implementation in the urban design process is, perhaps, because it 
shoddn't be Limited to addressing physicai and social dimensions. 1 think it 
also has to reflect on economic dimensions. That's where some of the 
realities corne into play for implementation. 

A design practitioner also viewed project management skills as necessary to carry projects 

through to implementation, and no ted that neither planners nor designers traditionally 

spanned the entire development process: 



You've got to be very business-like about it, 1 get worried that there's not 
enough cognizance of the project -the time and a.ü of the things 
necessary. So 1 somewhat disagree about plannefs knowing the 
development process, they know the political process. [The design 
professions?] Well, [they 'd 6e lost] especially at this end [plamhg end of 
process]. When you get into the politics and commatee structures. So, they 
[urban designers] need to understand politicai processes. They need to 
understand the development process beginning at how these embryos of 
ideas start working their way up. They need to know the political process, 
the development process. They need to know the design Uiformation and 
then they have to have an incredible ability to work that system So many 
times your client is not very well idiorrned. It's interesthg working with 
BIZ groups. They might corne fonvard wÎth a sort of business perspective 
on improvements and thiogs like that. They don? have a clue about what 
the city structure is. If you accept that this [urban design] is large scale 
stuff that crosses property lines, a lot of the tirnes you're crossing into the 
city You have to understand how that city aninmil works; how it 
functions; di the different departments. 

The knowledge of city structures, alluded to above, was also felt to be necessary by the 

same informant for urban designers within the City to achieve project goals, as the 

fo llowing example illustrates: 

If you knew the system backwards, you could pull all sorts of favours that 
should have taken years to do. And we did it [large shee&scopingprojec~] 
in a year. We had $500,000 when we started. And we just kept going. We 
needed $6 million. And when the project was tendered, that same day the 
Province cded and said, "You've got the other three million." We had 
structured the tenders so we could let Phase 2 as soon as h d s  became 
availab le. 

And a private sector planner hcluded the City in the unto ld challenges to downtown 



If you look at even residential conversions of warehouse buildings - it ' s 
been talked about for a long the ,  why don? you just do it? Weii, what ifit 
was that easy! No one stops to realize that there are a number of factors; 
and they're each playing a role in providing obstacles for that to happen- 

Within this theme, the associated topic of project management that emerged during the 

interviews concemed the involvement of the urban designer throughout ail project stages. 

A comrnunity leader's perspective included the advantages of involving continuing design 

expertise fiom project initiation: 

[Nume of project] started with a group of people who said that they were 
interested in living in CO-housing, and then them trying to get a coherent 
group of people. It's a s r r d  group of four or five, trying to expand. And 
then the role for the architect/planner, or whatever, is to come into that 
space. They could have come in fiom the begmning, but the most important 
thing for the group was to build trust and comrnunity, then b ~ g  in people. 
[A book on CO-housing] mentions stages, and there is a stage where 
profession& come into the project, but when there are already coherent 
groups. And that 1 thuik the realities are that CO-housing takes a long t h e  
to get going and you need to build trust. It would be very nice ifyou had 
those kinds of people there who said, "Let's take on this project." The 
organizer, the architect say, who codd meet with those people, and they 
are there for a long period of tirne. 

In a design professional's view, continuity played a centrai rote, particularly where 

municipal goverment is supporting economic development in a context Liable to 

change: 

On the downtown side, we're spending $7 million to dress up Portage 
Avenue to support those businesses that are there, that own $9 million 
worth of real estate on one Little corner. We [the Ci@] are supporthg 



busmesses in one way, and community in a dinerent way. How [do] we 
marry those together at some point in t h e ?  niere are Merent solutions in 
every context with dBerent groups. And when your groups change, you 
may not be left with the best solution. 

For the same informant, the nature of  wban designer iovo1vement presented the 

challenge of linking planning and implementation stages: 

. . . there's always a group, when you look at these processes, that has to 
be rnovhg onto the next project ail the time. And they're the ones with the 
vision. Generating the ideas. And being the visionanes. There's also a 
group, iike on North Main, that sweep up after the parade goes through. 
Who try and get dl the bits and pieces done and keep things moving. 
Within communities, or neighborhoods, the urban planner or urban 
designer has to keep moving from one to the other. You have to be the 
visionary and support in making sure rhat thmgs are aiïi going in the 
correct direction And that it's makmg sense. And that it can be 
implemented. Sometimes you don? know how. And then coming back at a 
smaller detail, project-by-project levei, making sure that the work is done 
and wrapping up and moving dong. Because, every now and then, the 
visionaries corne back and revisit the details. So 3's Linking the two that has 
to happen. For the urban designer. 

Finally, within the theme of bridging planning and implementation project stages, the 

nature of private/public funded projects in particular presents the challenge of obtaining 

project kancing, and the need to 'seE' the project at that stage. To a citizen, that 

'champion' of the project emerged ikom the group - either as the urban designer, or 

someone supported by the urban designer: 

I've seen [lundscape mchitecr], for example, on the [nome of project] almost 
emerging as the spokesman for it. Where heYU take the fhk for what people 
weren't happy with. He wiil emerge, fiom that whole morass about who's 
responsible for it, as someone who you c m  say is responsible for it. 1 like that. 



A person who bas the poise and the ability to corne fonvard. And I don't mind 
who they are. Because in these amorphous planning efforts, it's king lefi more 
to where the consultant, ifthey have the personality, is going to ernerge as 
ahost  a spokesman for the project. They can explain it to outsiders; they fully 
grasp it; and they really believe in Ït. That cornes through, or it doesn't corne 
through "We redy believe in this!" As that ly~~chpin. As that thing that holds 
it ail together. 1 think that person would corne by force of persoaality and the 
dynamics of the group. It could be anyone. It could be the designer. It could be 
sonxone at the city that is more dynamic and really believes in it. It's a c m y  
doing a project they believe in personally - not for personal wishes, but 
they're really c o d t t e d  to it. In a neighborhood organization - say a housing 
project - it had better be someone on that group. It should be as close to who 
signs your check as possible. But it needn't, given these delusions of power in 
the city, be a planwr. 1 recognize that it might be through natural selectioa 
Whoever's dynamic; who is trusted by the group; whoever really is the epitome 
of that project. 

The need for urban designers to focus involvement on bringing planning projects to 

implementation clearly emerged as a major issue for contemporary urban design practice. 

This was seen to require both a comprehensive understanding of the development process 

and of project management. 

4- 16 THE URBAN DESIGNER 

A number of issues emerged fiom Part 2 to inforrn the urban designer's activities within 

public participatory processes. The most widely oEered issue concemed a role for urban 

designers to aid implementation of projects through bridging the planningkiesign and 

implementation gap. Project management sMls based on a working understanding of the 

development process and of govemmental procedures, as well as entrepreneurid sküls 

were seen to be required. Professionals were considered to be weil placed for helping in 



group facilitation, but large@ ineffective in focushg public participatory processes. 

Developing skills to promote citizen engagement in processes might be regarded as an 

associated activity- The orientation of designers towards objects was criticized, as were 

interprofessional relationships. A call for professionals to discard the posture of expert and 

to look to work democraticdy within processes, including broadening a view of legitirnate 

knowledge to include everyday knowledge. Professionals were considered to have poor 

communicative sMls, which were considered important for raishg public consciousness 

about issues within their specialty. The relevance of professional institutes to the 

contemporary context was questioned, evoking a call for a radical review of 

pro fessionalism 

4.17 REFLECTING ON URBAN DESIGN THEORY FROM URBAN DESIGN PRACTICE 

Chapter 1 offered a broad definition of urban design as concerned with the processes of 

urban change. This definition was readily understood and accepted by the inforrnants, as 

was locating the field of urban design activity within the overlap between the planning and 

design professions. From an urban design perspective, Winnipeg was seen as diverse and 

cornplex, and the use of public participatory processes to gain citizen and stakeholder 

contnibutions to decision-making was f U y  supported by the infomiants. Themes 

associated with the paradigm shift in planning to communicative action and interactive 

practice, explored in Chapter 2, including creating dialogic space; developing inclusive 

democratic processes aimed at bringing together community interests; and the validating 



of mdtiple ways of knowing, aiI emerged during the interviews. Indeed, both roles 

identined by Ellin of facilitator and political activist, which were associated with Healey's 

and Sandercock's modeis in Chapter 2, can be identifïed within the data Chapter 3 traced 

how professional involvement in the production of the built environment is M e d ,  and the 

unanimous c d  by the informants for urban designers to focus on bridgiog the perceived 

gap between planning and implementation of projects echoes Madanipour's (1 996: p. 12 1) 

c d  for greater understanding by professiods of the development process. The challenge 

for professiomis to regain societal trust appears, £?om the interviews, to be challenging 

indeed. Associated themes emerged during the interviews of adopting more open, Iess 

hierarchical attitudes which offer to address this issue, at lest in part. Interprofessional 

relationships were also discussed in Chapter 3, and the concem expressed about their 

quality were echoed in the interviews. Indeed, the whole question of professionai 

dernarcat io n is ident ïfied as inherent ly pro blematic. 

These issues are carried fonvard with the hdings tiom Chapters 2 and 3 to f o m  the basis 

of the recommendations for contemporary urban design practice presented in Chapter 5. 



CEAPTER 5: ENABLING TEE URBAN DESIGNER 

In the previous chapters, a broad d e m i o n  of urban design as a concern with the 

processes of urban change has explored. The multiplicities of the contemporary city have 

k e n  outiined as the context for urban design, and the emergence of public participatory 

processes, as a response to the cultural and economic forces of glo balization, has ken  

traced. Emergent planning theory that discredits the validity of the modem project and 

proposes a paradigrn shift to communicative action and interactive practice has been 

investigated through Healey's ( 1 997) and Sandercock's (1 998) prescriptions for 

contemporary planning. This new paradigm identses pruiciples to guide urban design 

pract ice, invo lving the need for creating dido gic space; develo ping inclusive democratic 

processes ahed at bringing together comi[riUNty interests; and the validating of multiple 

types of knowledge. Professional invoIvernent in the production of the built environment 

has been seen to be limite& aIthough professional activities affect the dynamics of the 

development industry. A role for urban designers within participatory processes mut be 

based on confidence and trust, yet societal trust in profession& has k e n  continually 

eroded; urban designers subsequently face the challenge of regaining that trust. The basis 

of expertise as the underpuining of professionalisrn has been brought hto question, as has 

the professional culture of orientation toward formakt design solutions and the need for 

better murual understanding between professions. The emerging placemaking mode1 has 

ken identifïed as offering an example of creating inclusive, democratic urban design 



processes that validate other ways of knowing. Empirical research mto the research 

question, including a case study of urban design in the WApeg context, has concluded 

that the use of public participatory processes to gain citizen and stakeholder contributions 

to decision-making is M y  established. However, due to a Iack of focus on 

implementation, such processes are vrilnerable to becoming an end in themselves. Within 

practice, the needs are recognized to validate everyday knowledge, to focus wban design 

activity on irnplementation, to gain societal trust through adopting more open and less 

hierarchical attitudes, and to review contemporary professionalism. 

5.1 A RECOMMENDED MODEL FOR THE CONTEMPORARY URBAN DESIGN PRAC7777ONER 

This thesis argues that the role of urban designers in the contemporary context of public 

participatory planning and design processes extends beyond the playing of a 'role'. The 

urban designer must corne fkst as an informed citizen, and add value to the participatory 

process with planning / design knowledge and expertise, in the same way as any other 

participant adds their individual h o  w ledge and perspective. 

This mode1 Lies pardel to the mode1 of the urban designer as facilitator, and the urban 

designer as  political activist models, identilïed by E l h  (1 996: pp. 1 33- 1 34) and related, 

respectively, to those proposed by Healey (1 997) and Sandercock (1 998) (see Chapter 2). 

Figure 6 compares these modek. 



FACiLiTATOR POLL'I-ICAL ACTMST 
idenrined ùy ElIin (1996); idmtified by Ellui (1996); 

collaborative p h n &  mode1 ( 1998) insurgent planning 

RECOMMENDED M O D E '  
FORTHE URBAN 

DESIGNER 

1 PARADIGM 1 inclusive, interactive 1 inclusive, interactive inclusive, interadive 1 

ARENA 

ROLE OF W A N  

Figure 6: Comparative table of urban designer models 

praaiœ 
neigtibourhood to regional 

DESIGNER 
URBAN DESIGNER'S 
LOCATION RELATIVE 
TO PARTICIPATORY 
PROCESS 

As Figure 6 indicates, the recommended model for urban design practice within 

facili tator 

participatory planning draws on c haracteristics of bot h the facilitator and po litical activist 

practice 
matginal ized 

peripheral 

models. In common with these models, the urban designer's activities are informed by the 

practice 
neighbourhood to --onai 

neighbourhood 
c o m b t  

planning paradigrn discussed in Chapter 2, using communicative action within interactive 

infomed citizen 

varies with project intent 

practice, and based on a bottom-up inclusive approach that recognizes multiple 

integral 

knowledges. Like the facilitator model, the recomrnended model uses a broad focus that 

hcludes the range of scales fiom neighbourhood to regional. niis will to enable the 

practitioner to rnake an appropnately wide contribution of speciaiist knowledge and skills. 

The role of the urban designer differs within each modeL In the recommended model, as 

noted above, it extends beyond the mere playing of a role to that of an informed citizen, 

adding value to the participatory process with planning / design knowledge and expertise, 

as other participants add their individual knowledge and perspective. The role of the 

facilitator political activist model is considered to play the role of an combative and 



engaged advocate. Finally, Figure 6 identifies the relative position of each model to the 

participatory process. As noted in Chapter 2, E h  suggests the facilitator model aims at 

giWig people what they want, hence the peripheral description in Figure 6.  The political 

activist 's position is considered to be variable. The degree of engagement is likely to 

reflect the relevance of a project to the interests of the represented community, and 

participation itselfmay be tactical. Unlike the facilitator and political activist models, the 

recommended model based on citizenship, is whoily and continually integrated withui the 

process- 

5.2 RECOMMENDA 7iONS FOR ENABLING THE URBAN DESIGN PRACTITIONER 

This concluding chapter offers recommendations to enable practitionen to make this 

contri'bution and mitigate the constraints that emerge fiom professional cultures. Set out 

below are a nurnber of principles as recommendations and observations for urban design 

practice, which generally concern the review of the cdture of the built environment 

disciplines. These principles are drawn fiom the theoretical materiai provided in Chapters 

2, and 3, and the empincal material presented in Chapter 4. 

In addition, Figure 7 sumrnarizes fûrther theoretical sources for informing these practice 

recommendations: 



1 AREA OF PLANNING TKEORY 1 THEMES 1 PROPONENTS / SOüRCES 1 
1. Public participation in the p s t -  I stakeholder representation; capaçity- 

modem social wntext (esp. re. building; pluraiist society; 
Arnstein (1969); Rocha ( 1997); Healey; 
Lnnes (1996); Schneekloth and Shibley 

urban design) 
2, Communicative quality 

3. Post-modem epistemo1ogy 

1 1 educator; interactive practice; change in 1 (1996); Sandercock (1998) 1 

professional's d e ;  methodologies 
comprehensibiiity. truthfilness, 

4. Practitioner's role 

( 1995); Sandercock ( 1998) 
Healey (1997); Forester (1 980). 

sincenty. legitimacy 
other w-ays of knowing; legitimization of Heaky (1997); Sandercock (1998) 
informa1 h o w  Iedge 
the professionai as enabler and 

5. Social leaming 

Figure 7: Theoretical principles fiom pianning literature to inform the recommendations 
for urban design practice. 

Schon (1983); Healey (1997); [mes 

6. Praxis 

The foilowing recomrnendations include soft professional issues, concerned with 

reviewing professional culture and developing the professional's abilities; and hard 

professio nai issues, concerned with the legislation that has traditio nally informed 

professional practice. 

the nature of the client 1 

Sofi professional issues are concemed with adopting new attitudes and approaches to 

urban design practice. In Chapter 3, the professional activities of buik environment 

practitioners were seen to have a iimited effect on the production of the built environment; 

but it was noted that oppominities are likely to arise for pmctitioners to shape events. 

These principles are offered to enable the practitioner by developing her or his ability to 

shape events. 

practice as mutual learning; 
reconstruction through education 
guide to planning action: relationship 
with des@ philosophy 

Friedmann (198 1) 

Friedmann ( 1988) 



5.3 SOFT PROFESSIONAL ISSUES 

Adopt new attitudes and approaches 

Chapter 2 outlined a new planning paradigm for democratic, inclusive planning practice. 

An understanding and ernpathy towards such bottom-up practice needs to be established 

within professional cultures. Th5 involves, in particular, allowing communities (whether 

cornmunifies of geography or interest) to own and ùnprove their places, as well as buildmg 

inteilectual capacity and social capital in those communities. Professional culture needs to 

move fiom the expertise-based idea of what is the %est thing to do' - implying a U N f q  

public interest - into thinking in terms of accommodating the needs of a differentiated 

society, and seeing groups as made up of individuals representing collective concem. This 

requires tisiening and hurnility on the part of professionals, recognizing that there are 

multiple positions, and that the experience of people with no officiai voice in developing 

their envkonments is valued. This characterizes practice to be far removed fiom the 

traditio na1 pro fessional perspective of O ffering service as an expert and agent. Practit ioners 

therefore need to approach group situations dinerently, and see the making visible of the 

processes of design work as not k ing counter-productive. 

Acquire a willingness for non-hierarchical inter-disciplinary working 

As noted in Chapter 3, a willingness to work in a peerless team may be incornpatibie with 

the culture of certain professions - this issue may need to be addressed by the individual 

professional. Individual practitioners need to be willing to work beyond their traditional 



areas and in non-traditional ways in a spirit of cooperation. Accordmgly, profession& akso 

need to take account not only of a pl& of values within society as a startirtg point in 

their supporting work, but also of the pluralism of values within the professions. 

Substitute praxis for design philosophy 

Wrthi. the formal approach to design discussed in Chapter 3, designers' work is often 

directed by a design philosophy, usually concemed with meaaingfdiy synthesizing design 

issues. Practitioners need to develop this notion into a praxis, as moral public action 

(Friedmann 1988: 128), which might be concerned with an all-embracing, sustainability- 

based concem for the qualities of We, rather than the design philosophy basis for work 

drawn fiom fornial aesthetics. Guiding practitioners' activities through praxis' rather than 

a design philosophy, will more likely lead to a social-focus to design professionais' work 

in place of the object-orïented focus often encountered in practice. Such a strategy, it is 

argued, will lead to a greater concentration towards democratization of decisions afZecting 

the public realm. Two models offer guidance for contemporary practice in this context. 

First, Amstein's ( 1 969) 'ladder of citizen participation' explored variations in citizen 

participation in planning ranging fiom manipulation and therapy to citizen controi. Second, 

Rocha's (1997) 'ladder of empowerment' provided a mode1 of empowerment fiom the 

individuai level to the political (community) level. 



Legitimize other ways of knowing 

Critical theory-derived concepts, upon which much of Healey ' s ( 1 997) collabo rative 

planning mode1 that was descriid in Chapter 2 is based, give authority to and extend 

everyday knowledge. Fractitioners need to acquire a working understanding of post- 

modem epistemo iogies and social theo ries that validate everyone7s opinion, including 

practical reasoning, kno wledge and values as social constructions, and cultural 

embeddedness. 

Develop communicative skills 

Participatory design and planning requires the generation of a vision that informs the 

development and use of a place, and that b ~ g s  about a consensus between the 

stakeholders. Realizing the vision involves citizens having a sense of responsMity for the 

development of strategies to achieve outcornes with which they can ident@ To achieve 

these objectives, practitioners need to develop the necessary communicative skilis. 

Urban design practitioners need to develop appropriate receptivity to enable gauiùig an 

understanding cornmunity attitudes. Communicative theory, descriid in Chapter 2 as 

infomiing Healey's (1997) position, equips the practitioner with a mode1 with which to 

address this issue through honest, open communication 



Deveiop an attitude to encourage mutual leaming 

wthin the concept of communicative planning and interactive practice, participatory 

planning centres on process and dialogue rather than plans. Encouraging professionals to 

corne to participatory processes as citizens £ï.rst WU encourage the practitioner to share 

their knowledge and expertise in order to help to raise community consciousness about 

p1anni.g and design issues, and empower commmities to take more control over the 

decisions that affect their Iives. Practitioners can l e m  within processes about a 

cornmunity's values, and use their knowledge and skills to help implement projects 

accordingly. Practitioners can help people to see things in alternative ways, and help hem 

through making wing graphic skills to make tangible what people a n  discuss but often 

cannot visuaiiy articulate. Social leaming (Friedmann, 1980) might be seen as the key to 

building understanding and developing inteiiectual capacity for the fùture, as noted within 

Healey's (1997) model descnid  in Chapter 2. 

Amend the dominance of fonnal aesthetics 

Barriers are erected by intellectualizmg design. This ideological approach provided the 

modernist architects with their legitimacy. Within the placemaking model outlined in 

Chapter 3, the possibility of art and architecture expressing the social and aesîhetic 

identities of a community were discussed. Urban design pract itioners need to develop au 

awareness that extends beyond the pro fessional concept ion of expertise, t O be more 

appreciative of the contributions to design processes that people. This strategy can lead 



urban design professionals to orient work to address people's concerns, and not just 

aesthetic concerns. Accordingly, substituthg praxis for design philosophy will help to 

amend the value systems of designers. 

Develop a working understanding of facilitation 

While it is noted that facilitation of processes is a secondary fuoction for the urban 

designer, strategic progressing of group discussions is needed to focus projects towards 

implementation. Wth an overall understanding of the development process, the 

practitioner is well placed to contribute to this end. In Chapter 2, the need for ushg 

special management techniques for the faciütation of participatory processes was 

ident ifïed. It is recomrnended that urban designer practitioners develop a working 

knowledge of these techniques to enable them to contriiute to efforts to rneaaingf'ully 

direct participatory processes. 

Develop abilities to engage citizen participation 

Practitioners are often well-placed to work within processes to develop wide participation 

and representation of ail stakeholder groups. A role for the urban designer in seeking to 

help in the construction of democratic solutions to the built environment is to work 

toward encouraging citizen engagement with the planning and design process, as 

discussed in Chapter 3. 



Develop understanding of development process 

The empirical research presented in Chapter 4 identified a h c t i o n  for urban designers to 

work to bridge the gap between planning processes and implementation. A realistic 

understanding by practitioners of the built environment practitioner's capacity withui the 

development process is argued to be rare, as is a comprehensive understanding both of the 

social processes that produce the built environment and the external forces h t  shape iis 

production - particularly within a constantly changing and complex global context. It is 

recornmended that urban designers develop working understandings of these realms7 and 

also accornpanying project management skilis, which are not usuaiIy core parts of 

professionai courses, to help to progress projects to implementation. 

5.4 HARD PROFESSIONAL ISSUES 

Review legislation that protects professional titles and functions 

Professional institutes are viewed by some to be self-serving. Eroding the defences of 

pro fessionaiism would provide individual practitioners with greater fieedom to practice. 

Professional institutes, by Maintaining a right to detemine who s h d  be allowed to 

practice, are vulnerable to domination by in terd  commercial interests in whose interests it 

is to exclude other capable individuais fiom contributhg their skiUs, including 'foreign' 

professionals who may offer participatory groups a broader fimd of expenence. Adopting 

mclusive policies by existing professions would also encourage greater mutual leamhg 

between professionals. In creating a mode1 for the urban design practitioner that involves 



cornhg as an informed citizen, the need for a professionai title is considered not or@ 

redundant, but O bstnictive, since the allocation of place-making to professionals in society 

is disabling to others, as discussed in Chapter 3. A formai loosening of the professionals' 

grip on urban design practice might therefore be investigated Any close professional 

collaboration creates a degree of mutual Iearning, and every action that serves to erode the 

barriers that professional institutes have erected is welcomed. North Amencan architeck 

and engineers are afEorded more governance duties than, for example, their British 

counterparts through a statutory requirement that they ce* cornpliance of their 

structures with building regulations. In some sense, this role is artificial since development 

control legislation to ensure health and safety is also admuiistered by municipalities. This 

role might be argued to serve to both protect these professions, and render them more 

conservative in their perception of the role that they should play in a society. 

Reappraise the client 1 professional relationship 

The concept of the client professional relationship is central to traditional professional 

practice, particularly within the design professions. With an urban design process, 

professionals may be employed by the govemment or by a community organization. The 

prevailing public sector premise that consultants, as contractors, work "kt arms length" 

means that the practitioner works on a need-to-know basis. The traditional client / 

professional is clearly inappropriate since the consultant is required to work wirh rather 

than for a community. Currently, the relationship between the consultant (as practitioner) 



and a stakeholder group is often with the practitioner outside the group - the brought-in 

experts. Stakeho lders are therefore aiways at some distance fiom the solution, and 

everything is fiitered through the practitioner. Although the practitioner has direct access 

to particdar local interests and stakeholders have direct access to the practitioner, it is 

effectively mode& practice - it is more or less top down and might be termed 

practicing for. However, wahm the communicative planning paradigm, the practitioner 

will be working with the participants, straddling the process. The solutions wïil still be 

filtered through the practitioner, but the stakeholders have a closer relationship with the 

solution - it will be more owned. This might be seen as post-modemist practice - it is 

tending towards king bottom-up and might be termed practicing W. 

Review professional education methods 

In professional design schools, the jury system trains students to be able to defend 

thernselves - its character is adversarial. It is argued that a method of professional 

training premised on defence in the face of cnticism helps to create a professional culture 

incompatible with comrnunïty participatory work. It is proposed that jury systems, if 

continued, include ' lay' people, to obviate the development within young professionah of 

exclusive professional language. In Chapter 3, the detrimental effect of separate 

professional cultures on interprofessional teamwork was identined. It is suggested that a 

muhiplicity of disciplines in faculties wiIl also help to check the early development of such 

perspectives. 



5.5 ENABLING 7HE URBAN DESlGNER 

This concluding chapter of the thesis has provided a range of principles intended to guide 

urban design practice. Urban design practice based on professionaiism is argued to be 

inappropriate in the contemporary context. A review of the built environment professions 

and their cultures is needed to enable practitioners t o  respond to working within 

participatory processes. This review includes discarding the notion of the 'expert7, and 

coming to public forums as a knowledgeable citizen to help, in a non-hierarchical rnanner, 

towards building planning and design solutions. Professionais are required to adopt open 

attitudes, include a wider knowledge base, and work with people to raise consciouniess 

about planning and design issues in the public realm. Those citizens with appropriate 

knowledge and skilis who are members of the built environment professions will be 

enabled by a review of professionalkm that includes a Ioosening of professiod 

monopolies over design and planning activities. 

The planning profession is arguably in the vanguard of a move by the built environment 

professions toward a new way of practicing. This thesis concludes that the design 

professions concerned with the built environment profession should follow this lead, and 

work towards cultures that orient their work towards social processes, and not ideological 

design. 

In the contemporary postmodem context, with its cail for general empowement, perhaps 

Jacobs' (1 992) mode1 of contradictory commercial and political moral syndromes gives the 



professions an ethical perspective fkom which p h e r s  can lead the built environment 

professions to a praxis-direct ed fùture - discarding the professional notion o f  the 'expert' 

with its increasingly diïredited basis o f  technical-instnunentality. 

F i d y ,  it is reiterated that the urban designer's involvement in public participatory 

processes is not, in facf about playing a 'role'. The goal is to make the urbgn designer an 

informed citizen, bringing knowledge and sMls to the table to add value to pubtic 

participatory planning processes. 



APPENDIX A: EMPIRICAL RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

This appendix outlines the methodology for the empirical research presented in Chapter 4. 

This research aimed to gain knowledge in order to confkont the preconceptions established 

in the literature review content of the thesis with empiricd evidence (Zeisel 198 1). 

Data-gathering too k place Ui interviewees' offices. As such., the project may be 

categorized as field research, using face-to-face social interaction, with the researcher in a 

participant as observer role (Neuman 1 99 1 ). 

RESEARCH PARADlGM 

The concept of researcher as expert and researched as O bjects of study was f i d y  rejected 

on the grounds that it disallows a respect for the dignity, integrity, and creativity of the 

participants as critical individuais with rights to table their concerns and issues (Neuman, 

199 1). The interpretive approach was preferred to the positMst approach since attitudes 

are fundamentaily social, political, and value-oriented (Neuman 1991), and to recognize 

tbat people create multiple realities as they make sense of their particular situations (Guba 

& Lincoln 1 989). UnIike the conventional positMst paradigm, which is based on a single 

tnie r e m ,  the interpretive paradigrn was considered to be a preferable approach for this 

research because the approach integrally recognizes the influence of social and cultural 

factors on individuals; Î t  therefore presents an oppominity to O btain better quality and 



more appropriate data Another advantage of using the interpretive rather than the 

positivist paradigm for this study is that the process itselfprovides the oppoaunity for 

mutual learning about the premises of a topic, and may generate m e r  and e ~ c h e d  

perspectives. The flexibility of an interpretive data-gathering approach also ailowed self- 

correction during the process. 

CHOICE OF RESEARCH INSTRUMENT 

Given the premise of using an interpretive approach, the appropriate data-gathering 

techniques for this study are discussed below. These techniques include using a M e n  

standardized questionnaire, conducting s d  group work, or face-to- face inte~ewuig. 

AIthough open-ended questions could be used to gather descriptive data, a written 

standardized questionnaire was elimnlated as an option on the grounds outlined above. 

Additiody, as a non-interactive technique, it would offer a far less satisfactory means of 

data-gathering than direct communication. A scaled standardized questionnaire technique 

was similarly considered inappropriate because of difficufties in definhg the topic. The 

iikelihood of errors and misunderstanding were therefore considered to be unacceptably 

bigh. 

S m d  group work and face-to-face interviewhg were considered appropriate to the 

interpretive approach to the study. However, while small group work methods present an 



elegant instrument considering the consensus-building characterist ics of the to pic, the 

likelihood of achievhg a suitably representative assembly of infomiants was considered to 

be low. Face-to-face interviewhg was thought to be more reliable and expeditious, 

providing for confïdentiaIity, but (compared to small-group work) Limiting the opportudy 

to build up a consemual construction conceming the topic. However, the benefits of using 

a semi-stnictured i n t e ~ e w  technique similârly include flexïbility and using tacit 

knowledge. The process is action-onented, and gives participants a sense of ownership in 

the research process (Guba & Lincoln 1989). 

The selected method was therefore face-to-face interviewhg as a mutual leaming process, 

within which the researcher is a collaborator rather thm a controller (Guba & Lincoln 

1989). Babbie (1 989) points out that the researcher as a participant is bound to atfect the 

fuidings, which was considered beneficiai since the interviewer has professional experience 

of urban design participatory processes. Nevertheless, every effort was be made during the 

data-gathering sessions to present background information in a non-persuasive rnanner. 

SAMPLE SELECTlON RATlONALE 

As descnbed in Chapter 3, the key informants were selected fiom professionals and non- 

professionals based in Winnipeg hawig experience of public participatory urban design 

projects. These infomiants covered a range of interests likeiy to be represented in a typical 

public participatory urban design project. This selection strategy aimed to create a sample 



that is relevant and representative of the multiple perspectives of the designer's role likely 

to exkt in public participatory urban design projects. 

The research process is set out beIow. 

RESf3RCH PROCESS: 

1. Initial Contact 

Interview candidate cded, brief verbal explanation of to pic provided, and interview 

requested. 

2, Forward information 

The preliminary information mentioned above was fonvarded by fax to each uifomiant as 

follows: 

The interview format will be a conversation guided by the following question: 

Drawing on your experiences, how do you conceptualize the role of the 
urban designer in urban design public participatory processes? 

In this context, 'urban design' might be defined as projects concerned with 
the improvement of the city as an urban environment, e.g. plazas, parks, 
streetscaping, etc. 'Urban designer' might be defhed as the practitioner 
bringing design / planning expertise to the process, usually Iandscape 
architects, architects, and planners. 

Within the topic, 1 hope we might explore the foilowing issues: 



How does the planninddesign praciitioner communkate with the group? 
m a t  posture does the planninddesign practïtioner take, e.g. ' expert ', 
yacilitator ', 'infonned participant ', etc- 
Does the planninddesiign practitioner peMorm a role as an educator 
regarding planning / design issues? 
m a t  other reflections rnight you have on the planning'design 
practitioners role in public participatov processes? 

I should like to record the interview. Every effort will be made to keep the 
identity of the in te~ewee  confidentid. 

3. Cawy out interviews and a d y s i s  

Each session started with a confirmation that recording the i n t e ~ e w  was acceptable. As 

noted above, the pre-prepared path for the session giving an i n f o d  outline was tabled, 

and it was underlined that this rnerely provided a direction that the session might take - it 

was not a set structure. Using the interview tape and other notes, a record of the interview 

was made as the basis for subsequent analysis. 

As Judd (1 991) notes, establishing kdings in fieldwork relies on systematical analysis 

fiom methodical examination of field notes. An analytical method of successive 

approximation (Neurnan 1991 ) was use& comprising repeated iterations or cychg 

through seps to a final analysis. The M y s i s  was therefore a dimension of research, rather 

than a stage (Neuman 199 l), and cornrnenced early in research project while stU 

coiIecting data to guide subsequent data coliection. 



The goal of the analysis was to organize the specfic details of the data into a set of 

interiocked concepts (Neunan 199 1). These concepts were used as anaiytical toois, and 

were fomed and refhed throughout the data collection. The research process therefore 

moved fkom broad ideas and concrete detaiIs to a comprehensive analysis with 

generalizatio ns. 

Foilowing the preparation of the transcript of each interview, the data was coded to aid 

organiang the project. Three kinds of coding were used during the analysis: open coding: 

axial coding; selective coding. The collected d2ta was passed through three times using 

the following dBerent types of coding in sequence: 

Open coding: locate thernes to set up categories. Look for critical 
ternis, events, themes. Be open to changing initial codes. Move back 
and forth between abstract concepts and specific details. 
Axial coding: begin with an organized set of themes, go through data 
and review initiai codes. Look at causes and consequences, conditions 
and interactions, strategies and processes. 
Selective coding: major themes are now identified. After most data 
collection completed. Scan data and previous codes and look for cases 
that illustrate themes and makes cornparisons and contrasts around the 
core generalizations. 

(Neuman 1991) 

The codes were revised and rehed throughout the process using analytical rnemos to 

records thoughts about the coding process. 

Interview questions were descriptive for the first three interviews to explore the topic. 



As the themes became apparent through auaiysis, fiiaher questions were added as coding 

of topics presented patterns within the data: 

From your perspective, how important is the quality of the urban 
environment? 
What is the aim of the new Downtown Development Authonty? 
1s there a role within the activities of the Downtown Development 
Authonty for urban design type people? 

M e r  the fÏrst two interviews, a sheet of definitions was tabled to accompany the tabled 

path This addition aided progress by c l a ~ g  a common basis fiom which the interviews 

could proceed. The contents of the dennitions sheet is set out below 

Urban design is . . . a process through which we consciousIy shape and 
manage our built environments. 

Urban designers are interested and engaged in this process and its product. 

DESIGN PROFESSrONS 
Architecture & 

Landscape Architecture 

AR= OF 
URBAN 
DESIGN 



6. Incorporate data analysis into thesis. 

The results of the analysis were used to S o m  the discussion on the ro le o f  the 

practitioner and as a base for the recomrnendations and conclusions of the thesis preçented 

in Chapter 5. 
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